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Periodisation in History, history of North-East India in Indian 

Perspective and some issues 
 

 Usually, majority of historians assert that history constitutes a seamless garment, but 

they cannot render the past intelligible until they subdivide it into manageable and coherent 

units of time. Historians classify history based on bygone eras. For more than a century, 

Western historians have applied a tripartite mode of periodisation, dividing history into 

ancient, medieval and modern periods. In fact, periodisation is an act of instance of dividing 

a subject into historical eras for purposes of analysis and study. The origin of periodisation is 

very old and first became part of the Western tradition in the myths of ancient Greece and the 

holy Bible. The Bible outlines a narrative of history from creation to the end of time. One 

Biblical periodisation scheme commonly used in the middle Ages was Saint Paul’s 

theological division of history into three ages: the first become the age of Moses (under 

nature), the second under Mosaic Law (under law), and the third in the age of Christ (under 

grace).Periodisation is the attempt to categorize Universal history or divide time into named 

blocks. The result is a descriptive abstraction that provides a useful handle on periods of time 

with relatively stable characteristics. A band of historians and learned Scholars define a 

historical period as Remarkable Era within the ancient, medieval and modern periods. 

Petrarch, one of the great Poets, in the 1330s propagated a new term; the dark ages, which 

has since passed common usage- the dark ages meaning the end of civilization represented by 

Greece and Rome, a period of barbarism and ignorance. He dated it approximately from the 

late 5th century to about the year 1000.Another Italian humanist, Flavio Biondi, about a 

century later took the matter a step further and focused another new term; the Middle ages. 

Later scholars were engaged in extensive research on history, not only forwards but even 

backwards, into an increasingly remote past. They developed a new periodisation, by tools 

and weapons: Stone age, Bronze Age, Iron age and with increasing knowledge, with 

increasing documentation in the form of archaeological remains, they sub divided it so that 

the Stone Age was sub divided into Old Stone Age, the Middle Stone Age, the New Stone Age, 

Paleolithic, Mesolithic and Neolithic. Another problem facing the historians is that the 

modern history is getting longer and longer. So some scholars term like early modern, post 

modern and contemporary period. In the view of the Marxists, ancient, Medieval and modern 

is not the only periodisation. They argue by the means of production and the ownership of the 

means of production. In other words, the Marxist approach divides history into the eras of 

slavery, feudalism and capitalism. In fact, history tells the story of man’s activities in society 

which shape the fortune and future of man through the centuries. History is the politics and 

policies are the activism of man in society. It is increasingly realized that if history is to be 

studied in a more scientific manner, one has to come out from the realm of traditional 

methodology and has to experiment with new concepts and new models. Inter-disciplinary 

approach will result in adopting and exploring more and more new approaches. In a way, a 

history is a creation of the historian based on his perception, reconstruction and 

interpretation of the past. 
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 Similarly, we want to focus on another issue. The issue is history of North-East India 

in the Indian perspective. Let us begin with Ancient India. To any student of the ancient 

period of India, the name of Bhaskarvarman would be an important one in the post-Gupta 

period. Not only did he gain the alliance of Harsha, carry his arms into Bengal increasing the 

‘power and prestige of the kingdom of Kamrup to an extent never dreamt before, but also 

stood out a patron of letters. He figures prominently in Hiuen Tsang’s account as well in the 

Harchacharita. But he does not so much as find a mention in Romila Thapar’s History of 

India. Then what better can be expected of a historian who would describe Kamrupa(Assam) 

as a mountainous region ? Similarly, Nilkanta Sastri’s book Advance history of India (1970) 

is nearly eight hundred pages. But this so-called Advance history mentions regarding ancient 

Assam in less than fifteen lines in some scattered references. And in these lines, one 

significant observation is ‘for many centuries, after Bhaskarvarman, nothing is known of 

Assam except that it was a part of Pala dominions. But, much earlier to the publication of this 

book the fact that the kings of this region though bearing the name Pala, were quite distinct 

from the Pala dynasty of Bengal had been firmly established in the famous book in Early 

history of Kamrup(1933) by K.L. Barua and in P.C. Chaudhuri’s History of the Civilization of 

the people of Assam. This fact has been conveniently overlooked in the said so-called 

Advance history of India. In the medieval period, we have seen that Ahom King Rudra Singh 

was one of the famous kings of the then entire North-East India. He attempted at forging an 

army by inviting the Kachari and the Jaintia kings to join him in launching an attack on the 

powerful Moghuls which should have featured in every book on Indian history and 

unfortunately does not find a place anywhere. Similarly, Sri Manta Sankardev played a vital 

role in order to propagate the new Vaishnavite Movement and here Koch King Naranarayan 

and his brother Chilarai patronized this movement. But these are less figured in true 

historical point of view in the Indian historical books. In the recent years, much attention is 

being paid to uprisings against the British in the writings of Indian history. Speaking of such 

uprisings, let us take the case of the recently published Subaltern Studies by Ranajit Guha. A 

rough analysis of the contents of the first three volumes would show that there are five 

specific articles on Bengal, four on U.P., two on Bihar, two on South India and Just one on 

the Kamrup-Goalpara region, the uprisings being those of the Mughal times giving an 

impression that little happened in this vast region during the British period. We, of course 

know better. The way the Nagas, the Mizos and Gomdhar Konwar offered resistance to 

British expansionism are the romantic sagas of modern Indian history and yet which finds no 

place in histories of modern Indian in spite of their claims of being Advanced or 

Comprehensive. Similar case is seen in the context of Lachit Barphukan, writings on Bishnu 

Prasad Rabha, Jyoti Prasad Agarwalla and the like. These are the few examples that we have 

focused here.  It can perhaps still be argued that little or no material is available on the 

region which has an all India bearing and hence this region has been overlooked in general 

histories of India. In this context, prominent historian Gordon Johnson is of the opinion that 

Indian historiography was dominated by the study of the North. Hence, it must also not be 

forgotten that the historian of the North-East is also the historian of India. Hence, S.K. 

Bhuyan, one of the doyen historians of this region was acutely aware of this. In his 

presidential Address in the local history section of Indian History Congress in 1959 at 
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Guwahati, remarked, ‘you will see that physically remote, Assam was not outside the cultural 

hegemony of Aryavarta and Dakshinatya. Its inhabitants had been influenced by the great 

religious upheavals that swept over India. A thorough knowledge of Assam is a matter of vital 

necessity to Indians in general and to the people of the Province in particular. But, so far in 

the present case; it seems, historical wisdom is yet to be emerged.  

 The present Assam Government has introduced History as compulsory subject in the 

Secondary and Higher Secondary level. It is a very healthy academic sign. But it must be 

admitted the fact that the syllabus of history should not be on the basis of merely story-telling 

narration connected with ironic, romantic qualities, heroic kings and glamorous queens as 

generally believed by the people all around. Rather, it should be a very serious academic and 

social discipline with multi-dimensional approaches, from the historical past to the 

historiographical present, from the elite to the masses and silent sufferers. In fact, the death 

of history is the death of man not in physical terms, but in terms of his identity and roots. 

 However, it is our first and humble approach to publish this volume of Journal of 

history department of our College. This editorial does not claim any originality. Much of the 

thoughts expressed here have been picked up from numerous publications. Not a perfect 

volume in many ways, nevertheless we feel that the completion of this volume, in a way, is 

redemption of our pledge to the subject of history. In this context, special expression of our 

gratefulness goes to our founder Principal Sjt. Ananda Saikia, who is also a devoted scholar 

in the field of historical research and Sjt. Durlav Chandra Mahanta Sir, founder President, 

Governing Body of our College. Their inspiration and guidance, in fact, sustained us in our 

Journal. We would forever remain grateful to all the contributors of the research papers and 

learned Advisory Board. 

 Expecting healthy criticism from learned section, 

 With regards,  

         Dr. Anjan Saikia 

 Cinnamara College, Jorhat-8     Bhupen Borah, 

         Joint Editors  
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Agrarian Environment of Medieval Malwa-

Social Formation and Ruler Policy Related to 

Agriculture 

Dr. Asha Shrivastava 

Editorial Executive, 

Central India Journal of Historical and Archaeological Research, M.P. 

 

''Agrarian word related to life science and allied application or agriculture and 

systems of dividing landed property.'' 

 A special feature of the fifteenth century India was the rise of the Provincial 

kingdoms. The death of Firoz Tughlaq marked the end of an epoch. The mild policy 

of Firoz Tughlaq did not create a crisis and more so because he did not disturb the 

Provincial governors. During the declining years of Firoz Shah's life and after the 

death of his youngest son Prince Muhammad shah finally succeeded in ascending the 

throne with the title of Sultan Nasir-ud-din Muhammad Shah. Sultan Muhammad 

Shah made new appointments to various officers and DilawarKhan Ghuri was 

appointed ''Muqta'' of Dhar. It was this Dilawar Khan Ghuri who later became 

independent and founded the kingdom of Malwa.1  In the present paper attempt is 

being made to analysis of agrarian environment (natural environment) and 

environmental condition of social formation and ruler policy related to agriculture and 

agrarian system in Medieval Malwa. 

 Agrarian environment-The Malwa proper or the heart of the kingdom of Malwa is 

almost a triangular tableland with the Vindhya Mountains as its base. The tableland is 

almost uniform in height and is about two thousand feet above sea level. Providing a 

climate which is Salubrious, pleasant and invigarating.2 

 Malwa implies the plateau region which formed a political unit like Magadha, 

Kalinga and Saurashtra. In the sixth century B.C., it became famous under the name 

of Avanti but from the fifth century onwards it was largely called Malava or Malwa 

and comprises of the districts of Dhar, Jhabua, Ratlam, Dewas, Indore, Ujjain, 

Mandsaur, Sehore, Shajapur, Raisen and Vidisha.3    

 Malwa is drained by three main rivers-the Chambal, Betwa and Narmada. To 

the west and North West of this plateau are the Aravalli hills, which is the oldest 

mountain system on the globe. To the south, it is bounded by the Vindhyas Mountain. 

South of the Vindhyas and roughly parallel with them are the Satpura Mountains. To 
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the north west of Malwa are the Bundi Hills. The Malwa Plateau is buckled on the 

northern fringes, approaching the Ganga Valley, with Bundelkhand on its east and 

Hadauti (Rajasthan) on the west.4 

 In this region the main classes of soil are black, brown and bhatori (stony) soil. 

The Volcanic clay like soil of the region owes its black colour to the high iron content 

of the basalt from which it formed. The soil requires less irrigation because of its high 

capacity for moisture retention. The other two soil types are lighter and have a higher 

proportion of sand.5The black soil, which is very fertile for the cultivation of cotton, 

wheat, sugarcane, groundnuts etc; this black soil was derived from old lawa deposits . 

The area round this region is rich in forest.6  

1. This territory of the Malwa region may be divided in to the four natural 

divisions -1.The central Malwa plateau, physically, it may be described as 

high tableland, consisting of a gently undulating and inclined plain, which is 

open and highly cultivated , and which is varied by small conica.7It is watered 

by numerous rivers and small streams and favoured with a rich and highly 

productive soil and a mild climate, conducive to both the health and happiness 

of men.8 The central Malwa plateau consist of the district of Rajgarh, 

Shajapur ,Dewas ,Indore ,Ratlam and Dhar. The rivers system of Malwa is 

very rich. This region is watered by several rivers which are fed by numerous 

tributaries that intersect and irrigate the area in all direction. Among the 

principal rivers are the Chambal, the Kalisindh, Sepra, Parvati, Betwa, Mahi 

and Narmada.  

2. The north-east plateau is narrow outstretch of the great central plateau of 

Malwa which is made distinctive by the wooded ranges of the Vindhyas 

encircling it from the east, north and south. The region about Vidisha was 

always prosperous and flourishing. In early times, this region was famous 

under the name of Dasarana.9 

3. The north-west plateau -this comprises of Mandsaur and art of the Ratlam 

district. This tract is hilly and rugged, which aids the development of 

characteristics required for military way of life and also affording facilities for 

the erection of edifices in stone. The Malvas and the Aulikars, who ruled over 

this region. Dashpur (Mandsaur) was the famous city of this region.10 

4. The Narmada Valley-the low lying narrow Valley of this great river is 

enclosed by the range of the Vindhyas and Satpura to the north and south 

respectively. The country is flat and fertile and cultivation here is more wide 

spread and flourishing. Along the Vindhya hills, the country becomes wilder 

and teak forests predominate in this area. This region was known as Anupa in 

ancient times.11 
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Social Formation- The physical features of Malwa affected the lives and habits of the 

People, influenced their character and makeup and invested them with distinctive 

characteristics. In the Valleys of the rivers of Narmada, Chambal, Betwa and others 

great centers of culture and civilization gradually developed. To begin with stone is 

people settled in these Valleys. Afterwards, Chalcolithic people made their homes 

near the banks of the rivers. Maheshwar and Navadatoli sites are very important. In 

the course of the time, the important towns of Ujjain, Vidisha, Maheshwar, Mandsaur 

etc. sprang up on the banks of these rivers.12 

Agriculture and Economy- As the climate is good and the soil is fertile in Malwa, 

most of the people took to agriculture and other peaceful pursuits such as cottage 

crafts.  There were easy means of livelihood without a hand struggle. Attracted by the 

easier way of life, settlers from different parts migrated to this region from time to 

time.13 

1. Trade- From the earliest times, this region remained in touch with the 

different parts of the country by several routes. Three routes met in Avanti 

from the western coast from Deccan and from Sravasti. Besides the land route, 

there was also a water route to the west (The Narmada river passing through 

Malwa joins the sea).In early times, goods landed at Broach (Bharukachchha) 

Ptolemy could be conveniently transported to Malwa by river. These facilities 

of communication led to the development of commerce and trade. As a result 

this region flourished from the earliest times.14In medieval period 

establishment of trading houses at Multan, Bijapur, Daultabad, Agra port of 

Surat increased the importance of Malwa region .Lying on the main trade 

route of Agra-Deccan, Surat, Agra, Bijapur, Ujjain, Malwa became a 

crossroad of trade. European traders settled on the western coast travelled by 

Malwa. Chief trading centers in this time of Malwa were Narwar, Mandsaur, 

Seronj, Gagroan, and chief cities were Ujjain, Chanderi, Dhar, Mandu and 

Gharamandal.15    

2. Thus historically Malwa displays a curious duality. The Deccan Lavas 

provided the only really extensive agriculture base in central India, and so it 

has retained its individuality. Its frontiers are least persistent in the North. This 

is, in part at least, inherent in the Geography of Malwa compared to that of its 

neighboring regions. As it provides by far the best route from Northern India 

to the Deccan, it has been regarded as a prized possession by all political 

powers of Northern India and the Deccan. So Malwa was the arena where 

ambitious rulers fought out their battles for supremacy.16  

Rulers Policy related to Agrarian system-The death of Firoz Tughlaq the end of an 

epoch. In the course of a few years the kingdom broke up, and during the first half of 
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the fifteenth century there was no longer a single predominant Moslem power in 

India. The Deccan and Khandesh, Gujarat Malwa, Bengal and Jaunpur had became 

independent kingdoms.17 the information regarding the state income is so scanty. The 

greater part of the kingdom was granted in Iqta's to the officers who were left to make 

their own arrangement. A certain part of the kingdom was kept by the Sultans and was 

known as the Khalsa land. In the Khalsa land the revenue administration was directly 

under the central Government and revenue officers were appointed by the Sultan.18 

The method of assessment is not clear but from the measures taken by Mahmud 

Khalji and it is clear in his region revenue was paid by the cultivators throughout the 

revenue officers of the state. The revenue was paid at the harvest time.19The officers 

reported that the receiptsinthe revenue departmentwere made according to the solar 

calendar and the payments in the various officers were made according to the lunar 

calendar.20  

Mahmud Khalji (I) policy for cultivation- Mahmud Khalji (I) fully alert that the 

prosperity of his kingdom  and cultivators. Nothing could be more discouraging to 

a cultivator than to see the fruits of his labour spoilt. The greatest the danger to which 

the fields of the cultivators were exposed was the movement of the army. Mahmud 

(I), therefore, took quite a good deal of precaution to see that the fields of the 

cultivators were not destroyed. And wherever of their his conquering armies had to 

march through the cultivated lands of the ryat and trampled down the crops under the 

feet  of their horses, Mahmud appointed trustworthy amins and honest mutafahis to 

measure all such damage carefully and pay compensation from the treasury for the 

amount of crop so damaged. Mahmud (I) considered agriculture produce as the real 

wealth of a country is also borne out by the policy that he adopted when invading the 

territories of any neighboring kingdom. On many occasions we find that after the 

entered the enemy territory he gave orders to his army to destroy everything in the 

fields so completely that even fodder for the cattle was not left. The idea behind such 

destruction was to render the enemy helpless against him and also to drive home into 

the minds of the ryat the incompetence of their own rulers, who could not protect 

them. It was something like breaking the morale of an enemy country.  After the death 

of Mahmud khalji (I) the last mentioned source must have ceased to bring in any 

income, because his successors could not pursue his policy.   

Conclusion-Agrarian word related to rural or agriculture matters. Agrarian structure 

will be valuable to ruler class and peasants. The relationship between agrarian 

transformation and environmental change is very for peacefully important. Nature has 

provided Malwa proper with ideal atmosphere for peaceful pursuits of life with plenty 

of scope for material property and ample natural beauty to inspire cultural 

development. The rulers of Malwa therefore, looked beyond the tableland to such 
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adjacent territories from where any invading army could be checked and at the 

sometime to establish such relationship as would promote trade and commerce. 

Malwa in the reign of Al-ud-din-khalji was not immediately changed to the important 

centers with a super imposition of Muslim officers. When Muhammad Tughlaq meted 

out harsh punishment to the centurions in Malwa it was only followed by revolts. 

These revolts under Muhammad Tughlaq in reality were on expression of the feeling 

of independence that these officers had imbibed. The mild policy of Firoz Tughlaq did 

not create a crisis and more so because he did not disturb the provincial governors. 

Finally Dilawar Khan who cautiously but surely succeeded in proclaiming the 

independence of Malwa.Frishta remarks about the reign the Hindus and the Muslims 

lived happily and maintained friendly relations with each other. The state of Malwa 

envisaged the protection and welfare of the people as the primary obligation of the 

state. It is generally held that Shershah was the first ruler who cared for the 

cultivations, but here in Malwa long before Shershah Mahmud Khalji taking positive 

steps to encourage cultivation. He ordered that no damage to the crop should be 

caused by the marching armies and if it was caused full compensation from the state 

treasury was to be given to the cultivators. He also refrained from increasing the 

revenue demand when agriculture prospered in any part of his kingdom. 
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Impact of the Bhagavad-Gita on the theistic culture of  

East-while Kamrupa-Kamata 
 

Binay Barman,  

Assistant Professor, 

Department of History, Saldiha College,  

West-Bengal 

 

 From the Epic period, the vast North-East India has had been mainly governed 

by the Hinduistic philosophy and thoughts. Though Non-Hindu culture parallels 

existed in the picture had no meaningful influence on the said sophisticated Hindu 

culture for their sporadic wild character. “ History of Coochbehar ’’ by S. C. Ghosal 

says that “ In the Brahmans of the Vedas , Aryans settled in the eastern country by 

crossing the river Sadanira between Kosala and Mithila1. This is also recounted in the 

Satapatha Brahmana.The Aryans came to Kamrupa through Mithila. According to the 

view of B. C. Cheterjee also Kamrup is an ancient settlement of Aryans.2 

 In the Ramayana and the Mahabharata ample reference of Aryan kingdom and 

rulers in this vast zone is seen. Such as in the Ramayana we find Amurtaryana, the 

son of Kosha founded a kingdom named Pragjyotishpur, Naraka, the faster son of 

king Janaka ruled Pragjyotishpur. In the Mahabharata we find Bhagadatte and 

Bajradatte as the ruler of Pragjyotishpur. King Naraka extended the boundary of the 

vast kingdom Pragjyotishpur in the west up to the river Koshi. The rulers brought in 

many men of twice birth from the west in Magadha and Mithila for refuse and 

permanent habitation. It is said that an ancient times, Mithila and Kamrupa was 

culturally the same area and the division of it befell only in the middle period. 

 Hinduism has its philosophical thought which may be classified primarily into 

two groups: 1 Monistic and 2. Dualistic thoughts. Same important philosophical 

schools are supporters of monism and others are the supporters of dualism and 

pluralism. 

 Rig-Veda has propagated monistic theory, and Vedanta philosophy also 

echoed the same thought. In the Rig-Veda we find “Ekam Satviprah Bahuda Badanti 

“. This is the reality is one but the enlightened Bipras (Brahmans) say many, and in 

Vedanta Darshan, we find- “Sarpam khaluridam Brahman. “ That is the total visible 

and non- visible articles of the universe are Brahman. That is the sum total of this 

universe is Brahman. 
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.  Ekamaditiyam – There is only one reality but not two. Vedanta educates that 

only one principle exists in this universe that is conscious principles which is called 

Brahman. On the other hand Vaisnaism and other schools of thoughts advocate 

dualism even pluralism. According to these disciples, there is God and other beings 

and also non-animate particles. Sankhya, Naya, and Vaisesika they believe this 

theory. Sankhya advocates plurality of purasa and also Prakrity having 24 tetras. And 

also says the word is the result of 25 Tatras, one being soul the other 24 unconscious 

particles. 

 But the preaching of the Bhagbatgita is in favor of monism. It teaches that 

only one soul pervades the universe. It is all pervasive and omnipotent, omniscient 

tone force. 

“Ahamatma gudakesha Sarbabhuktasayathitah 

Ahamadihcha Madhya Bhutanamantatacbaca.” 
 
(Oh, gudakesha, as Atman, I reside in all living   beings, and I am the beginning, 

middle and of them. Only one soul resides in all living beings. So, all souls are 

identical. Gita has said also a change exists only in body not in atman inside the 

body). 

It is also said- Mattawan Para tang Namat 

Kinchidasti Dhananjaya 

Mayi Sarbanidam Pratam Sutra maniganaiba   
 
None is existence is better than I. All are stitched in me, as the pearls are stitched with 

a thread. 

 In one word it can be said that the Bhagbatgita has preached that the world or 

universe is the manifestation of Parama Brahman, that one phenomenon comprises the 

whole universe is the teaching of the Bhagbatgita. There is a reference of Astadha 

Prakati which according to Sankhya, creats the word in collaboration with the Purasa, 

the conscious being. And now question arises how this conscious being realized and 

the suggestion of Gita regarding to that. It is Gita which is out an advocate of Yoga 

cult. It says, Yoga sadhana is in evitable for realizing Para atman or Supreme Being. 

Srikrishna has advised Arjuna for devotion in Yoga practice. 

He said- Tapasuribhyadhika yogi gnanibha camatadhika 

Karmibhya adhika yogi Tasmat yogibhabarjjuna 
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(That yogi is wiser than Tapasuri. Gnani and karmas, and so you indulge yourself in 

yoga practice.In ancient time yoga practice was the principle spiritual cult among the 

Hindus). Yoga was the eternal process as said by Lord Krishna – 

Emong vibaswate yoga Prokobancham abyayam 

Vibaswan Manabe Prahah Manurikhakaberabrabit. 

 Lord Krishna said the teaching of Yoga is eternal. In ancient times these 

teachings of yoga imparted on the Sun, and through Sun, Manu got the lesson. By this 

hereditary prose’s all the successful kings and heroes got this yoga teaching. But in 

course of long time this yoga practice has been destroyed to a large extent. 

 In ancient kamrupa-Kamta yoga cult was in vogue par alley to vaisnavite and 

Sakti cult. In the Century 629 A.D. Huen Tsang saw as many as one hundred Temples 

of Gods in Kamrupa. And this proves the existence of dual or multiple faiths in Hindu 

society of this region. The boundary of Kamrupa according to yogini tantra was Sadia 

in the east, Karotoya in the west, Bhutan hills on the north and confluence of the river 

Brahmaputra and Tista in the south3. But probably from the 8th century down to the 

12th century yoga sadhana was visibly present in Kamrup region. Siva worship was 

seen here and there and Siva is known as yogiraj. The Buddhist monk reamed 

throughout Kamrupa for preaching of Buddha Sahajiya Sadhana which principally 

was yoga based. Those who were initiated in Buddha Sahajiya Sadhana were the 

followers of Gautam Buddha. But later on, the god Siva, replaced Lord Buddha, in 

Kamrupa, and the disciples of yoga link were accustomed to worship Siva as their 

main god. These yogis who were best known as followers of Nath, Dharma in 

kamrupa coming not from a single caste conformed later on, a religion community 

known as Nath community. In ancient Kamrupa we find their Bihar’s or centers of 

worship and residing places. Yogighopa in Goal Para, Mouthorgan in Golokganj of 

Assam, Mahakalguri temple, the cave of Jayanti, Banes war Dham in Coochbehar4, all 

these definitely cite example of yoga cult in Kamrupa of by gone days. 

 The Nath literature prevalent in this region well expresses the impact of yogic 

influence over the place. Gopichandar gan (song), the first notable Epic written in 

Kamta language, probably was written in the twentieth century A.D. In this Epic we 

find the yogic power of the queen Maynamati reviving a dead person. This kind of 

super natural yogic power was achieved by the yoga practitioners. This Maynamati 

and Gopichandra were inhabitants of present Rangpur (now in Bangladesh) of the 

then Kamata which was known as Kamrupa. Goroknather Gan (song of Goroknath) is 

also a song of Nath community. These songs deal with Goroknath, the deity of cows. 

The songs are still sung by the people of this region in house to house specially in 

winter and they also beg alms for the Raja or worship of the lord Goreknath .People 

believes that their cows will be saved from disease if they can please the god, 

Gorknath by worship and oblation. And this god Gorakhnath is practically Lord Siva 
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of Nath Yogins.But this Gorknath worship is no longer limited to the Nath community 

only. All the Hindu people of this region believe in Gorkhnath as the Lord of cows. 

And so each and every year the people of this region worship cow god for the safety 

of their cattle. 

Some stanzas of the Gorkhnath song;- 

   Thube mana Thube sabe 

   Kanakari Jhumar baje 

   Baje Jhumar Baje Tal. 

   Ac ciriter Gagat Mal 

   Gagatmatar Unijhuni 

   Sona Bandong Pare kuri 

   Sonari Berua Ban 

   Agduari Langal Hal (etc). 

 

 In this region we also can see the existence of Hota-Yoga, a line of 

yogasadhana, alternatively known Tantra Sadhana. This Sadhana is concerned with 

achieving unnatural powers to dominate others. The system of yoga resorts to as an, 

Mudra and Pranayam which are done artificially and naturally is different from Lay 

yoga which primarily is concerned and also, the Gouriya Vaisnaism with its main and 

sub-stream has helped much to wash out the Tantrik or yoga cult. Gouriya Vaisnaism 

has got pluralistic ideas in which we find Krishna, Radha the devotees. So it is far 

from the Monistic ideology of Bhagbatgita. And even all the products school of 

Gouriya Vaisnaism which are preaching now a days are the advocates of dualism and 

pluralism. 

 But the other hand stream of the yoga system that is Lay yoga is still in vogue 

in the monk and corner of this area. This system is also known as Sidha Maha Yoga. 

Now days, Bahalpur of Dhubri district of Assam has become the centre of this Yoga 

system. But the publicity of this system is very feeble as became the Indian 

philosophy of it is apathetic to publicity. Rajavidya Rajagujhang- it is the best of all 

learning and also most secret. This Sidhamahayoga system concord with the massage 

of the Gita------ 

   “Manmanabhava Matbhakto Matyaji Mang vomsruru. 

   Manebaisy ASI Satyng Te Pratijane Priyassime.” 
 
(Become identical with many mind,   become devotee of me, always sacrifice in favor 

of me and also salute me, only then, you will get me, you my dear. I promise this is to 

you). 
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 Indeed, according to Bhagbatgita, this is only the path by which a devotee may 

be one with the Supreme Being with self-realization or salvation of all man. On the 

other hand Tantrik practice of Yoga yields magic art kindling the hidden mental 

powers of the sadhakas. And by this unnatural powers achieved, the sadhakas can 

control the demon Gods i.e., devils doing to the men or repel diseases of the patients. 

 In this Kamata region there is also a Bhangria system in which the Bhangriya 

becomes as if God in- connate and gives proper instructions to the diseases person for 

healing diseases and also replying the demon feel upon him. Bhangria generally 

becomes the worshipper of the deity with whom he has good nexus. It can be said this 

Bhangria system is the outcome of the Tantra Sadhana or Hoto Yoga. 

 In conclusion we can say that of Vaisnaism in the 6th century, by the Tantrik 

cult of this region is being reduced gradually. Sank aria Vaisnavism mainly deals with 

Vakti cult (devotion). Sri Krishna is the deity centripetal and by kirtan (eulogical 

song) and also by reading Bhagbatgita, Puranas, the deity is worshiped. 
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Note: The Bhagavad-Gita has a word of solace for our grief such as we do not find in any 

other religious classic of the world. The twentieth verse of the 2nd chapter of the Bhagavad-

Gita says:  Na jay ate mriyate VA kadacit 

  Na hanyete hanyamane sarire. 

Meaning: He is never born, nor does he diet at any time, he is not slain when the body is slain. 
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 Some of the ancient Indian democratic states lasted for more than a full millennium. 

But it is surprising enough to note that these democratic states could not produce any tangible 

result as done by the simultaneous Greek republics. The Indian republics did not leave any 

mark on political philosophy nor did it contribute directly on this field of study. As such, both 

oriental and occidental historians believed firmly that only monarchical form of government 

was in operation in those days. But the historians like K.P. Jaswal and others, on the basis of 

available sources, have thrown a new light on the existence of democratic states side by side 

with the monarchical states in ancient India. This new trend of thinking has now completely 

changed the attitude of the historians of both west and east alike with regard to the ancient 

Indian form of governments.  

 Now, the next question is why the pro-British historians did not lay emphasis on the 

study of the democratic system of ancient India. The answer is very simple. Had they brought 

a new light on it, perhaps the democratic movement in the pre-independent Indian would have 

gone beyond control. But even in the post-independent period, it is a matter of regret, the 

same British historian tendency has continued by the major historians of India who are 

patronized by ruling sect and the capitalist class as well. They are chiefly interested to 

safeguard their class interest. In spite of the available exiting sources that Indian republics 

was a reality of antique, they do not like to expose it before the Indian masses that democratic 

traditions, movements were the legacy of their own. The masses are the real inheritors of it. 

However, it is a matter of great satisfaction that a section of patriotic Indian historians have 

tried their level best to give a new light on every aspect about the past of our glorious India. In 

this context, the Indian political system of the past is not an exception to it. In this brief 

article, an attempt has been made to give a general idea about the republican system of 

ancient India and its relevancy on the modern functioning of the present system of India. 

Sources to know ancient Indian republics 

 The period of ancient republics roughly covers from the time of the Mahabharata up 

to the Gupta age. This, again is called ancient period in Indian History. In order to know this 

period historically, one is to rely indirectly on archaeological, numismatic and other literary 

evidences. No direct sources are available to know this period fully. The same is the case with 

the republican system of this period as well. In order to have an idea with regard to this 

system, one has to collect the necessary evidences from the above mentioned available 

sources. Besides, the Santi Parva of the Mahabharata, Buddhist literature, the Indika of 

Magasthenis, Arthasanstra of Kautilya are of immense help for the study of republican 

system of ancient India. On the basis of these reliable evidences, the famous historian K.P. 
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Jayswal, A.S. Altekar and host historians have depicted a fine picture about the functioning of 

the republican system of ancient India. 

Definition of ancient democracy 

 Before going to other aspects of ancient Indian democracy, everybody must have a 

clear idea about its definition. It is admitted by all that the sovereign power of a state which 

rests not on a single individual but on a number of persons is called democratic system. The 

ancient Greek, Roman states, Venice and Netherland are termed as democratic states on the 

basis of the above mentioned definition. It should be noted here that all the citizens of those 

states were not allowed to participate in the political activities of states. It this definition is 

accepted in the case of Western republics, Leechavis, Yeadheas etc. the ancient Indian 

republics must be called as republics on the basis of the above definition. Of course, the view 

on modern democracy is quite different from it. According to Abraham Lincoln, modern 

democracy is by the people, for the people, of the people. Surprisingly enough, no democratic 

state of the present world can claim Lincoln’s definition on modern democracy is by the 

people, for the people, of the people, surprisingly enough, no democratic state of the present 

World can claim Lincoln’s definition on modern democracy being applied for the best interest 

of the common masses. In present India also, though the government has been formed on the 

mandate of the common people for the last sixty six years, yet the present Indian republic 

cannot claim that it has been doing everything entirely for the sake of common people since 

its inception. This will, however, be discussed briefly in the last part of this article. Let us 

now discuss the various aspects of the ancient Indian republics in a nutshell. 

Republics of the Mahabharata 

 The Santiparba of the Mahabharata contains a very meaningful discourse between 

Yudhisthira and Bhishma regarding republican state. From their discourse, one can inter 

easily how a democratic system functioned properly in the epic age. Both of them have 

pointed out the causes of success and failure of a democratic state. They have stressed on 

discipline, punctuality, day to day function of republic for its success. At the same time, they 

have pointed out that oppression, misunderstanding etc. are the causes for the fall of a 

republican state. Panini, a famous writer of ancient India mentioned about the Hindu republics 

of 500 B.C. in his renowned work, ‘Astadhaj’. He also stressed on the united function of a 

republican state. 

Buddhist Republics 

 It is an admitted fact that Buddhism is more democratic in its form and nature in 

comparison with any other religions of the World. It is due to the fact that Buddhism 

flourished in a state of democratic atmosphere. Gautam Budda, the founder of this religion 

was himself associated with the democratic ideology of those days. Once, the king of 

Magadha sent a minister to Gautam Buddha and sought advice from him to defeat and 

destruct Vajjians republic, a stronghold of republicanism of the contemporary period. Gautam 
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Buddha put forward seven conditions which strongly prevailed in the Vijjian republic. The 

conditions of the said republic are as follows.  

1. Unity among the Vajjians. 

2. Frequent discussion among them relating to state matter. 

3. Utmost care in the repeal of prevailing laws, introduction and enactment of new 

laws. 

4. Respect towards the elderly men of the state. 

5. Stress on chastity of women. 

6. Respect shown to the ancient monuments of the state. 

7. Strong measures taken by them for the defense of their own state.  

 So long as, the above mentioned conditions possessed by the Vajjians. Gautam 

Buddha asserted, no monarchical state would be able to defeat them at all. Besides, these 

Buddhist republics, Kautilya, the author of the Arthasastra and Magasthenes, the Greek 

envoy at the court of Chandra Gupta Maurya also mentioned several types of republics during 

the time of Maurya Empire which existed simultaneously with the monarchical states of India.   

Administrative system of ancient republics 

 It has been already mentioned at the beginning that the sovereign power of an ancient 

republican state rested on a few persons. The supreme power of the state was invested on the 

legislature. There were 5000 members and 7707 members in Yeaudeyan and Lichachhavis 

legislatures respectively. The central Assembly elected the commander in chief of the army 

and the executive body as well. All the important matters relating to peace and war were 

deposed off by the central Assembly. Every emergent case was decided not on the basis of 

political party interest but on merit basis. A lively debate containing strong arguments in 

favour and against took place in the Assembly sitting on every motion that came for 

discussion. There was a definite rule in every republic for the quorum in the sitting of the 

Assembly. The chairman or the speaker of the central Assembly was called Sangha Mukh.   

Causes of downfall of ancient Republics 

 The Hindu republics lasted since the pre-historic time upto 400 A.D. i.e. upto the 

Gupta age. The internal dissension and strife, clash, enmity are the main causes of the 

downfall of these republics. According to V.P. Varma, the republican states were smaller in 

territory and population than those of monarchical states. As a result, these republican states 

had to succumb to the monarchical imperialism. Similarly, K.P. Jaiswal is of the opinion that 

both Mauryas and Guptas destroyed the free spirit of the ancient republican states. Besides, 

party factions, family quarrels, lure of corruption were seen in these republics. Fed up with 

these weaknesses, people might have felt that monarchy was a better guarantee of protection 

against invasion than a republic. Moreover, it is probable that they might not have remained 

vigilant about their rights, and strong persons might have crushed their liberty and established 

personal rule in place of republican system. Thus, the ancient republican states came to an end 

after the Gupta age completely. In fact, in history, no political system is ever lasting al all. 
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The success of a particular political system depends upon its longevity. Even the failure of the 

system paves the way for its success for next one of the same type in the subsequent period. 

Lesson to learn from the ancient republics 

 There is no doubt, a wide gap of 1500 years between the ancient republics and the 

present republic of India. It is admitted by all that modern democratic ideas entered into India 

with the coming of the imperialist British. In other words, the modern Indian democracy is the 

direct product of western type of democracy and it has no direct link with the ancient type of 

democracy. It has been already pointed out that the ancient republics were small in territory 

and population. But the present Indian republic is the biggest one in the whole with a 

population of nearly 120 crores. The ancient republics were of unitary types with direct 

representatives from the people themselves whereas the present Indian republic is of federal 

type with a parliament of nearly 900 members at the centre in both houses. Even after 1500 

years, the circumstances like internal strife, corruption, and oppression family feuds that led 

to the downfall of ancient republics have again crept into the present Indian republican system 

in spite of the differences one is oriental and most ancient, the other is occidental and modern. 

It should be noted that the modern Indian republican system has merely covered only 65 years 

whereas Malvas, Yeaudeyas, Lichavis lasted nearly thousand years. Keeping in view of time 

of the functioning of the present republican system of India, can any Indian statesman offer 

guarantee that it will last one thousand years like those of the ancient republics? This is the 

most vital question which is to be answered by the politician, statesman, above all, by the 

political philosophers of modern India. Lastly, an infant modern Indian republic has many 

things to learn for its long survival and development from the thousand year old republics of 

ancient India. 

 To sum up, further investigation on this important topic by the inquisitive historians 

and researchers may bring more research on the basis of the historical evidences. 
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Abstract : The world is experiencing a fast rate of urbanisation. It is reflected by the 

emergence of a lot of small towns characterized by uncontrolled growth of population 

and poor infrastructure. To understand the nature of urban structure of these small 

towns the inter linkage of various social aspects within the towns need to be analyzed. 

The paper tries to portray the urban structure of Dubrajpur, a small town located in 

Birbhum district of West Bengal from the social perspective. The study is based on 

primary and secondary data. The unique residential segregation pattern and social area 

analysis displays the vivid social morphology of Dubrajpur town. To study the inter 

linkage of several social aspects of the town the intra-town spatial variation of social 

status in terms of levels of backwardness, status of women using different parameters 

have been analyzed. The paper ultimately reveals that the  structure of the town is 

very much influenced by its unique social morphology. The paper also reveals that the 

social morphology plays an important role in shaping the intra-town status of 

Dubrajpur town. The study would help the planners as well as social and urban 

geographers to adopt strategies for the future development of the town. 

 

Keywords : Urbanisation, small towns, urban structure, social morphology, 

residential   segregation, social area analysis. 

 

Introduction:In  recent  times ,  the  concept  of  small  town  has  gained  much  

popularity  in  urban  studies.  If  we  classify  towns  according  to  population ,  

towns  having  a  population  below  50000  are  called  small  towns.1 These  small  

towns  often  show  some  unique  characteristics  of  urbanization  as  well  as  

contribute  a  lot  to  the  regional  economy. In  order  to  enhance  the  urbanization  

scenario ,  detailed investigation  of  the  nature  of  urbanization  of   these  small  

towns  need  to  be  carried  out.  Our  study  area  is  Dubrajpur ,  a  small  town  in  

Birbhum  district.  Our  study  is  oriented  towards  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  

the  study  area  as  a  case  study  of  urbanization  pattern  of  a  small  town  with  

special  emphasis  on  socio –morphological  aspects.   

 

Study area : Dubrajpur  is  a  small  town  located  in  Siuri  sub – division  of  

Birbhum  district.  It  has  a  geographical location  of  23.8˚ N  and  87.38˚ E.  

Dubrajpur  is  35  km.  from  Andal  and  19  km.   from  Siuri  on  the  Andal-Sainthia  

Eastern  rail-line.  It  is  located  at  the  junction  of  Panagarh- Morgram  State  

Highway  and  Morgram-Raniganj  National  Highway(  Extension  of  N.H.  60 ).As  
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per  as the  availability  of  records  are  concerned , Dubrajpur  was  notified  as  a  

Census  Town  in  Census  Of  India , 1941.     Till  Census  of  India , 1971  

Dubrajpur  was  a  Census  Town.  The  Municipality  was  set  up  in1975and  it  got  

the  status  of Municipality  in  Census  Of  India ,1981. The area of Dubrajpur town is 

16.83 square km. and it is the largest town of Birbhum district in terms of area. 

According to Census of India,2011 it has a population of 32,752. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Sources and Methods :In  preparing the paper  we  have  collected  data  

and  information  from  primary  and  secondary  sources.  The  primary  data  have  

been  collected  through  field  work.  The  secondary  sources  of  data  include : 
●   Census  of  India , West  Bengal  Volume , 2001 

●   District  Statistical  Handbook , Birbhum  , 2003 

●   Dubrajpur  Municipality 

In  order  to  have  an  in-depth  knowledge  of  the  concepts  related  to our  study, 

we  went  through  several  texts , articles.  Next  we  gathered  the  relevant  

secondary  data  and  information  on  our  study  area  from  different  sources.  On  

the  basis  of  the  objectives  of  the  study , appropriate  questionnaires  have  been  

prepared.  The  required  current  information  have  been  collected  through  primary  

survey. The urban structure and the social aspects of the town had also been studied 

by empirical observations. The  observations  have  been  analyzed  with  the  help  of  

suitable  quantitative  and  qualitative  techniques.  The  outcome  is  the  preparation  

of  a  number  of  maps  and  diagrams  revealing  the socio-morphological  aspects.  

The  quantitative  techniques  include Social Area analysis, Choropleth  Mapping  etc. 

 

Morphology of Dubrajpur town :The  urban  structure or morphology  of  

Dubrajpur  town can  be  divided  into  many  zones  : 
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1.  C.B.D :  It  occupies  the  central  place  and  it  is  the  focus  of  the   town’s  

commercial  activities. The C.B.D of  Dubrajpur  town  is  located   in  ward  no.  6.  

The  retail  shops  are  mainly  concentrated  in  this  zone.The  road  density  is  also  

very  high. Recently a multi commercial complex  has  been  constructed  here. 

 

2.  ZONE  OF  TRANSITION  :Party  circling  the  C.B.D  is  the  zone of  

transition.Here  several  godowns are  located.  There  is  invasion  of  business  in  

this  area  which  led  to  the  decline  in  residential  desirability.  Some  slums  are  

located  here. 

 

3.  ADMINISTRATIVE  ZONE  :  A  distinct  administrative  zone  can be   found   in  

Dubrajpur  town comprising  ward  no. 7.  It  is  the focus  of  civic  life.  Court 

,Police station , banks  and  other government institutions are  located here.  

Dubrajpur municipality is  also  situated  in  this  zone. 

 

4.  RESIDENTIAL  ZONES :   The  residential  zones  comprise  of  low  Class  and  

middle-high  class.Low  class  residential  zones  are  mainly  located  at  the  

periphery  of  the  town.  Those  who  cannot afford  the  high  land  value  nearthe  

C.B.D  are  settled  here.  Thiszone  is characterized by low investment in housing, 

inadequate urban amenities  and  poor  quality  of  living.Wards  no.  7 , 10 , 14  and  

parts  of  ward  no.  1  fall  under  this  sub  zone. 

 The  middle-high  class residential  zones  are  located  near  the  C.B.D  and  

the  railway  station  due  to  market and  transportation  facilities. As this  sub  zone  

is  fully  saturated   new  middle-high  class  zones  are expected  to  be  created  at  

the vacant  lands  throughout  the town , mainly  far  away  from  C.B.D.  Wards  no.  

1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5mainly  fall  under  this  sub  zone. 

 
Social morphology of Dubrajpur town:Socio – Morphology  of  an  urban  area  is  

a  broad  concept  which  incorporates  those  social  aspects  which  play  a  major  

role  in  shaping  the  morphology  of  an  urban  area.  Socio – Morphology  concept  

is  derived  from  a  marriage  of  two  outlooks – Social , which  mainly  indicates  

the  human  aspect , interaction  of  people – society  and  Morphology  which  

includes  the  physical  aspect  i.e.  the  pattern  and  nature  of  houses  and  other  

buildings , the  layout  of  roads etc.The  interaction  between  these  human  and  

physical  aspects  of  an  urban  area  ultimately  reveals  the  distinct  spatial  pattern  

of  it  as  morphology  is  very  much  influenced  by  the  social  factors , for  instance 

, the  nature  and  pattern  of  houses  will  be  different  in  different  segments  

dominated  by  different  communities / income  groups..  Land use  is  also  

determined  by  social  factors  , for  example , land  utilization  patterns  are  different  

in  C.B.D  zones  and  peripheral  areas  as  these  two  zones  are  inhabited  by  

different  groups  of  people. 

 
i) Residential segregation: Residential segregation means the “separation of the 

subgroups of a large population particularly into distinct residential area”(Oxford 
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dictionary of Geography). The concept of segregation refers both to processes of 

social differentiation and to the spatial patterns that result from such processes. 
ii) 2 From  the  empirical  observation , we  have  found  a  distinct  segregation  

pattern  in  the  town  which  gives  it  an  unique  identity.  Our  study  area  has  

mainly  five  communities -  the  General  Hindus , the  Muslims ,  the  Scheduled  

Castes , the  Scheduled  Tribes  and  the  Marwaris. As  per  considering  the  

ecological  processes  of  urban  growth  and  according  to  our perception  we  

have  tried  to  analyze  the  pattern  perspective.  Dubrajpur  is  mainly  a  

commercial  town  though  a  considerable  number  of  people  are  engaged  in  

other  tertiary  activities.  Transport  has  played  a  major  role  in  the  

development  of  the  town.  With  the  development  of  commercial  activities , the  

C.B.D  zone  developed  first. It  is  mainly  the   Marwaris  who  own  the  

commercial  shops  in  C.B.D.  So  ward  no.   6  is  dominated  by  the  Marwaris.  

Then  people  migrated  to  Dubrajpur  town  in  search  of  opportunities  from  the  

surrounding  villages.  The  town  began  to  expand.  The  people  who  were  able  

to  afford  high  land  value  near  the  C.B.D  settled  down  and  others  were  

forced  to  move  out  towards  the  periphery.  The  invasion  process , coupled  

with  competition  began  to  give  the  town  an  unique  segregation  pattern.  The 

middle-high class people reside near the C.B.D.  For example , ward  no.  5  is  

dominated  by  the  high  class  Hindu  community , especially  the  Brahmins.  The  

tribal  people  migrated  from  the  adjoining  Jharkhand  and  settled  at  the  

peripheral  zones  of  the  town  in  form  of  slums  and  squatter  settlements.  

Ward  no.  7  is  dominated  by  the  S.C.s  and  the  S.T.s.  This  ward  has  

different  names  in  different  segments  depending  upon  the  concentration  of  a  

particular  group  of  people  reflecting  homogeneous  life-styles  such  as  Das  

para , Hazra  para , Kora  para  etc.  Among  the  Scheduled  Tribes , the  Santhals  

and  the  Koras  are  dominant.  Another  factor  that  is  responsible  for  their  

concentration  in  ward  no.  7  is  the  location  of  Mama-Bhagne  hill.  It  has  

provided  them  with  the  physical  environment  suitable  for  their  settlement  

and  livelihood.  Each  community  has  distinct  characteristics  but  sharing  

common  views , rituals  due  to  the  effect  of  urbanization.  The  Muslims  reside  

mainly  in  wards  no.  9 , 10  and  14.  They may  have  been  forced  out  to  live  

in  the  periphery  or  they  might  be  the  new  comers  in  the  town  
 

        2.Sen ,  J. , A  Text  Book  Of  Social  and  

Cultural  Geography,pp-92, Kolkata , Kalyani 

Publishers , 2008 
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iii) Social area analysis : Social  area  analysis  was  initially  developed  by  

the  American  sociologists  E.  Shevky  and  W.  Bell. In  our study , a  

modified  technique  of  Shevky  and  Bell  has  been  adopted.  Generally , 

variables  related  to  social  aspect  of  any  urban  area  are  selected  for  

such  an  analysis.  Economic  variables  are  also  taken  but  in  this  study  

only  social  variables  have  beentaken.  In depth  knowledge  of  the  area  

is  essential  while  selecting  variables  for  identifying  social  areas. 

 In our  study , we  have  grouped  the  variables  into  two  components,  mainly  

social  variables  and  ethnic  variables.  These  are  as  follows  : 

 

SOCIAL  VARIABLES  :   
         V 1  –  illiterate  above  6  years 

         V 2  –  work  force  in  managerial  and  higher  professional  job 

         V 3  –  Household  with  low  per  capita  income  (  annual  per  capita 

income  20,000 ) 

         V 4  –  Household  with  high  per  capita  income (  annual  per  capita 

income  1,20,000 ) 

         V 5  –  High  dependency  ratio  (  above  3  per  earner  ) 

 

ETHNIC  VARIABLES  : 
         V 6  –  Hindu  household 

         V 7  –  Non – Hindu  household 

For  analysis  all  the  raw  score  have  been  transformed  into  standard  score  with  

respect  to  all  the  variables  and  weightage  has  been  given  in  accordance  with  

the  contribution  of  particular  index  in  determining  the  social  rank  and  

ethnicity.  Here  the  weightage  given  for  the  social  variables  are  respectively  -3 , 

+1 , -2 , +2  and  -1  and  for  the  ethnic  variables  are  respectively  +2  and  -2.  All  

the  standard  score  of  all  5  variables  have  been  multiplied  accordingly  and  the  

sum  of  all  score  indicate  the  social  rank.  The  same  method  has  been  applied  

for  getting  the  score  on  ethnicity.     
 

         Based  on  the  composite  score  values  ,  the  entire  Dubrajpur  town  has  

been  divided  into  social  areas.  The  social  ranks  and  ethnic  ranks  have  been  

superimposed  on  a  single  map.  The  main  objective  is  to  find  out  those  social  

areas  which  have  common  social  and  ethnic  ranks.   
 

TABLE  1 :  DATA  FOR  SOCIAL  AREA ANALYSIS , 

DUBRAJPUR  MUNICIPALITY , 2011 

WARD   

NO V 1 V 2 V 3 V 4 V 5 V 6 V 7 

1 54.83 15.24 15.12 25.00 12.50 72.32 2.37 

2 34.79 14.93 6.72 20.00 11.86 87.42 1.19 

3 33.61 15.66 5.11 30.77 17.86 88.88 4.33 

4 27.28 25.51 4.91 66.67 18.64 90.41 3.75 

5 22.71 41.51 2.67 82.67 23.08 97.63 0.42 

6 23.49 6.47 11.25 42.12 10.00 65.22 11.11 
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7 76.53 2.25 65.42 0.50 6.67 34.47 54.92 

8 72.95 10.43 38.47 16.42 30.42 58.21 5.33 

9 67.64 11.78 40.79 10.53 21.12 12.43 72.24 

10 79.50 3.39 57.88 8.34 25.42 6.72 97.11 

11 40.37 12.74 50.76 11.67 10.00 67.66 1.13 

12 56.26 13.22 36.48 22.22 14.96 84.57 2.62 

13 65.26 13.66 27.18 31.64 12.83 61.04 34.10 

14 75.62 3.86 55.23 8.93 28.81 2.27 99.92 

15 96.61 1.12 32.50 4.52 16.43 44.85 40.42 

 

M 
= 55.16 
S.D. 
= 22.65 

M 
= 12.78 
S.D. 
=9.89 

M 
= 30.03 
S.D. 
=20.74 

M 
=25.46 
S.D. 
= 22.33 

M 
= 17.37 
S.D. 
= 6.92 

M 
= 58.27 
S.D. 
= 30.60 

M 
= 28.73 
S.D. 
= 34.89 

 

Source:Primary Survey,2011 
TABLE  1.2  :  SOCIAL  RANK 

WARD 

NO 
V 1 V 2 V 3 V 4 V 5 

COMPOSITE 

SCORES 

1 0.03 0.25 1.44 -0.04 0.70 2.38 

2 2.70 0.22 2.24 -0.48 0.80 5.48 

3 2.85 0.29 2.40 0.48 -0.07 5.95 

4 3.69 1.29 2.42 3.70 -0.18 10.92 

5 4.29 2.90 2.64 5.12 -0.83 14.12 

6 4.17 -0.64 1.82 1.50 1.07 7.92 

7 -2.82 -1.06 -3.42 -2.24 1.55 -7.99 

8 -2.34 -0.24 -0.82 -0.80 -1.89 -6.09 

9 -1.65 -0.10 -1.04 -1.34 -0.54 -4.67 

10 -3.21 -0.95 -2.68 -1.54 -1.16 -9.54 

11 1.95 -0.004 -2.00 -1.24 1.07 -0.22 

12 -0.15 0.04 -0.62 -0.30 0.35 -0.68 

13 -1.35 0.09 0.28 0.56 0.66 0.24 

14 -2.70 -0.90 -2.44 -1.48 -1.65 -9.17 

15 -5.49 -1.18 -0.24 -1.88 0.14 -8.65 
 

DUBRAJPUR  MUNICIPALITY , 2011 

WARD 

NO 
V 1 V 2 V 3 V 4 V 5 

COMPOSITE 

SCORES 

1 0.03 0.25 1.44 -0.04 0.70 2.38 

2 2.70 0.22 2.24 -0.48 0.80 5.48 

3 2.85 0.29 2.40 0.48 -0.07 5.95 

4 3.69 1.29 2.42 3.70 -0.18 10.92 

5 4.29 2.90 2.64 5.12 -0.83 14.12 

6 4.17 -0.64 1.82 1.50 1.07 7.92 

7 -2.82 -1.06 -3.42 -2.24 1.55 -7.99 

8 -2.34 -0.24 -0.82 -0.80 -1.89 -6.09 

9 -1.65 -0.10 -1.04 -1.34 -0.54 -4.67 

10 -3.21 -0.95 -2.68 -1.54 -1.16 -9.54 

11 1.95 -0.004 -2.00 -1.24 1.07 -0.22 
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TABLE  1.3  :  ETHNIC  RANK , 

 

  

DUBRAJPUR  MUNICIPALITY , 2011 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 The  wards   which  have  low  social  rank  are  mainly  the  low  class  

residential  areas.  These  wards  are  characterized  by  low  levels  of  literacy ,  low  

per  capita  income , high  dependency  ratio.  It  is  to  note  that  ward  no.  15  has  a  

12 -0.15 0.04 -0.62 -0.30 0.35 -0.68 

13 -1.35 0.09 0.28 0.56 0.66 0.24 

14 -2.70 -0.90 -2.44 -1.48 -1.65 -9.17 

15 -5.49 -1.18 -0.24 -1.88 0.14 -8.65 

WARD NO. V 6 V 7 
COMPOSITE 

SCORES 

1 0.92 1.52 2.44 

2 1.90 1.58 3.48 

3 2.00 1.40 3.40 

4 2.10 1.44 3.54 

5 2.58 1.62 4.20 

6 0.46 1.02 1.48 

7 -1.56 -1.50 -3.06 

8 -0.004 1.34 1.33 

9 -3.00 -2.50 -5.50 

10 -3.36 -3.92 -7.28 

11 0.62 1.58 2.20 

12 1.72 1.50 3.22 

13 0.18 -0.30 -0.12 

14 -3.66 -4.08 -7.74 

15 -0.88 -0.68 -1.56 
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very  low  level  of  backwardness , still  it  has  a  low  social  rank.  On  the  other  

side ,  the  wards  which  have  high  social  rank  have  low  level  of  backwardness  

except  ward  no.  6.  Ward   no.  9  has  low  level  of  backwardness  but  still  has  a  

medium  social  rank  mainly  because  it  enjoys  a  very  high  status  of  women. 

 

    The  wards  which  have  low  social  rank  are  mainly  dominated  by  a  

particular  non – Hindu  group  of  people.   For instance  ward  no.  7   has a large  

concentration  of  S.T  population.  On the other  hand ,  wards  no.  9 , 10 , 14  are   

almost  dominated  by  the   Muslim  community.  These wards display  a  more  or  

less  homogeneous  socio-economic  structure.  The  wards  which  occupy  middle  

position  in  ethnic  rank  mainly  comprise  of   a  mixed  population  except  ward  no  

6  which  is  almost  entirely  dominated  by  the  Marwaris.  The  wards  which  have  

high  ethnic  rank  are  mainly  dominated  by  the  Hindus.  Ward  no.  12  is  

dominated  by  the  S.C.  Hindus  and  wards  no.  2 , 3 , 4 , 5  are  dominated  by  the  

general  Hindus.   

 

 The  wards  which  have  both  low  social  rank  and  ethnic  rank  are   7 , 10 , 

14.  These  wards  are  the  least  developed  segments  of  Dubrajpur  town  and  can  

be  identified  as  distinctive  social  areas  in  which  certain  social , economic , 

cultural  and  demographic  characteristics  of  the  residents  are  more  or  less  

homogeneous.  Wards  no.  4  and  5  have  both  high  social    and  ethnic  rank  

though  the  status  of  women  is  these  wards  is  low.  These  two  wards  are  

resided  by  the  Hindus  with  a  large  concentration  of  the  Elite  Brahmins  in  

ward  no  5.  These  two  wards  forming  another  social  area  of  Dubrajpur  are  

characterized  by  high  levels  of  literacy ,  high  per  capita  income , low  

dependency  ratio  etc.  Wards  no.  1 , 11 , 13  have  both  medium  social   and  

ethnic  rank  and  can  be  identified  as  another  social  area   in  which  certain  socio 

– economic  factors  maintain  homogeneity , for  ex -  low  level  of  backwardness  

but  low   status  of  women. 

 

iii) Levels of Backwardness :    The  analysis  of  intra-town  level  of  

backwardness  is  such  a  means  by  which  the  lagging  behind  

segments  of  the  urban  area  can  be  graded  and  accordingly  policies  

and  zoning  legislation  can  be  implemented. 
 

 

TABLE  2 :  LEVELS  OF  BACKWARDNESS 

WWWAR

D 

NO 

ILLT. 

PERSON

S 

Z 

SCOR

E 

PRIMAR

Y 

WORKER

S 

Z 

SCOR

E 

NON 

WORKER

S 

Z 

SCOR

E 

COMP

. 

SCOR

E 

1 987 -0.1276 33 -0.0894 1364 -0.2266 -0.4436 

2 700 -0.7876 18 -0.4695 1508 0.1653 -1.0918 

3 656 -0.8888 52 0.3919 1383 -0.1749 -0.6718 

4 610 -0.9946 1 -0.9002 1869 1.1478 -0.7470 

5 328 -1.6432 0 -0.9255 1135 -0.8499 -3.4186 
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6 709 -0.7670 5 -0.7988 2293 2.3018 0.7360 

7 1487 1.0244 54 0.4426 1502 0.1490 1.6140 

8 1359 0.7280 11 -0.6468 1457 0.0265 0.1077 

9 1394 0.8085 19 -0.4441 1534 0.2361 0.6005 

10 1757 1.6434 119 2.0894 1684 0.6443 4.3771 

11 579 -1.0659 22 -0.3681 1110 -0.9179 -2.3519 

12 970 -0.1667 123 2.1908 1241 -0.5614 1.4627 

13 928 -0.2633 2 -0.8748 1148 -0.8145 -1.9526 

14 1573 1.2202 77 1.0253 1798 0.9546 3.2001 

15 1600 1.2823 12 -0.6215 683 -2.0801 -1.4193 

 M– 

1042.47 

S.D– 

434.8 

 M- 36.53 

S.D- 39.47 

 M- 1447.27 

S.D-367.42 

  

 
DUBRAJPUR  MUNICIPALITY , 2001 

Source :Census of India,2001 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The  intra – town  levels  of  backwardness  

are  governed  by  a  number  of  factors.  The  

most  backward  wards  are  characterized  by  

low  levels  of  literacy ,  high  percentage  of  

non  workers etc.  These  are  mostly  the  low  

class  residential  areas  of  the  town.  These  wards  are  mainly  dominated  by  the  

S.C.s , S.T.s  and  the  minority  people. For  instance  ward  no  7  is  mainly  

inhabited  by  the  S.C.s  and  S.T.s.  Ward  no.  10  is  mainly  dominated  by  the  

Muslims.  These  wards  are  characterized  by  low  levels  of  income , high  levels  

of  pollution , inadequate  amenities .  The  slums  are  mostly  located  in  these  

wards.  It’s a very  strange  fact   that  along  with  the  minority  dominated  ward  no  

9,  ward  no.  6  which  is    recognized  as  the  C.B.D  has  high  level  of  

backwardness.  Though  it  the  chief  focus  of  commercial  activities , it  has  a  

significant  low  level  of  literacy.  The  remaining  wards  have  low  backward  

level.  These  are  mostly  the  high  class  areas  and  resided  by  the  Hindus.  Ward  

no  11  has  a  major  part  of  it  under  the  cultivable  land  and  has  a  low  density  

of  population.  
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iv) Status of women :  Status  of  women  in  an  urban  area  is  an  important  

indicator  of  the  development  of  the  urban  area 

           We  have  tried  to  find  out  the  status  of  women  of  Dubrajpur  town.  

According  to  2001  Census  women  constitute  48.28 %  of  the  total  population  of  

the  town.  So  for  the  proper  development  of  the  town  women  have  to  be  

provided  with  all  facilities  and  have  to  be  empowered  in  every  perspective  

such  as  social , economic , political.  We  have  tried  to  identify  the segments  in  

the  town  where  women  enjoy  good  status  and   at  the  same  time  those  

segments  have  also  been  pointed  out  where  women  have  a  very  poor  status.  

By  this  analysis ,  suitable  initiatives  and  policies  can  be  proposed   for  the  

segments  lagging  behind  in  terms  of  their  status  of  women  and  different  kinds  

of  top – down  and  bottom – up  schemes  can  be  implemented  for  the  upliftment  

of  the  status  of  women. 

 

 

TABLE  3  :  STATUS  OF  WOMEN 

DUBRAJPUR  MUNICIPALITY , 2001 

Source : Census of India,2001 

 

WARD 

NO 

%  OF 

FEMALE 

LITERACY 

Z 

SCORE 

%  OF 

FEMALE 

WORK 

PARTICIPATION 

Z 

SCORE 

FEMALE 

MALE 

RATIO 

Z 

SCORE 

COMPOSITE 

SCORE 

1 40.27 0.1759 18.66 0.2753 909 -0.4200 0.0312 

2 42.94 0.8193 15.99 -0.0388 949 0.1128 0.8933 

3 44.86 1.2819 16.62 0.0353 1004 0.8455 2.1627 

4 35.64 -0.9398 8.48 -0.9224 701 -3.1908 -5.053 

5 44.37 1.1639 5.41 -1.2835 941 0.0063 -0.1133 

6 43.89 1.0482 3.91 -1.4600 905 -0.4733 -0.8851 

7 33.49 -1.4578 18.82 0.2941 948 0.0995 -1.0642 

8 36.55 -0.7205 21.76 0.6400 1061 1.6048 1.5243 

9 36.01 -0.8506 35.55 2.2624 985 0.5924 2.0042 

10 32.04 -1.8072 30.11 1.6224 950 0.1261 -0.0587 

11 42.87 0.8024 13.38 -0.3459 905 -0.4733 -0.0168 

12 38.67 -0.2096 16.61 0.0341 947 0.0862 -0.0893 

13 40.92 0.3325 13.53 -0.3282 976 0.4725 0.4768 

14 36.31 -0.7783 20.33 0.4718 947 0.0862 -0.2203 

15 44.26 1.1374 5.64 -1.2565 980 0.5258 0.4067 

 

M  = 
39.54 
S.D = 
4.15  

M    = 16.32 
S.D = 8.50  

M=940.53 
S.D=75.07   
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Here  we  have  got  a  few  interesting  

findings.  In  general  perception  the  wards  

with  high  levels  of  backwardness  should  

have  a  relatively  low  status  of  women  but  

in  case  of  Dubrajpur  town , there  are  some  

exceptions.  Wards  no  6  and  7  have  high  

levels  of  backwardness  and  as  expected  have  

very  low  status  of  women.  But  wards  

no.  4 , 5  and  13  having  low  levels  of  

backwardness  and  comprising  of  the  

middle – high  class  residential  zones  of  

the  town  exhibit  very  low  status  of  women.  

Similarly  ward  no  1  has  low  status  of  

women  inspite  of  its  low  level  of  

backwardness.  These  wards  still  stick  to  the  belief  that  women  are  the  family  

makers  and  child  bearers.  In  contrast  ward  no  9  which  is  fully  dominated  by  

the  minority  group  and   has  high  level  of  backwardness  has  a  very  high  status  

of  women.  It  reflects  their  consciousness  towards  the  women.  As  the  minority  

group  constitute  33.33 %  of  the  total  population  of  the  town ,  it  is  obviously  a  

positive  aspect.  Ward  no.  2  has  both  low  level  of  backwardness  and  high  

status  of  women.   

 

Conclusion : After  an  overall  analysis , a  comprehensive  picture  of  Dubrajpur  

town  has  been  revealed.  Our  basic  objective  was  to  analyze  the  socio – 

morphological   aspects  of  the  study  area  in  its  development  perspective. we  

have  got  a  lot  of  findings  from our  study.  We  are  trying  to  present  those  in  a  

summarized  form.One  of  the  unique  social  characteristics  of  the  town  is  that  it  

has  produced  a  distinct  residential  segregation  pattern.  Some  wards  are  

dominated  by  the  Muslim  community  while  others  are  resided  by  the  Hindus  

or  Scheduled  Tribes.  Some  wards  have  a  mixed  population.  The  urban  

structure  of  the  town  includes  a  C.B.D (  ward  no  6 ) , a  transition  zone ,  

administrative  zone  and  low  class  and  high  class  residential  zones. 

The  ward wise  analysis  depicts  that  wards  no.  4  and  5  are  the  most  developed  

wards  in  terms  of  selected  social  and  economic  criteria. These  wards  are  

dominated  by  the  general  Hindu  community.  On  the  other  hand , wards  no  7 , 

10 , 14  are  the  least  developed  wards  dominated  either  by  S.T  or  minority  

group.  Dubrajpur  has  an  average  status  of  women  except  ward  no.  9  which  

inspite  of  having  high  level  of  backwardness  has  high  status  of  women. 

       So the socio-urban geographical analysis would help the planners to understand 

the nature of urbanization of the town from the social perspective and to formulate 

strategies for the future development of the town. 
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 Bundelkhand forming almost the heartland of the Indian Sub-Continent 

traditionally lies in between the Yamuna in the north, Narmada in the South, Chambal 

in the West and Tones in the East.1 Before the advent of the Bundelas who gave their 

name to the region in the first half of the 16th century A.D. the land was variously 

known as Chedi, Dasharn2, Madhyadesh and Jaijakbhukti or Jujhoti.3It had a hardy 

and glorious past and witnessed the rise and fall of the Chedis, Kalchuries or Haihyas, 

Nagas, Vakataks, Abhirs and Gurjar-Pratihars before succumbing to the  Chandelles' 

who were the immediate predecessors of the Bundelas.4 

 The political history of Bundelkhand from the ancient times to the modern age 

was mainly attempted to provide a backdrop to its cultural heritage. The region is not 

only rich in its historic sites but also fortunate in having Cultural links and references 

which facilitate a connected narration. 

 The Bundeli paintings5 are marked by their exuberance verve and dynamism-

attributes which reach us through a myriad of red, ochre, blue, green, yellow and grey 

colours and offer fascinating glimpse of the multifaceted world of thoughts and belief 

that went on to define the various aspects of Bundeli Culture-its way of life as well as 

sometimes what some social anthropologist would call its ways of conflict.6 The 

outlines not be as sophisticated as the Mughal style of Paintings, but in their warmth, 

Vigour and subjective involvement the "Bundeli-Kalam" deserves a place of its icon.7 

 History- The Chandel period may be called the golden period of the history of 

Bundelkhand. In this period of acquired the political identity under the name of 

Jaijakbhukti, contracted into Jujhoti or jajahoti. The Chandelles secured for it the 

natural boundaries of the four rivers, the Yamuna in the north, Narmada in the South, 

Chambal in the west and the Tones in the east. They controlled the two most coveted 

forts of Kalinger and Gwalior, known for their invincibility all over India and held 

them against the Gazanavide invader Sultan Mahmud. The long, tolerant, peaceful and 

prosperous rule of the four Chandel rulers Yashodharman, Dhanga, Ganda, and 

Vidyadhar which lasted more than a century, proved conducive to the growth of fairly 

sound economy and administration.8 

 The earlier Chandella chiefs were local feudatories of the imperial Pratihars, 

who had gained paramountcy in north India after the breakup of Harshvardhanas 

Empire in the middle of the 7th century.9 
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 The Chandelles gradually grew in power to emerge as one of the most stable 

kingdoms of central India. When Mahmud GJhazni scythed through upper India in the 

11th century, they lost their prized fortress of Kalinger to him, but soon recovered it.10 

 Parmardidev or Parmal (1165-1203 A.D.) was the last notable ruler of the 

Chandel dynasty. He had to contend with Prithviraj Chauhan and Qutubuddin Aibak. 

His confrontations with Prithviraj are recorded in the renowned epic Alhakhand of 

Jagnik and the madanpur inscriptions of the Chauhan King. The Turk invansions 

which had started with Qutubuddin Aibak in 1202 A.D. , continued unabated till 

Shershah Suris campaign against Kirti Singh Chandel in 1545 A.D. The latter was the 

last Chandel ruler to hold the fort of Kalinger. He died during the siege which also 

claimed the life of Shershah. The famous Rani Durgawati of Gondwana who attained 

martyrdom while fighting against the Mughal hordes of Emperor Akbar is said to be 

the daughter of this Kirti Singh. "Thus with Raja Kirat Singh and his heroic 

daughter", observes Cunningham," The Chandel Sovereignty came to an end after a 

brilliant career of seven century and a half, from 800 A.D. to 1545 A.D. and 1563 

A.D."11 

 The Chandelles were great patrons of art and literature. The Chandelle 

temples and sculptures at Kalinger and Khajuraho, Mahoba, Kalinger Ajaygarh, 

MadanpurDeogarh, Dudhai, Chandpur and Banpur.12 

 The tract around Khajuraho was known during ancient times as "Vats", in 

medieval times as Jaijakbhukti and since the fourteenth century as Bundelkhand. This 

region had played a significant role in Indian Cultural History from 200 B.C., 

witnessing a remarkable efflorescence of sculptural and architectural arts during the 

Sung period, with Bharhut as its centre. Again, between fourth and sixth century, 

during the Gupta reign, there was a resurgence of the arts, with the leading centre of 

Bhumihara, Khoh, Nachna and Deogarh, all of which boast significant temples. 

 Khajuraho is known for its ornate temples that are among the most beautiful 

medieval monuments in the country. These temples were built by Chandelle rulers 

between 900 A.D; to 1130 A.D.13The first recorded mention of the Khajuraho 

temples is in the accounts of Abu-Rihan-al-Barini (1022A.D.) and the Arab traveler 

Ibn-Battuta (1335 A.D.). 

 Al-Barini, who visited India with Mahmud Ghazni in the early 11th century, 

speaks of the realm of "Jejahuti" with Khajuraho as its Capital.14Ibn-Battuta, who 

visited India in the 14th century refers to Khajuraho as "Kajarra" where there is great 

pond, about a mile in length, near which are temples containing idols that the Muslims 

had mutilated.15 

 The first notable Chandelle prince was Harsh, who shaken by the invasions of 

the Rashtrakutas from the Deccan reinstated his Pratihara over lord Kshitipala on the 

throne of Kannauj A.D. 917. According to a Khajuraho inscription of his son, dated 

954 A.D., Yashovarman built a magnificent temple of Vishnu, Identifiable with 
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Lakshmana temple of Khajuraho. This was most ornate and evolved temple of its age 

in central India.16 

 Yashovarman was succeeded by his son Dhanga (950-1002 A.D.).His 

territories extended from Vidisha to Gwalior and from Varanasi to the Narmada. 

During his reign two of the finest surviving temples of Khajuraho were built the 

Vishvanatha temple and the Parsvanatha temple.17 

 Dhangas son and successor was Ganda (1002-1017 A.D.). During his short 

and peaceful period, without any diminution. The Vaishnava temple how known as 

Jagdambi temple and the Sun temple now called Chitragupta, both situated close to 

each other in the western group of temples at Khajuraho, can in all probability, he 

attributed to this King.18 His son Vidyadhar (1017-1029 A.D.) succeeded Ganda. 

Under him the Chandelle kingdom reached its Zenith. Vidyadhara continued the 

brilliant building tradition of his predecessors. The authorship, of the Kandariya 

Mahadeva temple is the largest and grandest temple of Khajuraho. 

 After the death of Vidyadhara the power of the Chandelle gradually declined, 

and the importance of Khajuraho also banned. But the artistic momentum of 

Khajuraho was not lost and temples continued to be built here till the twelth 

century.19Kandariya Mahadeva temple was followed by a succession of smaller but 

almost equally artistic temple such as Vamana, Adinatha, Chaturbhuja, Javari and 

Dulodeo, the last erected during the first half of the 12th century.20 The accounts of 

Ibn-Battuta reveals that the Khajuraho temples continued to shine in their glory till 

1335 A.D.21 

 Most of the temples at Khajuraho confirm to a basic unity of design with the 

exception of the chausath Yogini, Brahmaand Lalguna Mahadeva temples. All 

Khajuraho temples are built of a fine grained, sand stone in varying shades of buff, 

pink or pale Yellow brought from the quarries of Panna on the east bank of the Ken 

River.22The Khajuraho Sculptures can be divided in to five broad categories, but two 

categories made a special and important to artistic point of view. First category 

consist of erotic sculptures of Khajuraho-according to ancient architectural texts, the 

depiction of the loving words, animals and human, couples were considered 

auspicious and was believed to  being good luck to the builder and, vicariously to the 

devotee. Ancient creation myths stress the polarity between the sexes as the source of 

creation. The physical union of man and women is, indeed, portrayed as the human 

counterpart of the cosmic function of creation. The sculptures on the temple of 

Khajuraho perhaps him to depict this.23 

 Second category consists of sculptures of animals including the mythical, as a 

water spout and the chimeras. 

 Mythical Vyala or Sardula, the fabulous beast often represented as a rampant 

horned lion with an armed human rider on its back. Numerous varieties of this basic 

type are known with heads of elephant, man, parrot, boar etc.24 
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 The entrance porch of Khajuraho temples is ornate by Makara Torana or a 

profusely caved arched entrance flanked by crocodiles.25 Stone sculptures or 

Grotesque26 or Gargoyle27 (Carved stone figure) of the mythological Makara and its 

ancient place in the iconography of Hinduism and Buddhism or widely spread through 

South Asia and South East Asia. Makara is a sea - creature in Hindu Mythology. It is 

generally depicted as half terrestrial animal (In the frontal part in animal forms of 

elephant or crocodile or stag or deer) and in hind part as aquatic animal, in the tail 

part as a fish tail or also as Seal. Sometimes even a Peacock tail is depicted. 

 Makara is the vahana (Vehicle) of the Ganga, Varuna and also love God 

Kamdeva. It is often portrayed protecting entryways to Hindu and Buddhist temples. 

Makara Torana found in Lakshmana temple and Kandariya - Mahadeva in 

Khajuraho.28 In architectural terms only the creature serving as actual water spout is 

called a Gargoyle otherwise it is known as a Grotesque. Makara as a water spout 

(Gargoyle) find in Lakshmana temple in Khajuraho world Heritage 

centre.29Chimeras30are creakeres that are mixing of different types of animals' body 

parts to create a new creature.31some of the more notable Chimeras are found in 

Khajuraho -world Heritage center.32 

 According to art historian Krishna Deva, the Sculptural art of Khajuraho 

Surpasses the medieval school of Orissa in revealing the sensuous charms of the 

human body.33 

 The Bundelas who succeeded to the heritage of the Chandellas were also 

patrons of art and literature. Raja Rudra Pratap founded the Bundela capital of 

Orchha. This immediate to successors, Bharti Chand and Madhukar Shah 

embellished it with the Raj Bhawan and the famous temples of Shri Chaturbhuj and 

ShriRaghunath. The next in importance Bir Singhdeo Bundela (1607-1628 A.D. was 

the greatest and the most powerful among the Bundela rulers. He had deeply 

ingratiated himself in to the favours of Emperor Jahangir by removing from his path, 

Abul Fazal who was obstructing his smooth succession to the throne of his father 

Akbar.34 

 The Bundela rulers of Chanderi, Datia and Panna who were collaterals or 

successors Bir Singhdeo.35Bundela connection with the Mughal court and relation 

with the Rajput princes influenced their indigenous styles in art and architecture 

which is clearly visible in the construction of their buildings such as Jahangiri Mahal, 

Chaturbhuj temple and Raghunath temple at Orchha, old place and Bundela remains 

in the fort of Datia. Early Bundela rule up to the times of Bir Singhdeo and their 

designs and mixed style formed the models for the later lay outs all over 

Bundelkhand. So was the case with the Bundela style of painting known as the 

Bundeli Kalam which was widely popular amongst the rulers and the ruled. The finest 

specimens of this Bundeli Kalam may be seen in the palaces of Orchha and Datia.35 
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 Bundeli Kalam- Stylistically, the Bundeli Kalam can be said to be influenced 

on the, one hand by the painting styles of Rajasthan (especially Udaipur, Bikaner, 

Bundi and Jodhpur),Malwa, as well as the Mughal, while, on the other hand  it has 

certain distinctive features of its own. The perspective pattern, the selection of 

flowering and fruit plants and trees, the coloured portrayal of the sky and clouds 

elongated eyes stretched backwards (as in the Rasleela paintings in the Laxmi temple) 

and the method of subjective narration employed in the paintings are evident 

examples of the  influence Rajputs style of painting. However the Bundeli 

composition is simpler compared to the paintings are evident examples of the 

influence of the Rajputs style of paintings.36 

Conclusion- This hurried survey of the political history of Bundelkhand from the 

ancient times to the medieval age was mainly attempted to a back drop of its cultural 

heritage. In the two epics - the Ramayana and the Mahabharata and the Puranic lore 

be come across copious references to the places and the rivers of Bundelkhand. Chedi, 

Dasharan, Naisada, Chitrakot, Kalinger, Padmawati, Vidisha etc. and the rivers 

Yamuna, Betwa, Dasharn (Dhasan), Tamsa (Tons) and Sindh all found mention at 

relevant places. The saint composers Valmik and Vyas both were born near Kalpi on 

the Yamuna which forms the northern boundary of Bundelkhand. 

 The tract around Khajuraho was known during ancient times as vats in 

medieval times as Jaijakbhukti and since the fourteenth century as Bundelkhand.  

 Under the Chandelle princes, who were great builders and patrons of the arts. 

The Chandellas adorned Khajuraho with numerous tanks and scores of lofty temples, 

each vying with the other in sculptural grace and architectural splendor. Resurgence 

of Hinduism during that period and the temples of Khajuraho were a part of the same 

movement. The Nagara or northern style of temple architecture reached its apogee 

during this period. The Nagara temple was focused on a square sanctum which 

acquired a cruciform shape, on account of transepts on either side. It was also topped 

by a gently curvilinear sikhara or spire. 

 Bundela connections with the Mughal court and the relation with the Rajput 

princes influenced their indigenous styles in paintings, known as the Bundeli Kalam 

which was widely popular amongst the rulers and the ruled. The specimens of this 

Bundeli Kalam may be seen in the palaces of Orchha and Datia. 
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 Swami Vivekananda represents the minds and aspirations of youthful India. 

His speeches and writings still give a vigorous spirit and energy to the powerful minds 

of our country. The youth of contemporary and modern India may base their workings 

on the basis of the teachings of Vivekananda. The reconciliation of the West and East 

and composite rooted to Indian tradition going back and history are very vital for 

finding out solutions of the complicated social and political and economic problems 

of modern times. Hence going back to Vivekananda’s writings becomes very essential 

in national reconstruction. His emphasis on how to eradicate poverty, miseries of 

Indian people is still relevant. Therefore, it is quite pertinent to again see him as a 

social and religious in new environmental situations. Whatever I have felt is that 

social abuses in our society as well as in European countries were caused by 

misinterpretations of religious document like Shastras, Yog, Upnishad, Quran and 

Bible. 

 The true interpretation of religions in a proper perspective had led towards 

social and religious reformations. It had caused the advancement of human progress 

by eradication of social abuses. These led to the emergence of reactionaries and 

progressive forces and hence bitter fight had taken place. 

 By going through the theme of this paper I have chosen the ideas, teachings 

and strategies of Swami Vivekananda(1863-1902) regarding the awakening of Indians 

for fighting evil forces in order to plant true spirit of religion. 

 The social evils/abuses in our society during 19th century were being carried 

out by the tradition of misinterpreting Indian religious scriptures. The elite class 

considering of Pandits and Mullahs twisted the true essence of religions in order to 

suit vested interests. Likewise, situation was prevailing in Europe and Pope was the 

final authority. This was quite against humanism. 

 During the 19th century social evils in Indian society particularly in Hindu 

society like child marriage, pardah-system, sati system, polygamy and no allowance 

of Hindu-widow-remarriage prevailed. This state of affairs attracted the attention of 

great Indian and foreign thinkers including Swami Vivekananda who struggled whole 

life for conceptualizing religion in true sense of term and fought against opponents of 

social reforms. Vevekananda lastly enlightened the whole process of social change. 

 Therefore all 19th century social religious reformers including Swami 

Vivekananda placed true spirit of enlightenment in society. They emphasized it in the 

following works, ‘A critical outlook on the past and new aspiration for the future 

marked the new awakening. Reason and judgment took the place of faith and belief, 

superstition yielded to science, immobility was replaced by progress, and a zeal for 

reform of proved abuses overwhelmed age long apathy and inertia and a co-placement 

acquiescence in whatever was current in society. The traditional meaning of the 
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Sastras was subjected to critical examination and new conception of morality and 

religion remodeled the orthodox beliefs and habits.’1 

 Vivekananda did not follow only material approach towards social 

reformation movement as was practiced in the west. He tried to study the Indian 

society and diagnosed suitable medicine as indigenous one. Spirituals and morality 

played very important role in reforming Indian society. Therefore, he studied 

scriptures on the scientific line and exposed the hollowness of pundits and mullahs 

etc. 

 Regarding the discussion on scientific approach for orienting social reforms he 

stressed on season, logic and arguments but at the same time it was very difficult to 

underestimate the people’s belief. 

 Vivekananda, one of the greatest of the modern exponents of Yoga and the 

Vedanta, had laid repeated stress on reason. ‘No one of these Yogas gives up reason, 

no one asked you to be hood-winked or to deliver your reason into the hands of priests 

of any type whatsoever-Each one of them tells you to cling to your reason, to hold fast 

to it.’2 

 About inspiration Vivekananda said, ‘Inspiration must not contradict reason. 

What we call inspiration is the development of reason. The way to intuition is through 

reason No genuine inspiration ever contradicts reason. Where it does it is no 

inspiration. Also ‘inspirations must be for the good of one and all, and not for name or 

fame or personal gain. It should always be for the good of the World and perfectly 

unselfish.’ 

 Again, Jawaharlal Nehru, our first Prime Minister said, ‘Experience is the only 

source of Knowledge.’ The same methods of investigation which we apply to the 

science and to exterior knowledge should be applied to religion. If a religion is 

destroyed by such investigation it was nothing but a useless and unworthy superstition 

the sooner it disappeared the better, ‘why religions should claim that they are not 

bound to abide by the standpoint of reason no one knows. For, it better that mankind 

should become atheist by following reason than blindly believe in two hundred 

million gods on the authority of anybody.’3 

 It is said that reason is not strong enough that often it makes mistake. If reason 

is weak, why should a body of priests be considered any better guides? ‘I will abide 

by my reason, continues Vivekananda, because with all its weakness there is some 

chance of my getting at truth thought it-We should therefore follow reason, and also 

sympathize with those who do not come to any sort of belief, following reason. In the 

study of this Yoga no faith or belief is necessary, believe nothing until you find it out 

for yourself.’4 Vivekananda talked of mass welfare so he used to discuss mass 

politics. He criticized the elite class politics which could not make the base for 

emergence of Indian nationalism. 

 Vivekananda put emphasis on man’s fearlessness. He said, ‘Above all be 

strong, be manly. I have respect even for one who is wicked, so long as he is manly 

and strong, for his strength will make him some body give up his wickedness or even 

give up all work for selfish ends, and will then eventually bring him into the truth.’5 

 At this, it would be not out of way to quote saying of our first Prime Minister, 

‘Vivekananda spoke of many things but one constant refrain of his speech and writing 
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was Abhaya.-Be fearless, be strong. For him man was no miserable sinner but a part 

of divinity, why should he be afraid of anything? ‘If there is a sin in the World it is 

weakness, avoid all weakness, weakness is sin, weakness is death. That had been the 

great lesson of the Upnishads. Fear breeds evil and weeping and wailing. There had 

been enough of that, enough of softness.’ What our country now wants are muscles of 

iron and nerves of steel, gigantic wills which nothing can resist, which can penetrate 

into the mysteries and secrets of the universe, and will accomplish their purpose in 

any fashion, even if it meant going down to the bottom of the ocean and meeting 

death face to fact.’6 

 He studied religion in true spirit. Its role in society was strengthening the bond 

of human progress from early phase of human civilization. ‘Vivekananda stirred the 

West when he spoke about Hinduism and the Universalism in the Parliament of 

religions at Chicago on 11 September, 1893.’7 In his speech he argued that Vedanta 

was the religion of all and not of the Hindu along. Though religion was his mission in 

life, he was keenly interested in the improvement of national life. He expressed his 

concern for the condition of the people and said that neglect of the masses is sin. He 

was impressed by the economic prosperity of the West and the status of women 

enjoyed there.’8 

 Vivekananda combined in him dynamism and nationalism and greatly 

influenced the younger generation to take pride in their country. He saw India as the 

poor downtrodden and uplift of such India was the true essence of human religion. So 

service of Daridranarayan which was amply reflected by Hindi writer, Raja 

Radhikaraman Singh in ‘Daridranarayan’ in Hindi was true service towards 

God.Vivekananda said, ‘India had fallen because she narrowed herself, gone into her 

shell and lost touch with other nations, and thus sunk into a state of mummified’ and 

crystallized civilization. Caste, which was necessary and desirable in its early forms, 

and meant to develop individuality and freedom, had become a monstrous 

degradation, the opposite of what it was meant to be, and had crushed the masses. 

Caste was a form of social organization which was and should be kept separate from 

religion. Social organization should change with the changing times. Passionately, 

Vivekananda condemned the meaningless metaphysical discussions and argument 

about ceremonials and especially the touch-me-notism of the upper caste.’ Further he 

said, ‘Our religion is in the kitchen. Our God is in the cooking pot, and our religion is: 

‘don’t touch me, I am holy.’9 

 Here warning of Vivekananda at too much study of past seems very-very 

relevant. He said, “Vivekananda himself was careful to warm his people not to dwell 

too much on the past, but to look to the future, ‘Shall our land be free from this eternal 

dwelling upon the past?’10 

 Finally, we may say that Swami Vivekananda served the dying human race by 

purifying and filtrating Hinduism. He had based his study on scientific approach 

without hurting the pure mind of the masses. His approach has acceptable to all 

people of different religions. He stood for universal brotherhood. Entire Philosophy of 

Vivekananda reached at climax in Gandhian Revolution on 20th century. Both 

Vevakanand and Mahatma Gandhi stressed on welfare of the masses without hurting 

people’s sympathy and devotion to religions. 
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 Indian constitution enshrined freedom of religion and worship to every citizen 

as fundamental rights. Here we may have the golden theme put by our former 

President of India and a renowned scholar, Philosopher Dr. Radhakrishnan and social 

service woman sister Nivedita. According to Radhakrishnan ‘Swami Vivekananda 

was a saintly personality who was not merely with preaching and practicing the 

highest ideals of Hindu religion and Philosophy. His motto was worship of God 

through the service of the poor and lowly and he called upon his countrymen and 

women to shake off the age-old lethargy remove the abuses which had crept into their 

society and work for the freedom of their motherland.”11 

 Sister Nivedita in her best study of Vivekananda, The Master As I Saw Him 

said, ‘Throughout these years in which I saw him almost daily, the thought of India 

was to him like the air he breathed, true, he was a worker at foundations. He never 

used the word ‘nationality’ nor proclaimed an ear of ‘nation making’, ‘Ma-making’, 

he said, was his own task. But he was born a lover, and the queen of his adoration was 

his mother motherland. He was hard on her sins, unsparing of her want of worldly 

wisdom, but not only because her felt these faults to be his own. And none, on the 

contrary, has ever so possessed by the vision of her greatness.’12 

 Lastly, it is to be seen that a religious leader/man can think in a rational and 

scientific way. It reflects in the following words of a great scientist Albert Einstein, 

‘In this materialistic age of ours the serious scientific workers are the only profoundly 

religious people.’13 Similarly, Nehru also observed, ‘Fifty years ago(in 

1896)Vevekananda regarded modern science as a manifestation of the real religious 

spirit for it sought to truth by sincere efforts.’14  
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Introduction: 

The study of numismatics is regarded as the major stream to ascertain the 

events of the past. Coins reveal not only the commercial and political power-play of 

an era, but it also throw light on various others facets such as social, cultural and 

religious scenarios of the a particular period. The detailed study of costumes adorn by 

the queens as well as the goddesses depicted on the Gupta coins is done in this article 

with the intention of not only reflecting the regal splendor of great Gupta rulers 

through it, but also to ascertain the origin and/or continuity of certain robes into 

Indian culture which could be seen even today. 
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The epithet of ‘Golden Age’ is ascribed to the mighty Gupta Empire of 

Northern India because of the diverse development and prosperity witnessed in the 

fields of art, architecture, literature, theatre, religion, philosophy, science, medicine, 

astronomy, astrology, medicine, surgery etc. The period of the second half of the 3rd 

century AD witnessed the flourishing of materialistic aspects on every sphere of life, 

and that was the time this mighty empire rose in the great Indo-Gangetic Plain. New 

trends were also introduced by the Gupta Kings in their coins. The first two kings, Sri 

Gupta and Ghatotkacha were the feudal chiefs. Thus it is least possible that they 

would have been given the authority to introduce coins. But in the later period, coins 

made of gold, silver and copper were introduced by the Gupta rulers. The images 

embossed on the Gupta coins throw a vivid light on the attire and stitched and 

unstitched garments worn by the elite class. The use of stitched garments prevalent in 

the Kushana period deeply influenced the garments and clothes worn by the Indians. 

During the administrative assemblies or Rajdarbars, it was customary for the servants 

to wear stitched clothes during the Kushana period. The same practice continued 

during the reign of Gupta rulers1. But most of the Indians refrained from wearing 

stitched clothes. Rather, they gradually wiped out the external influence from the 

foreign clothes and turned them into their own Indian attire. The unstitched clothes 
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were plain and simple in nature. Clothes like Dhoti, Dupatta, Chadars etc. were to be 

used in a very artistic fashion, thereby, increasing the beauty of the clothes many 

folds. It is to be noted here that the images of both stitched and unstitched clothes of 

Queens and Goddess are found to be embossed on the Gupta coins. 

The images of caps, Kanchuk and Kurpasaka worn by the queens and goddess 

of the Gupta dynasty are found in majority of coins. But on some coins, queens 

wearing Ardhorook (Janghiya) is also found from which it can be inferred that the 

women in the Gupta period used to wear Ardhorook or Janghiya beneath their Sari. 

Till the reigning period of Prakashaditya, coins embossed with the images of 

women wearing cap decorated with pearls are evident2. A. S. Altekar is of the view 

that Queen Dattadevi is wearing Kirit on the coins3, but it is rather a cap decorated 

with pearls. Gangadevi is also found to be decorated with this type of attire4. The 

contemporary Ardhachitra also portrays the use of caps. The Ardhachitra of Goli also 

presents a foreign woman wearing a cap5. 

In the sequence of stitched clothes comes the description of Kanchuk. 

Kanchuk was probably a very thin, transparent and very light (as light as the scales of 

a snake) cloth, sometimes covering the waist and up to the length of knees in the form 

of a coat with full or half sleeves, or the overcoat which covered the whole body. The 

frontal part of the coins of Chandragupta-Kumardevi type, Kumardevi is being 

portrayed as wearing long Kanchuk of full sleeves up to her knees6. The Standard type 

of coins issued by Samudragupta also portrays queens wearing Kanchuk7. On some 

coins it appears that the Kanchuk has been tied tightly with some piece of cloth8. The 

depiction of Kanchuk is also evident in the Gupta art. The Kanchuks on the terracotta 

figurines found from the Ahichhatra region are plain and simple in nature9 an idol of 

woman found from Pawaiyya is shown wearing a long Kanchuk up to the length of 

her knees. The arms of this Kanchuk are tightly tied and the lower part is semi circular 

which appears like a bow10. 

Women wearing stitched Kurpasaka are also portrayed on the Gupta coins. 

Amarkosh and Ritusamhar uses this term for blouses worn by the women. It seems 

that Kurpasaka was half sleeved Mirjai or hosiery like garment which fitted tightly on 

the breasts. The Archer type of coins issued by Samudragupta portrays Laxmi sitting 

wearing Dhoti and half sleeved Kurpasaka11. Apart from this, the common coins of 

Samudragupta also depicts on the reverse side the image of Laxmi wearing Sari up to 

the length of her feet and full sleeved knee length Kanchuk and a piece of cloth just 

below the breasts, which is, perhaps, a type of Kurpasaka12. The paintings of Ajanta 

also portray a queen wearing a light coloured Kurpasaka, with Jawahir on the 

borders13. The garment of Yashoda on the idols of Nanda-Yashoda found from the 

Devgarh is somewhat similar to the clothes worn by nomadic community (Banjara) in 

present days. She is portrayed as covering her head with a long sheet of cloth or 

Chadar, a full sleeved Kurta with a Ghundi on her left and lehnga14. This type of 

attire is found for the first time in Indian art and it is quite possible that this form of 

clothes was brought in by the Jaats (a community of western U.P.) in the 5th or 6th 

century from the parts of middle Asia. It is an interesting fact that even after centuries 

have gone past, Jaats, Banjaras and Lambadi still use such type of clothes. Several 

images of unstitched clothes are found on Gupta coins among which Chadar 
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(Dupatta), Kamarband, Stanapatta, Adhovastra are the important ones. Several 

examples of these unstitched clothes are evident on the Gupta coins. 

Almost every women portrayed on the Gupta coins are seen to be wearing 

Chadars or Dupatta. The shoulders of goddess depicted on the Chandragupta-

Kumardevi type of coins are covered with Chadars15. At some places, this Chadar 

covers the left shoulder and touches the upper back of the body16. On the reverse side 

of the same coin both the shoulders of the queen are covered with the Chadar and its 

ends are waiving beautifully17. The Archer type coins of Samudragupta presents a 

goddess on the reverse side of the coins covering her both the shoulders with a 

transparent Chadar. The tampering of the Chadar on the left shoulder is portrayed in 

a very attractive manner on the coin18. On some coins of this type, the Chadar is 

covering the breasts in a diagonal manner19. At some places the tempering of clothes 

on left shoulder enhances the beauty of the clothes20 and at some places the Chadar 

covers the right elbow and reaches backside after crossing the front portion21. In horse 

rider type of coins, Dattadevi is shown as wearing Chadar on the reverse side of the 

coins22. The Parsudhari and Veena player types of coins also portray the goddess 

with Chadar on their shoulders23. 

In similar fashion the Kanch type of coins also depict goddess on the reverse 

side of the coin with Chadar on both the shoulders and the ends of the Chadars 

floating in the air in an independent manner24. The Umbrella (Chatra) type of coins 

issued by Chandragupta II also portrays goddess on the reverse side of the coin with 

Chadar on her both shoulders and the ends of the Chadar floating in the air against 

the corresponding sides of the shoulders25. The Lion slayer type of coin also depicts 

Chadar on the right shoulder26. 

The Archer type of coins issued by Kumargupta I also portrays goddess on the 

reverse side with her shoulders covered with Chadar27. The Horse rider type of coin 

portrays a goddess sitting on a bamboo chair (Modha) with Chadar floating 

backwards after passing from over her left hand28. Likewise, the Elephant rider and 

Elephant rider Lion slayer type of coins issue by the same ruler depicts goddess on 

their reverse side with both the shoulders covering with the Chadar and both the ends 

floating downwards29. The Ashwamedha type of coin presents image of Rajmahishi 

on the reverse side of the coin with the Chadar waiving downwards30. 

The depiction of Chadar is also prevalent in Gupta art. Some examples give us 

the inference that the long and transparent Chadars were put on the backside in such a 

manner that both the ends after passing the frontal part reached the back portion from 

above the shoulders31. This style of using the Chadars has been confirmed in the 

Harshacharita32. 

Among the other unstitched types of clothes, depiction of women wearing 

Kamarband is also found. Kamarband was perhaps used to tie tightly sari or the 

Adhovastra. Sometimes to enhance the attractiveness of the garment Kamarband were 

used.  Rajmahishi Duttadevi is depicted as wearing Kamarbad on the Ashwamedha 

type of coins issued by Samudragupta, with the ends of the Kamarband floating 

towards the right side33. In another example, the Umbrella type coins of Chandragupta 

II presents picture of goddess wearing Kamarband on the reverse side of the coins34. 
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Stanapatta was also a type of unstitched garment which was used to cover the 

breasts. There is depiction of women wearing Stanapattas on Gupta coins. The image 

of woman on the coins of Samudragupta is shown as wearing Stanapatta and the end 

sides of the Stanapatta is shown as tying the knot between the breasts35. On some 

coins, straps or Pattas are shown below the breasts with its knots on the left side. The 

coins of Samudragupta and Chandragupta II, Kumargupta II, Skandagupta and the 

successors of Skandagupta depicted women wearing half sleeved Stanapattas36. The 

Gupta literature also mentions Stanapattas. From the references of Ritusanghar of 

Kalidas, we come to know that Stanapatta was tightly worn on the breasts37. Moti 

Chandra has used the term Kurpasaka to mean Stanapatta and meant it as a type of 

blouse which fitted tightly on the breasts38. 

The use of inner wear or Adhovastra was very much prevalent during the 

Gupta period. Gupta queens and goddess wearing Sari as inner wear or Adhovastra 

are depicted on the Gupta coins. On the reverse side of the Chandragupta-Kumardevi 

type of coins, Kumardevi is shown as wearing Sari in Sakachha style up to the length 

of her toes39. The front side of the same coin depicts women covering her body with 

the sari. The tempering of the sari are depicted in a wonderful fashion40. There is 

portrayal of Sari on the reverse side of the Archer type of coins of Samudragupta41. 

The image of Sari worn by wrapping on the waist is depicted on Prasudhari42 and 

Archer type43 coins. On the reverse side of the Veena player type of coins, the 

goddess is portrayed as wearing a long sari which extends up to the length of her 

knees44. 

Similarly, on some of the Archer type coins issued by Chandragupta II, 

goddess is depicted as ascending the throne with wearing tempered sari45. On one of 

the coins of Paryak type issued by Chandragupta II, there is depiction of goddess 

sitting on the throne wearing a transparent sari up to the length of her knees46. On 

some other coins of Chandragupta II there is portrayal of goddess wearing tempered 

sari47. 

On some Archer type of coins issued by Chandragupta II, goddess sitting on 

lotus throne is shown wearing Sari with one of its ends in front of the Sari. The Sari is 

tied on the waist and the front end is waiving in a very beautiful fashion48. One of the 

Archer type coins issued by the same king depicts a goddess wearing Sari up to the 

length of her knees49. On Lion slayer type of coins, the goddess is shown as wearing 

Sari up to her toes50. The Archer and Khadagdhari type of coins issued by 

Kumargupta I also portrays goddess as wearing Sari which is tied on the waist with its 

ends tied attractively. The Sari appears a bit tightly worn on the legs and reaches up to 

the length of the toes51. 

It is worth mentioning fact that the queens embossed on the Gupta coins are 

shown as wearing Angapatta made of Mukta and tightly worn Sari up to the length of 

their toes. One end of Sari is waiving downwards placed above the left hand52. The 

image of goddess tightly wearing Sari up to her toes is also evident on the Lion slayer 

type of coins issued by Kumargupta I. the same image of goddess tightly wearing Sari 

can be seen on the Apratigh (unidentified) type54, king-queen type55 of coin of the 

same ruler, and also on the coins issued by Skandagupta56, Ghatotkachha57, 

Narsinghagupta58, Kumargupta59, Vishnugupta60, Vainyagupta61 and Prakashaditya62. 
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There are beautiful images of women wearing Sari in Sakachha style on the 

Gupta coins. The Sari is wrapped around the waist and there are tempering on them63. 

On the reverse side of the Kanch type of coins the goddess is shown in the above 

mentioned fashion. Goddess is wearing Sari up to the length of her feet and there are 

tempering on the Sari64. On the Umbrella type of coins issued by Chandragupta II, 

women are shown as wearing transparent Sari up to the length of their toes65. As 

shown in the coin, the Sari is wrapped around and then locked at the backside after 

passing in between the two legs. In the use of such a style, wearing of Ardhorook or 

Janghiya was prevalent66. Although Ardhorook was considered as a stitched garment, 

but due to its limited use, it does not find much mention. In the Umbrella type coin of 

Chandragupta II, a goddess wearing Ardhorook or Janghiya beneath the Sari is 

shown67. What is interesting is the fact that the above mentioned ancient style of 

wearing Sari is still in trend in Bundelkhand and Maharashtra. After minute 

observation of the images on the coins, we could come to conclude that the Gupta 

introduced attractiveness to the vulgar attire of the Sakas and brought the feel of 

simplicity into them. 

In conclusion it can be inferred that the cultural and trade relationship of India 

with China, Central Asia and Persia made our country adopt some foreign attires. This 

was the reason why the use of stitched clothes widely influenced the Indian garments. 

But the study of the images of attires on the coinage reveals the fact that, with the 

passage of time those garments evolved in to Indian garments. But it cannot be said 

that there was any reluctance on the part of the Indians in the use of stitched garments. 

The study of images of stitched and unstitched clothes on the coins gives us an 

impression that the Guptas changed the foreign clothes suited to their needs, and also 

accepted some of the foreign clothes. It is to be noted here that in the initial years of 

Gupta reign, the influence of Saka style can be seen on the clothes worn by the 

women. But by the time of the rule of Kumaragupta I, local attire evolved for women 

in the form of Kanchuk, Stanapatta, Sari and Kamarband. The head area remained 

opened. But limited use of stitched cap or unstitched turban was also in use. 

Summing up, it can be said that the study of the images embossed on the 

Gupta coins gives us vital informations regarding the use of stitched and unstitched 

clothes worn by the women. The use of unstitched clothes was limited. Thus, the 

interest and contribution of the Guptas in the field of attire is very much evident in 

their coins. The Guptas get rid of the heavy and thick woolen overcoats used by the 

Kushanas and preferred transparent garments suited to the Gangetic climate. 
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Introduction  

  The North Eastern Region once a terra-incognita to many even in the country, 

has of late, come in for great deal of attention outside the region, both at home and 

abroad, with her diverse population, speaking different languages and professing 

different faith, the region may be regarded as an epitome of India. Historians and 

anthropologists have, quite justifiably, called it “An ethological Museum”. It is the 

land where hordes of people from Tibeto-Burman, Mongoloid and Indo-Aryan Stocks 

have met. An age-old process of social interactions been going on among them and 

the long course of human development and social dynamism and brought them 

together in the form of mutual good-will and contact with a pattern of common 

cultures, customs and traditions. But, in the course of time, from the last part of 18th 

century to 1st part of 19th century when the waves of immigrant from Nepal, North 

West province, Central province, United province and from the then Eastern Bengal, 

specially from Dacca, Mymensingh, Pabna Borgra and Rongpur and woven with 

aboriginal, settled in waste lands, the problem of present day immigration stems have 

been aroused. 

              As the topic of discussion is the abolition of “Line System” and illegally 

instruction of immigrant in the North Eastern part of India specially in Assam, it is 

felt necessary here to examine what was the actual significance of the enforcement 

and abolition of “Line System” and its affects in the region so that a comprehensive 

picture is available to the readers. 

 The constitution of Assam into a Chief Commissionership by the proclamation 

of February 6th 1874, was a landmark of development in the history of Assam 

Administration and by this proclamation it was issued separating the districts of 

Kamrup, Darrang, Nowgaon, Sibsagar, Lakhimpur, Goro Hills, Khasi and Jayantia 

Hills, Naga Hills, Cachar,  Goalpara and Sylhet from the jurisdiction of the Lt. 

Governorship of Lower Bengal constituting them into a Chief commissionership. 

Accordingly, the North Lushai Hills also came under the control of the British in 1889 

and South Lushai Hills under the Lt. Governor of Bengal. In 1892 the transfer of 

Chittagaong including Hill Tipperah and North Arakan Hills tracts of Burma to 

Assam has been done. In 1898 the South Lushain Hills came under the control of 

Chief Commissionership of Assam making the whole Lushai Hills a part of Assam. In 
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1903 Dacca and Mymensingh districts transferred to Assam and on the 16th of 

October 1905 Bengal was divided from Assam, the provinces of (a) Eastern Bengal 

and Assam and (b) Western part of Bengal, Bihar, Orisa and Chota Nagpur. 

         The province of Assam underwent several changes of status over the years. 

After, about 31 years of its existence was a new province. Assam was merged in the 

newly created province of Eastern Bengal (Dacca, Chittagong and Rajshi) and Assam 

in 1905. The administrative policy proved unworkable and soon the province of 

Assam was brought under a Chief Commissioner for the second time in 1912 with a 

Legislative Council of its own at Shillong. Then Eastern Bengal was re-united with 

West Bengal. But, sub Provinces Bihar, and Orissa were cut off from Bengal and 

formed into an independent Lieutenant Governorship and Assam was finally made a 

Governor’s Province in 1921 in accordance with the provisions of the Government of 

India Act. 1919, for the first time.                        

Migration of Population 

         The problems of present day population growth stems directly from internal 

migration of some categories of immigrant into Assam since 1881. The rate of earlier 

migration was small but it soon increased due to changes of economy and Socio - 

Economic political events. During that time, the migration into Assam Valley were 

categorized into five types such as 

(1) Labour  to  work  in  the  gardens  came  from  Bihar,  Orissa,  Chotanagpur,  Nort

h  West province, Central province, United province and from Madras. (2) Farmers 

from East Bengal (3) Immigrants from Nepal to engage in livestock (4) Traders and 

Artisans and (5) others such as salary - earners, planters, Miners, Laborers etc. came 

from various parts of India and abroad. 

       The discovery of tea, its profitability and potentiality had awakened amongst the 

British Capitalist in the cultivation of this tea plant in the Assam Valley from the 

middle part of the 19th century. Because of the scarcity of the local labors, the 

planters had to face serious difficulties in expanding the cultivation of tea. In this 

regard C. A. Bruce, who was pioneer of tea cultivation in Assam voiced first to import 

labors and settled on the soil. Although, Bruce first imported skilled tea makers from 

China in 1838, but due to demanding of higher charges of wages by them, finally by 

forming a ‘Tea Planter Association’ in 1886 a system of labor emigration from other 

parts of country to Assam Valley was planed. Major Jenkins, the then Commissioner 

of Assam and C. A. Bruce suggested to the Tea committee to import labors in large 

scale and settled them permanently for areas of surplus population outside the 

Province. Under the circumstances large numbers of labors had to be brought every 
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year and the expansion of labor population could not take the natural course and the 

growth of net immigration of labors into Assam and later on settled in Assam. 

       Another stream of immigration was the agriculturist population from the 

adjoining districts of Bengal mainly, Mymensing, Pabna, Borgra and Rangpur. Nearly 

85% of these immigrants were minorities and they settled permanently with their 

families mainly on the vast cultivable wastelands lying in the chapori (temporary 

cultivated areas) belts of the lower and central districts of the Assam Valley at the 

early part and later on to the upper Assam Valley too; and owing to which that the 

Zamindars of Goalpara district failed to induce riots of the overpopulated districts of 

East Bengal have came to settle in the wastelands of the district in the middle of the 

18th century. Because, cheap and plentiful supply of virgin lands with the freedom of 

ryotwari settlement in the Brahmaputra Valley offered attractive opportunities to the 

farmers of Mymensingh, Dacca and Rongpur district of Eastern Bengal. Specially it 

happened during partition of Bengal in 1905 with a view to forming a new province 

called the “Province of Eastern Bengal and Assam” with Head Quarters at Dacca and 

facilitated movement of people from one region to other and which is called 

“Imperfect Knowledge of opportunities is an obstacle to migration”. The 

improvements in railways transport in between 1902-4 between Eastern Bengal and 

Assam in the 1st part of 19th century and induced many people to migrate from long 

and short distance. So, till the decade 1901-11 they were mostly settling down in the 

chapori belts of Goalpara districts. In 1911-12 decade, the movement of immigrants 

had extended upto the Valley and most of the wastelands areas of Goalpara,  Nagaon 

had been occupied and in between 1921-31. The migration flow diverted to parts like 

Kamrup, Mangaldai, North Lakhimpur and Darrang respectively where cultivable 

wasteland were in abundance and  a Special Muhammadan Officers were appointed to 

look after the welfare of the immigrants. 

          The third major trend of immigrants was from Nepal. A considerable number of 

Nepalese came to Assam through Darjeeling districts of West Bengal and largely 

from Gorakhpur and Deoria districts of Uttar Pradesh and occupied the wastelands 

area of the valley mostly in Darrang, Lakhimpur and in the Kamrup districts and 

engaged themselves first in -Live-Stock and dairy farming and settled in the outskirts 

of the town. 

           The fourth trend of immigrant was traders and artisans from Rajasthan, Punjab 

and East Bengal for import and export contractor, skilled mechanics and carpenters 

and settled down first in Lakhimpur district which was most advanced district during 

that decade. The fifth category of immigrants were the clerks and others and other 

professional immigrants from Bengal came in search of employment such as the 

European planter, industrialist and officials from Surma Valley, the Christian santhal, 
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coolies from Chotanagpur, labours to work in the various wings of professions. Thus, 

it was found that net in migration in the Valley of Assam during 1881-1931 was 

induced both by time and economic factors and for available cultivable waste lands 

and there by Govt. was bound to induce the famous “LIne System”. 

History of enforcement of famous Line System  

      The influx into Assam thousands of immigrants from the district of East Bengal 

particularly from Mymensingh in search of land infrequently started to encroached 

upon Govt. lands and lands belonging to local people. Hence, to restrict such 

impending illegal occupations a famous ‘Line System’ was introduced in 1916 and 

which was affected actually from 26th February 1920 first in Nagaon  district of 

Assam. The followings are the three main reasons of Control of Line System: - 

           (i) To help the immigrants all sorts of people i.e. Assamese, foreigners and 

Land record staff sold land to the immigrants though often these land was not theirs to 

sale, to stop such form of settlement to be placed in the hands of Colonization officer 

or Sub-Deputy Collector who could tell the immigrants where  to settle. 

          (ii) To help the indigenous aborigine people specially the people like Kacharis. 

They were offered prices for their lands which they found hard to resist. The easy 

going Assamese could not put up a fight against the virile Mymensinghia and the play 

of natural forces would drive them from their homes and 

       (iii) To give government the benefit of premium money which prior to the control 

system went into the hands of speculators. 

           It is true that immigrants from Mymensingh had been come to Assam, 

particularly in to the Borpeta and Nagaon Districts early in 1913-14. In 1916 the 

Director of Land Records first put forward for a special Colonization Officer to assist 

the settlement of incoming immigrants and co-ordinate the work of all districts in to 

which immigration had been going on. Hence, several Deputy Commissioners of the 

then districts of Assam supported the “Line System” to draw a line across which new 

immigrants should not be permitted and also proposed to laid down a line in villages 

to restrict indiscriminate settlement by immigrants. The division of Line was 

originated first entirely with the district officers concerned but was not adopted in 

execution of any orders of Government. In 1923 Mr. Higgins the then Deputy 

Commissioner of Nagaon classified the villages in his districts into 7 different classes 

and further restricted to settlement of immigrants to 8 Mauzas and ordered no more 

new settlers should be allowed to take up lands in those villages. But with the advent 

of more and more immigrants the entire face of country-side has been changed - 

hence, the villagers in that area are divided into 4 categories. Such as - 
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            (i) Exclusively occupied by immigrants. 

           (ii) Exclusively reserved for Assamese. 

          (iii) Mixed villages in which there are both immigrants and Local people. 

          (iv) Line villages in which a line has been drawn on the indigenous side,   

                where no immigrant was allowed to acquire land. 

 

            In this connection, a resolution was moved in the old council in 1927 to 

appoint a Committee with a Non-Official majority to examine the immigrant 

problems. According to Mr. Scott, the then Revenue Member, opined that the “Line 

System” was first introduced in Nagaon and where the lands had been divided into 

three classes – 

            (i) The land in which immigrants might settle freely. 

           (ii) The lands in which immigrants could not settle. and  

          (iii) Where a line was drawn on the map or on the ground only one side of 

                 which immigrant could settle. 

 

           Accordingly, Borpeta district had also adopted the similar reservation. 

          Subsequently, when the waves of immigration invaded the sub-divisions of 

Mangaldoi and North Lakhimpur, they were confined to a definite Block. They 

mostly occupied and covered the river side land, where they brought out local 

Pattadar as well as occupied waste lands. 

           In Nagaon, when the system of re-settlement proceedings were undertaken in 

1925, the Special colonization  Officer became no longer required, then it was 

proposed to hold a Conference of non-officials and officials in Shillong to discuss the 

immigrant problems. In this conference, a draft Bill was proposed and prepared for an 

Amendment to the Land Revenue Regulation where by transfers lands between 

indigenous people and immigrants should be prohibited. Hence, under the Regulation 

it was adopted that there will be no bar for the sale of any periodic patta ‘to an 

immigrant’; but later on, the Sale of an annual patta was also not recognized. When in 

spite of introduction of resolutions the difficulty was experienced in administering the 

Law, because of a large number of local people sold their annual patta to immigrants 

for one reason or other and left the immigrants in possession of their lands in villages 

where they were not supposed to settle. Then, the only remedy reminded, where the 

Deputy Commissioners could find for this situation was only to cancel the annual 

patta and endeavor to evict the immigrant and at the same time cancelled the annual 

patta held by the vendor. But, this however was not regarded as satisfactory. In 

Nogaon also it was decided that in immigrant areas the pattas of indigenous people 

had not been converted into periodic in order to prevent the sale of their lands in close 

villages to immigrant and to facilitate the exclusion of immigrant from villages. 
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            But, in September 1928, a Conference of Official and Non-Official Members 

of the  council  was held and which formally approved the general policy of  the 

Colonization scheme, with fixing the premium at Rs.25/- a bigha first and reduced it 

later at Rs.10/- in the year 1935. Accordingly, a Colonization Officer was appointed 

first in Nagaon to settle all available waste lands in the immigrant areas on the Block 

System. Under the system, the premium of Rs.2/- would be paid on during the time of 

allotment of land and Rs.3/- when the first annual patta would be issued and the 

balance premium would be taken at the time of issue of periodic patta after six years. 

The similar scheme was put in Mangaldoi and Borpeta Sub-division too, but later it 

was found impossible to realize the premium, it was because of poor economic 

condition of immigrants. Later on an ‘Immigrant Block’ was created within which the 

immigrants were permitted to take up lands on the Mymensingh farm settlers areas. 

But, most of the immigrants were continuing to occupy lands illegally even outside 

the  ‘Immigrants Block’ either by purchasing the ‘right occupants ‘from the local 

annual lease holders or by encroaching upon the Govt. reserves or lands belonging to 

the local people. Hence, at the end, a resolution was introduced which was proposed 

by Khanbahadur Nuruddin Ahmed, the then member of Legislature, on 1st October’ 

1936 for complete abolition of what was known as ‘The Line System’ and when 

Sayed Saadulla, was the then Premier of Muslim League. 

 Reasons for abolition of Line System 

 Many causes have contributed to the abolition of line system. Since 1921 the 

immigrant population had increased enormously but the increase in the settlement of 

land has failed to keep pace with the increase in population. Areas allotted to 

immigrants have proved utterly inadequate to their growing needs and requirements. 

The colonization scheme in Nagaon and slight relaxation in the enforcement of line 

system in Borpeta provided son certain outlet and hardship involved in the rigorous 

maintenance of the lines. Extraordinary immigrant population on one hand and rigid 

restriction of settlement of land on the other had created large and less class. Influx of 

immigrants from East Bengal generally started to settle in the rive rain areas on “Char 

land” but the Vagaries of Brahmaputra, which changes its course annually created 

havoc amongst the immigrants settlers, washing away their land, compelling them to 

search for “fresh fields and pastures new”. The majority to Legislature wanted to 

recommend relaxation of Line System throwing open more lands for colonization and 

at the same time wanted to provide development by the indigenous people in areas 

already covered by the immigrants. The general recommendation dealt with the 

restriction which was existed only in the Nowgaon district against immigrants from 

Cachar and Sylhet and made objection to invaded them and in other districts there was 

no restriction was found elsewhere. The issue of domicile certificate proposed by 
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Maulavi Abdur Rouf, Abdul Matin Choudhury of the Committee Member to an 

immigrant to enable him to acquire equal rights with indigenous people in the 

settlement of land. Not engaging of assistance of non officials carried out evictions 

works. The subject of sub-letting land either on Adhi terms or by regular sub-tenancy 

to immigrants by indigenous in closed areas and the practice was continued. This was 

unduly curtailing the liberty of the local subjects when immigrants got cultivated 

lands in indigenous closed villages as Adhidars as regular sub-tenants they carried on 

the same practice in their periodic lands till their desirability and thereby Pattadar 

ultimately sold lands to the Adhidars. Recommendation of Cattle Trespass Act to 

apply to all cattle in the districts of Kamrup, Nowgaon, Darrang first and later on 

extended to Shillong, Sylhet, Karimganj, Habiganj and Cachar districts as regards 

cattle in the Sibsagar and Jorhat district as regards buffaloes was to damage to crops 

was an admitted nuisance and practiced of elimination of petty oppression by the 

immigrants on their local Neighbours. 

            The immigrants in to the province was not only consisted of Muhammadans 

from a Mymensingh, there were also a number of Namasudras from the same district 

and also in Nowgaon a number of up-country people such as Nunias, Tea garden 

coolies, Nepalies and ex-tea garden coolies. The Hindus have often for convenience 

been settled and getting amity with the local people. There were some colonization 

areas in Nagaon district where there were purely immigrant villages, purely local 

villages, mixed villages and lined villages. There was not available land left in the 

side of immigrant in the Lined Villages, there was only land which the colonization 

officer has left  to settle was some very unattractive land liable to flood in then 

Mayang Mauza thereby population of these immigrant Block was estimated by 7:1 i.e. 

one local subjects consisting seven immigrants specially in immigrant villages. So, 

the mixed villages were elsewhere in the province are gradually becoming purely 

immigrant as the local in them sold their lands for any reasons and immigrated 

elsewhere. At the same time local people living in the immigrant areas are slowly 

leaving that area and got good prices for their land when they did left. So, in view of 

the difficulty of maintaining the “Lines” the majority of the Committee Member 

decided to the Lines within villages and the restrictions in the closed villages in the 

immigrant areas should be abolished and the waste lands in those villages should be 

opened to settlement with immigrants under the colonization scheme. The conversion 

Systems of special Annual patta in to periodic and at the same, the expiration of  two 

years, all restriction on the settlement of immigrants within Line or Closed villages 

have been abolished and effect of this system a certain proportion of local people sold 

their lands to immigrants and left place went elsewhere. For instance, the Laokhoa 

Game Reserve was throwing it opened for settlement of immigrants under the 

colonization Scheme in Block of approximately 20 thousands bighas at a time. In 
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North Lakhimpur the occupation of Mahammadan immigrants in Laluk Mauza, about 

4000 bighas to Nomosudra and to Mahammadan 35,832 bighas in Naoboicha 

Mauza  8731 bighas and in Kadam Mauza 2932 Bighas have been opened thrown to 

the relatives of immigrants already settled in the Laluk Mauza under the Block 

development System in 1925 inspite of dissenting the members of the 

then  Line  Committee  by  Kameswar Das  and  Dr. Mahendra Nath 

Saikia  and  these  steady stream  of indigenous immigrants from the neighboring 

districts of Nawgaon, Sibsagar and Tezpur who have been compelled by the pressure 

of population on the land in their home district to migrate Lakhimpur District in 

search of new land in where they settled.            

            In Mongaldoi, Colonization Scheme has been in force in 1931. Accordingly in 

the Chapori area of Dalgaon, Syambari, Salmari and Rangamati had been opened 

thrown for settlement of immigrant and the annual patta for those four Mauzas had 

been converted into Periodic patta. The indigenous who were residents in these 

Mauzas stayed among the pre-dominant immigrant population sold their lands and 

moved elsewhere. The four committee members namely Kameswar Das, Sarbeswar 

Barua, Dr.Mahendra Nath Saikia and Rabi Chandra Kachari opposed their 

modification but were in agreement with the Kaligaon Circle in waste lands areas 

under the Colonization Scheme. 

            In Borpeta District, most of the professional Grazing reserved in the sub-

division have been encroached in some cases to as much as half and extending for 3 

or 4 years by immigrants who have paid no land revenue and have ever been evicted. 

For instance, in the Mauza Paka Sarukhetri, Pithadi and Nali were example and as 

such more than 50 closed villages of reserves were encroached and occupied. Hence, 

Committee recommended in case of agricultural immigrants who resided in Borpeta 

which was then a closed village no bar should be placed in the way of their acquiring 

land for residential and agricultural purposes. On the other hand, the provisions of 

lands for the landless immigrants in Borpeta sub-division, those who were necessary 

to evict could not be found possible and committee recommended finally providing 

land in Kamrup Sadar and Mangaldoi Sub-division. 

           In Kamrup Sadar Sub-division, there were only two Mauzas where settlement 

with immigrants were allowed in Pub-Saronia and Pachim Sarania and had occupied 

all the land adjoining the river Brahmaputra; and converted from Annual patta to 

Periodic. In Tezpur Sadar in Behali Circle, immigrants occupied a majority of land in 

about 10 villages and encroachment in Kumarkati grazing reserve about 30 sq. miles 

without paying any land revenue. As such, in the Gohpur Mauza, the Deputy 

Commissioner of Darrang kept provision for expansion of the immigrants and also for 

the landless ones who were there already under the Colonization Scheme. In Sibsagar 
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district also families of immigrants were settled in Kanfola in Rangamati Mauza of 

Golaghat Sub-division. 

          At the end, the settlement of waste lands to the immigrants of Eastern Bengal in 

the province of Assam, though was a very important problem of those days yet, due to 

some natural and economic reasons like illegal encroachment, implementation of 

Colonization Schemes, converting of Annual patta to Periodic Patta, Minority 

problems, economical and customary reasons, breaking rule by the encroachers and 

haphazard methods of settlement of lands to the immigrants by the Government was 

compelled to abolish the famous “Line System” which finally meant for removal of 

all restrictions on the  settlement of lands and thereby all waste land have been readily 

taken up by the  immigrants during 1881-1931.   

Affects of abolition of Line System  

          Most of the immigrants came to Sylhet and Goalpara district from Mymensingh 

and Rongpur areas of what is now called Bangladesh. Their inflow was moderate in 

the 19th century but it became quite steep in the middle of 20th century. In Goalpara 

district it was 1.4% in 1881-91, 2% in 1891-1900, 30% in 1900-1911, 33% in 1911-

1920 and it was shot up to 85% in 1921-1931 in Goalpara district (Census of  India, 

Report  of  Assam 1931)  and  14% in Nagaon district in between 1881-1931. 

Subsequently, they came to Barpeta, Kamrup, Darrang and later on went over to 

North Lakhimpur respectively. 

          The colonial British government wanted to check the inflow of outsiders from 

Notified Tribal areas and pockets for which during their role, the famous “Line 

System” was introduced to check lands in the plains. But, the worst happened in 1936 

when the growth of population had been tremendously increased after total abolition 

of “Line System” the occupation of Govt. waste lands, Khas lands and reserved areas 

had been gone in the hands of immigrants initially in the Assam valley later on major 

districts of upper Assam too.  Thereby Assam was affected socially, economically and 

in terms of population too in the following principal factors:- 

            First, due to abolition of Line System the immigrants with their grab for land 

and propensity of occupation of waste lands proved a menace to the local people of 

Assam and mostly driven off their lands in the affected districts. In this connection the 

then Provincial Govt. neither they facilitated for retention of the System nor control of 

hordes of immigrants. 

            Secondly, the forest grazing and other reserves became hardly inadequate for 

future needs of the Government as well as for orderly settlement of local landless 
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people and as a consequence all these were subtracted to the Eastern Bengal (now 

Bangladesh) immigrants. 

            Thirdly, the relaxation of Line System effects heavier influx of new comers 

and the pressure on the indigenous population increases and under the colonization 

System and established homogeneous colonies and made the position of the 

indigenous inhabitants very unsafe and intolerable. Thereby they vacated their lands 

and homesteads which was indeed the contemplation of the immigrants. 

            Fourthly, with the introduction of Annual Patta into Periodic the way of 

invention of to settlement of waste land to the immigrants and total abolition of Line 

System welcome the inevitable result to compel to provide more lands to the landless 

immigrants in orderly form or by transferring of lands by the land holders. 

           Fifthly, abolition of Line System, gave way to grow Jamindars and land 

Holders as guide among the immigrants settlers. But, these Jamindars did not 

cultivate these huge areas of land by themselves. Then it was quite natural to import 

Kamlas from Mymensingh for agricultural purposes and later who constituted the 

bulk of the immigrants’ population and at the end became the bonafide landholders in 

orderly form in Assam.  

          Sixthly, the tea garden labors who were not only migrated to the tea gardens of 

the valley but also did not left the tea garden after the expire of the contract period 

and took to cultivation inside the valley and assimilated in the local culture and way 

of life, accepted languages, scripts and participated in the Valley of Assam and 

thereby they became the settlers of the valley. 

             Hence, the abolition of Line System was a convenient instrument for the 

immigrants for the purpose of settlement of waste land in Assam during 1881-1931 

along with a major problem of growth of population of the Brahmaputra Valley. All 

these above principal factors contrived to swell annually numbers of landless 

immigrants into the province and which was travesty of truth to train - loads of 

immigrants poured from Eastern Bengal in anticipation of the total abolition of the 

Famous Line System in Assam, which is still being continued and is an admitted issue 

for the Indian Government too. 
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Bahmani’s Tombs 

 In the beginning of the 14th century Muhammad-Bin-Tughluq in his zeal to 

make Doulatabad, till then known as Devagiri, the capital of the Empire made 

strenuous efforts to transfer the capital city from Delhi to the former place, and he had 

to meet serious apposition from the people of Delhi, his orders were so imperative 

that they could not be resisted. As a result of this wholesale migration, the Deccan 

was flooded by a number of eminent men from Delhi, including architects, engineers, 

tile-manufactures, painter and calligraphists. The architecture of the Deccan must 

have impressed the newcomers by its magnificence, but as it was something alien in 

form and spirit to their own works in Delhi, they naturally refrained from copying it in 

the beginning. With the transfer of the capital from Gulburga to Bidar in 1424 the 

sultan too moved his residence. From thence the third phase of the Bahamani 

architectural style began this period is marked by a grater articulation of Iranian 

(Persian) influence manifested in their artistic futures, decoration, paintings, 

calligraphy etc. on the structural side, various forms of arches came into fusion. The 

Ashtur Tombs have bulbous shapes. The massive domes were provided with a 

prominent drum, a polygon of 8 or 16 sides with finials at angles and foliated parapet. 

The grandeur of the tombs was greatly enhanced by the adoption of various types of 

decoration, in color. Obviously this idea was introduced from Persian (Iran). 

The entire group of these monuments is situated at Ashtur, a small village in 

the lowlands at a distance of one mile and six furlongs towards the east from Bidar 

town. The main rout is from the Dulhan Darwaza, whence a local fund road passing 

by the village, Agrar, enables the visitor to reach these mausolea. The road is 

motorable in fair weather, but during the rains on account of its steep gradient and the 

water flow of the neighboring hillock of Habahi Kot it is badly cut and some times 

entirely washed away. At the time of the establishment of the department these 
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monuments were in a ruinous condition, being over grown with grass and trees and 

their interiors choked with debris and silt, the later deposited by rain water. A 

systematic scheme has, however, been carried out since to save these precious gems 

of medieval Muslim architecture from further deterioration, and as a result of this not 

only have the majority of them been thoroughly conserved but measures have also 

been adopted to give them a suitable setting  by clearing their environment. The land 

around the tombs have  been leveled and tidied up, and the huts and other modern 

building which had sprung up in the vicinity have been demolished. 

 There are tombs of the kings of the BAHMANI’S dynasty in this area, and 

their comparative dimensions and style of architecture demonstrate in the clearest 

manner the gradual deterioration of the political power of the dynasty. Here two 

tombs are described below in chronological order. 1    

The Tomb of Sultan Wali-Ullah 

 This king also was maltreated by the wicked minister Amir Barid, and after his 

nominal sovereignty of three years when he endeavored to extricate himself from the 

clutches of the tyrant. The letter first had him under surveillance in the royal place and 

ultimately arranged for his murder. The lustful minister afterward married the wife of 

Wali-Ullah. 

 The tomb of this king is situated in the main group of BAHMANI’S tombs, to 

the west of Mahmud Shah’s mausoleum. It is an insignificant structure compared with 

the majestic tombs of his forebears, and consists of a square base crowned with 

conical dome. The walls of the base measures 26 feet 10 inches on each side. and they 

rise to a height of 16 feet 2 inches above the ground level. On the top of the walls 

there was originally a parapet, traces still exist. The height of the parapet when intact 

must have been 2 feet 2 inches. Above the roof a conical dome rises which has eight 

facets. The interior of the sepulcher is entered by a small door from the south, the 

dimensions of the latter being: width 2 feet 3 inches, height 4 feet 7 inches. The plan 

of the interior of the tomb is square, but on account of the arches which are built at the 

corners and which project a little from the lines of the those built in the side walls, it 

has become octagonal, and fits in with the shape of the. Vault the ceiling.2  
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The Tomb of Sultan Kali Mullah 

He was the last nominal king of the BAHMANI’Si dynasty, whom the 

minister Amir barid proclaimed in public as the rightful sovereign in a d 1525, but in 

reality kept him under the closest watch and treated him with such indignity that in a d 

1527 he had to feel for his life, first to bijapur and afterwards to ahamadanagar. The 

unhappy king did not receive a generous reception from the rules of either of these 

two places, and he passed the remaining part of his life virtually as a prisoner. After 

his demise his body was brought from the ahamadanagr to bidar and interred in the 

royal cemetery close to the tomb of his brother wall-ullah. 

 The tomb built over his remains is similar in the style to the tomb of wall-ullah 

although slightly larger in dimensions than the latter. The walls of the tomb measure 

28 feet 10 inches on each side at the base externally, and rise 17 feet 5 inches above 

the ground level. On the top of the walls was originally a parapet, the remains of 

which may be noticed in a few places. These remains show that the parapet when 

intact must have been 3 feet 2 inches high. The vault of the tomb has a conical shape 

externally and is divided into eight facets, but internally the shape is considerably 

modified and it looks more or less circular with only a slight stilt towards the apex. 

the tomb is entered by an arched door from the south, and the internal arrangement of 

the building can be studied best by comparing the plan and section given on. The 

sepulchral hall is octagonal in plan with pentagonal projections at the corners. The 

arrangement of overlapping arches to distribute the weight of the dome, which is seen 

on a grand scale in the Gol Gumbad at Bijapur, may be noticed on a diminutive scale 

in this tomb. The building is crowned with a pinnacle of cylindrical shape made of 

black stone (Pl. LXXXI), in contrast to the finial of Ahmad Shah al-Wali which is 

composed of several orbs of copper plated with gold, placed one above the other. 

The Mosque 

 To the south-west of Kalim-Ullah’s tomb, on the other side of the road, is a 

mosque which was used for offering prayers before the corpse was interred in the 

tomb. It is a small building comprising a single hall which measures 34 feet 3 inches 

in length and 13 feet 6 inches in width. The ceiling of the hall is divided into three 
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compartments, each compartment having a shallow vault. In the front of the mosque 

there are three arched opening of uniform size, the span of the arches being 8 feet 3 

inches, the springing-point 4 feet 5 inches above the ground level, and the height of 

the apex 9 feet 9 inches from the floor. The height of the front wall of the mosque up 

to the dripstones (Chhajja) is 14 feet 10 inches, and above that was a parapet which is 

now in ruins, but which when intact must have risen 4 feet 7 inches above the 

dripstones of the front wall. 

 In the western wall the mihrab is built in the form of an arched niche, the 

upper part of which is adorned with miniature arches of plaster-work, and the 

spandrels with medallions. 3   
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Megalith as a source of Mizo history 
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         In tracing the migratory routes and settlement pattern of the Mizo, who are now 

inhabited in the northeastern corner of India and some parts of the Chin Hills of 

Burma and Bangladesh, certain limitations of sources have been faced by scholars. 

Sangkima highlighted some of these limitations while tracing the early history of 

Mizoram such as –absence of historical information and lack of conventional data, as 

the Mizo did not form a homogeneous group with a single culture which creates an 

immense problem in the study of the early history, and problems in periodization of 

history.i 

         However, although the above limitations created a major set- back in tracing the 

past history of the Mizo, sources may broadly be classified as proposed by 

Sangkima,1 such as oral sources, literature and archival sources, inscription, foreign 

accounts and archaeological sources.  Regarding the archaeological sources, although, 

Mizoram has yet opened its account on full archaeological research, a little attempt 

has been made by some historians on megalithic monuments of the Mizo, in recent 

times. Thus, based on these backgrounds, attempt is made in this paper to highlight 

how far archaeological sources especially megaliths can be used as reliable sources 

for the reconstruction of the Mizo history. 

Meaning of Megaliths: 

         The word ‘Megalith’ is of Greek origin meaning a large stone (mega –large, 

litho-stone)2. According to Gordon Childe,3  the term (megalith) was first introduced 
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by antiquarians in the middle of the 19th century, to define a class of monuments in 

western and northern Europe, consisting of large undressed stones bearing celtic 

names such as dolmens, cromlechs, menhirs etc. These names were subsequently 

adopted to term complex stone structures, widely distributed over Europe, the 

Mediterranean region, some parts of western Asia, Japan and south east Asia 

including India.  

 Megalithic structures are of many different kinds. Glyn Daniels4 who has 

worked on the problem of European megalithic monuments, lists five types of 

prehistoric monuments. They are -   

1) the menhir or single standing stone,  

2) groups of standing stones set in rows called alignments 

3) circular setting of large stones such as Stonehenge and Avebury 

4) chambered tombs walled and roofed with megaliths 

5) apsidal temples of Malta 

            In the Indian sub-continent, different types of megaliths have been reported 

from almost all parts of India right from Kashmir to the Malabar Coast and from 

Assam to Baluchistan.5 Since then, leading Indian archaeologists such as KN Dikshit, 

KM Srivastava, SB Deo, H. Sarkar, NR Bannerjee, MDN Sahi, KS Ramachandran, 

KV Soundara Rajan, SP Gupta, MK Dhavalikar and others, have discussed and 

written  a great deal on the problem of megaliths in India. 

           Even today, megalithism is still a living tradition among some tribal groups in 

some parts of the world including India and particularly among some of the northeast 

Indian tribes like Khasi, Nagas and the Mizos.6 Northeast India, has rich megalithic 

remains and the greatest concentration is observed in the Khasi and Jaintia hills of 

Meghalaya. Megalithic structures are also found in Nagaland, Mizoram and Manipur.  
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         The Mizo, like many other tribal groups in northeast India, have a living 

megalithic tradition and the practice of erecting megaliths is one of the striking 

features of the Mizo culture. The megaliths served as memorials to the dead as well as 

to the living. In Mizo society, megaliths are closely connected with the feasts of merit. 

Erection of menhirs or upright stones is a common practice followed by the erection 

of other types of monuments, such as stone seats, platforms and heaps of stone 

(cairns), etc. Similar types of megalithic structures are also found in other north 

eastern states of India. The Mizo erected megalithic monuments usually at the 

entrance of the village (kawtchhuah) and alongside the road and sometimes in the 

courtyard of the chief. Whenever a chief erected a stone monument at the entrance of 

the village, it is always accompanied by a stone platform (lungdawh). The stone 

platforms of the chief were termed ‘Lal Lungdawh (stone platform of the chief). The 

megaliths usually faced the road and are erected alongside the road at the entrance of 

the village, providing a comfortable resting place for the villagers with heavy loads 

coming from their jhum land or passers by. Other than memorials to the dead, the 

erection of megaliths are also associated with feasts of merit of the chiefs and of the  

thangchhuahpaii, to commemorate individual prosperity and achievements and also 

on the occasion of the establishment of a village.  

Megaliths as sources of a study of Mizo history: 

      Megalith serves as one of the important sources of the study of the early history of 

a particular tribe. In Mizoram, there are a number of megalithic monuments which are 

of different structures, shape and size. As cited earlier, the practice of erecting 

megaliths is one of the striking features of the Mizo culture. But the available 

megaliths in Mizoram are not scientifically studied, although a few individuals and 

government agencies undertaken a studies on the megalithic tradition of the Mizo, 

there is a still far from adequate. Therefore, it is apparent that most of the studies cited 

above provide only general information regarding the location of the various 

megaliths and some of the legends associated with them, while others describe the 

carvings found on some of these stones.  
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  However, although there is a lack of a thorough study of the megalithic 

monuments of Mizoram, attempt is made to discuss megaliths as one source for the 

reconstruction of the past history of the Mizo, as follows. 

a) Engraving of figures : 

        One of the important striking features of the Mizo megaliths is the engraving of 

figures. Some of these megaliths are decorated with the engraving of figures such as 

human beings, animals, tools, weapons and prestige goods of the Mizo. Thus, all these 

engravings provide valuable insights into the relationship between the megaliths and 

Mizo society. The carvings of prestige goods such necklaces, gongs, guns etc, on the 

memorial stones of chiefs and thangchhuahpa are indicative of the high position of 

such individuals in the society during their life time. Therefore, such carvings were 

used frequently to indicate the status and position, material prosperity, the possession 

of prestige goods of the performer during his lifetime. 

        Besides the above, the carvings are made with different technique of carving 

such as shallow incision, by cutting deep into surface, and carving in relief or 

embossing. Thus, it shows the artistic skills of the Mizo.  

b) Typological study of megaliths :  

       As cited earlier, the Mizo erected different types of megalithic monuments such 

as menhir or upright stones which is a common practice followed by the erection of 

other types of monuments, such as stone seats, platforms and heaps of stone (cairns). 

Megaliths are widely scattered throughout Mizoram with the greatest concentration 

found in the districts of Champhai, Serchhip and Aizawl.  

       The standing stones and alignments are the common types found in Mizoram 

while others such as cairns (or a heap of stone) and stone seats are few in number and 

concentrated only in the areas inhabited by the Maras and Hmar clans. The above 

distribution of megalithic structures is useful for tracing the routes of migration and 

settlement pattern of the different clans of the Mizo. For example, the stone seats are 

erected only by the Hmar clans while the stone heaps are erected only by the Mara 
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clans.  

       The alignment comprised of a number of stones standing in a row, are erected in 

memory of the warrior especially among the Lusei while stone seats(Sikpui Lung) are 

erected by the Hmar clans on the occasion of their feasts i.e. Sikpui Roui. The stone 

seats are used to sit only for the song-leader or chanter (Khuongpuzailak/Hla hriltu) 

and the drummer (Khuangpu) as it is consider a sacred places and no one can claim to 

be sitting on it during the course of the celebration of the feast.iii Thus, the Sikpui 

Lung occupies an important places in the Hmar society as it commemorate the valued 

and sacred event of Sikpui Ruoi, signifying and advocating Hmar traditional and 

cultural values and uniqueness. 

         The cairns or a heap of stone, a pyramidal shape is erected by the Mara clans as 

memorials to dead chiefs and wealthy persons in society. The Mara calls such types of 

stone monuments as Phura and they are usually erected at the entrance of villages on 

one of the approach roads. Such kinds of stone monuments are found only in the Mara 

inhabited area i.e. southern part of Mizoram and some parts of the present Chin Hills 

of Burma where some of the Mara clans are settled. These kinds of monuments are 

considered the latest among the various types of megaliths found in Mizoram, as the 

Maras are said to have reached Mizoram after the Hmar and Lusei. 

         Thus, from the above discussion, it is clear that most of the Mizo sub-clans have 

a well defined megalithic tradition and the variations in the types of megalithic 

structures helps us to study the cultures, traditions and migratory routes of the 

different Mizo sub-clans. 

c) Tools and implements of the Mizo : 

         The study of megaliths clearly shows some of the tools and implement used by 

the Mizo in their early times. They used mainly the chiseliv and the hammer for 

carving motifs on the megaliths. If we carefully study the techniques of carving on the 

various stones, it appears that the chisel used may be of two types, the pointed and the 

flat or chisel with a broad edge. This is further validated by the discovery of a few 
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chisels, both flat and pointed along with other implements such as the dao, hoe etc. 

buried under the earth, by the local peoples of the Zawlsei villages (in Champhai 

district) a few years ago, from the ruins of Selesihv village.     

         Sometimes the Dao or Chem is also used instead of a chisel for trimming or 

removing the outer layer of stone. The dao is undoubtedly the most versatile tool of 

the Mizo and also used as a weapon. It is a knife with a triangular blade, about 3 

inches wide at the end, and 1inch or so at the handle. The broad end was sharpened 

and the cutting edge is generally made of better tempered steel than the rest of the 

body. Besides the above, agricultural implements like hoes and adzes were also used 

for digging the earth for the planting memorial stones. The different types of tools, 

agricultural implements, and weapons, particularly spears were manufactured and 

designed by the village Thirdeng (blacksmith) as they were very skillful. 

         It clearly shows that the early Mizo used different kinds of tools such as chisels, 

hammer, hoe etc. which were mostly made locally by the blacksmith.    

         Thus, apart from the above mention, megaliths may also be used in various ways 

as reliable sources for the reconstruction of the history of the Mizo.  

Concluding remarks: 

         Although a proper investigation into the study of megalithic traditions is yet to 

undertake in Mizoram, a few individuals and government agencies undertaken some 

research on the megalithic monuments of Mizoram. But all these studies provide only 

general information regarding the location of the various megaliths and some of the 

legends associated with them. No deep study or systematic investigation has so far 

been undertaken.  

 However, megalithic traditions of the Mizo provide some knowledge on the 

history and culture of the early Mizo period. The ideological and material basis as 

well as the process of erection of megaliths, and how it relates with the series of a 

feast of merit, would also help us in various ways for the reconstruction of the past 

history of the Mizo.   
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Kamrupa Anusandhan Samiti 
Kanak Chandra Sharma 

Guwahti 

 

 It is a quiet but significant and important event that the Kamrup Anusandhana Samiti has 

today crossed over hundred years of its continued existence. The closing ceremony of the 

centenary function will soon be held. The Kamrup Anusandhana Samiti, as back as from 

April, 1912 started the history-making process of Assam by investigating, processing the 

historical sources of the past in a methodical manner, inspired the patriotic researchers and the 

then intellectual luminaries of the state to study and write the history of the past and set the 

establishment of a State Museum in Assam on a firm footing, which however attained fruition 

only in 1940. 

 Assam had civilization, had histories, and had ancient and medieval literature. But it was 

a misfortune that there was none to collect them, to highlight them in Indian context and 

finally to methodize them for the purpose of re-construction of history. The 18th century-

Assam suffered a great setback due to severe internal strife in the State Royal family, civil 

war and consequent foreign attacks. The Moamaria Rebellion and the Burmese invasion 

consecutively for three times shook its very foundation resulting almost in its destruction. The 

process of reconstruction of history and preservation of culture on the basis of source-

materials lying scattered here and there, uncared and unattended to, could not be thought of 

by the local intelligentsia during such period of anxiety and concern for survival. The taking 

over of Assam after Yandaboo, treaty by the British East India Company in 1826(through the 

treaty appears to be illegal) and subsequently consolidation of the state of Assam led to its 

recovery from the decaying state of internal troubles and offered a new lease of life. 

 The foreign administration now in its process of administrative experiments and in the 

process of reshaping the state found in plenty the historical materials, relics and ruins of the 

past, chronicles, copper plates, manuscripts here and there in thick jungles, in private houses 

uncared for and unattended to General Jenkins(1793-1866) as the Commissioner of Assam 

after David Scott and Robertson in the formative period of the British administration in 

Assam(1834-1861), being a man of versatile ability and genius and being deeply interested in 

Assam’s antiquity contributed a number of articles in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of 

Bengal(JASB), brought to light some epigraphic copper plates and inscriptions and tried to 

inspire his subordinate officers in recovering and preserving them for the interest of the state. 

In 1841 he instructed William Robinson, the Inspector of Schools to compile a descriptive 

history of Assam, which he did. Captain GW Westmacott, Assistant Commissioner of middle 

Assam, Captain ET Dalton, Assistant commissioner and then D.C., Col SF, Hanny, the 

commandant of the first Assam Light Infantry wrote as number of articles on ethnic 

communities of Assam, on ruined temples and relics, on stone bridges through their field 

studies and published them in JASB in the 50th of the 19th century AD Commissioner Jenkins 

associated scholars like Torren Dr. Venice, Dr. Block, Dr. Kielthron and later inspired local 

Sanskrit scholars like Padmanath Bhattacharyya and Kaviratna Mahamohopaddhyay 

Dhireswaracharyya etc. Meanwhile a number of Assamese educated youths, writers and 
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litterateurs who became educated in English education became attracted to this line and tried 

to pursue Assam’s indology and archaeology.  But all these were sporadic attempts by the 

early British administrators to unearth the past history of Assam in the midst of the busy 

schedule of their official works. So was the case with the native scholars and litterateurs and 

writers till that period. 

 We, however, observe that the real methodical recovery and protection of the old 

historical and cultural antiquities and sources started late in the 19th century A.D. i.e. from 

about 1894, 1895 etc. when E.A. Gait became the honorary Director of Ethnography with the 

sponsoring interest of Sir CJ Lyall, the then officiating Chief Commissioner of Assam. The 

publication of the Report on the Progress of Historical Research in Assam in 1897 is the 

starting point from where a solid attempt is made to investigate the glorious past, arrest the 

process of destruction and base the cultural heritage of Assam on a scientific footing. Sir E.A. 

Gait’s A History of Assam is the fruitful result, though not perfect, of such methodical 

research so far attempted till that period. 

 The Directorate of Ethnography and the Report on the progress of Historical Research in 

Assam practically sported a movement and showed a direction towards future works in 

historical research of Assam. Col PRT Gurdon, Commissioner of Assam broadened the base 

of Directorate of Ethnography, included collection of not only historical matters, but also 

literary specimens, puthis, manuscripts and collection of antique relics. Hem Chandra 

Goswami, newly recruited Stat Civil Service Officer and interested in the line, which earlier 

helped E.A. Gait, was chosen to help in these tasks. 

 Much against the will and resistance of the Assamese people, the British administration 

in the beginning of the 20th century, recognized Assam’ boundary and the State of Assam’s 

was merged with Eastern Bengal including some adjoining districts under a Lieutenant 

Governor with capital at Dhaka and it continued to remain so till April, 1912. During this 

long period Assam had to suffer a lot in respect of education, culture, employment, economy 

etc. as the epi-centre for pressure on development centered round Dhaka and East Bengal.  

 An organized awakening during this period began to strike the minds of the Assamese 

learned researchers, college students, Kamrupi Sanskrit scholars who were exploring the past 

by writing articles here and there in the available periodicals. Padmanath Battacharyya, 

Dhireswaracharyya and the band of young writers like Chandranath Sarma, Hem Chandra 

Goswami, Suryya Kumar Bhuyan and some others were already there with their tremendous 

zeal and potency to work intellectually for their motherland and bring to light its lost glory. 

There was a growing desire of all the scholars to coordinate their individual efforts in the 

pursuit of historical research. They knew that the Asiatic Society of Bengal existed gloriously 

founded at the initiative of Sir William Jones in 1784, that the Royal Asiatic Society of Great 

Britain and Ireland was founded in 1824. Meanwhile, in the eastern part of India such 

societies like Bihar and Orrissa Research Society, the Verendra Aunsandhan samiti, the 

Radha Anusandhan Samiti and the Virbhumi Anusandhan Samiti also sprang up, but not in 

Assam till then. 

 The idea of founding an Antiquarian Research Society was first conceived by Pandit 

Padmanath Bhattcharyya Vidya Virod(Ref :JARS-Vol. No.1(April 1933-the Introductory). 

The original idea was to form the Research Society for the amalgamated province of Eastern 
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Bengal and Assam which as effective from 1905 to 1912. But since, as per Imperial 

Declaration on December 1911, the Eastern region was again re-organised and Assam got 

back its own territory devoid of Eastern Bengal, much to the relief and satisfaction of the 

Assamese people, with a Chief Commissioner for the State, the original proposal of the 

amalgamated Society did not take effect. Meanwhile, the Varendra Anusandhan Samiti also 

sprang up separately under the patronage of Sarat Kumar Roy of Rajshahi. In the meanwhile, 

a conference of the Uttar Rangia Sahitya Parishad, was held at the premises of the Kamakhya 

Temple in the first week of April, 1912 under the presidentship of Babu Sansadhar Rai M.A., 

BL Vakil, Calcutta High Court. 

 It is here that the members from Assam felt the immediate necessary to set up a historical 

research society for carrying out researches on ancient Kamrup including its land and people, 

flora and fauna etc. with which ancient Kamarupa was well enriched. Khan Choudhury 

Amanatulla Ahmed himself, the well known historian of Koch Behar placed the proposal for 

establishment of the society, which was supported by Rai Mritunjoy Choudhury Bahadur, 

MRAS of Rangpur. The proposer was the first to donate Rs.25.00 for foundation of the same. 

Thus the society was actually formed on April 7, 1912 with only twelve members and was 

named as ‘Kamrupa Anusandhan Samiti’. Kamrupa signified the territory of ancienty Assam, 

not the present district of the State. 

 The KAS on the other hand, created a new impetus, enthusiasm and fast growing 

awareness amongst the young and experienced band of dedicated scholars to go ahead with 

historical research in Assam. Padmanath Bhattacharyya, Hem Chandra Goswami, Kanaklal 

Barua, Sarat Chandra Goswami, Sarbeswar Sarma Kataki, Suryya Kumar Bhuyan etc. were 

already there in the field, only to name a few. The Assam Sahitya Sabha, established in 1917, 

also became the complementary organization to inspire the KAS in their works through the 

inspiring Presidential speeches of the Presidents in their annual conferences. 

 It can be said that for several years Chandranath Sarma(1889-19220, the fiery patriot of 

Assam with his tremendous zeal for work died young in 1922 and Pandit Hem Chandra 

Goswami(1872-1928) with his depth of knowledge and vast field-work experience who also 

expired untimely in 1928, became the guiding destiny of the KAS in the initial stage of its 

progress. After 1928 it was Kanak Lal Barua(1872-1940), the reputed historian and prominent 

scholar became the guiding light and legendary figure of the KAS till his death in 1940. 

During this period the KAS rose from height to height and attained high prestige and fame in 

British India. 

(By the courtesy of The Assam Tribune, Guwahati, and Sunday, April, 7, 2013) 

              -Editor 
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 The modern Cooch Behar, northern district of West Bengal was a prominent princely 

state during the British rule in India. Even after independence it was not the part of 

independent India; only after the Merger Agreement August 1949, Cooch-Behar becomes the 

integral part of India. About the boundary of Koach kingdom in ‘The imperial Gazetteer of 

India’ it is stated that-‘The feudatory state of North Bengal, lying between 25058’ and 

26032’N, and 88045’ and 89052’E., with an area of 1307 square miles. It is bounded on the 

north by the District of Jalpaiguri; on the east by Goalpara; on the south by Rangpur; and on 

the west by Rangpur and Jalpaiguri’.1 

 It is said that, Hariya Mandal(Haridas Mandal) a certain king established a small 

kingdom near the Chikna hill region in modern Kamakshya district of Assam on the north 

bank of river Brahmaputra.2 In the very beginning of the 16th century king Bishwasingh, the 

son of Haridas Mandal shifted his capital from Kamakshya to Kamtapur.3 But after a 

successful expansion Bishnu established his capital at Koach Behar.4 From Biswasingh to 

Jagaddipendra Narayan, the Koach dynasty, ruled over Koach-Behar near about 450 years. 

 The Khen dynasty ruled over Kamta-Koach region before the emergence of Koach 

dynasty in political scenario. Though there is contradiction about it, yet the historians are of 

the opinion that the Khen dynasty ruled over Kamta kingdom from the last phase of 13th 

century to the end of the 15th century. According to Khan Chawdhury Amanatullah Ahmad, 

the territory ruled by the Kamta kings was situated in the east of the river Karatoa, west of the 

big river of Kamrupa, south of the Bhutan hills and north of the Bogura District.5    

 The advent of Islam in India is magnificent matter of history. Though long before of 712 

A.D. Islam comes out in India; yet the historians are of the opinion that the above mentioned 

date is the official inauguration of the establishment of Islamic rules in India. 

 Muhammad-Bin-Quasim, the army general of Hazzaj-bin-Usuf of Iraq, defeated Dahir, 

the kingof Sindh, and occupied Deval in 712 A.D.6 This was the first successful Islamic 

invasion in India. But the emergence of Islam in Bengal as well as its northern part, especially 

in Kamta-Koach kingdom had been taken place long after of 712 A.D. According to Minhaj-

Us-Siraj-‘Ali the Mej, the citizen of the region adopted the religion of Muhammad during the 

times of Baktiar’s invasion of Tibet, through Kamta-Koach region in the very beginning of 

the 13th century.7  

 From the 13th century to the time of Merger Agreement in 1949, one third population of 

the Kingdom was Islamized.8 In the context of spread of Islam in Kamata-Koach kingdom 

different factors were creative. Apart from the Islamic penetrations, most important role was 

played by the Islamic preachers, like peer, Auliah and Darbesh. Except these two causes, 

other important things were discrimination and castism among the Hindus. 
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 After the penetration Baktiar many Islamic invasions had been taken place in Kamta-

Koach kingdom. Hussain Shah, the Sultan of Gauda invaded Kamta kingdom in the last 

decade of the 15th century during the times of Kamteshwara, the legend king of Kamtapur.9 In 

this time Kamta Kingdom was occupied by the Muslims and it became the integral part of the 

Gauda-Banga, the Muslim dominated kingdom. But after a brief when Baktiar returned from 

Kamta kingdom; Nagakshya, a certain local king reoccupied Kamta. Though the Islamic rules 

had lasted no longer period, yet it had left a deep impact upon the socio-economic and 

political ground of the region. Before Hussain Shah, Sikondar-Shar the lord of Gauda invaded 

this territory in 1357 A.D.; between 1460 A.D. to 1474 A.D. Barbak Shah conducted several 

penetrations against Kamtapur.10  

 During the reign of Koach dynasty many Islamic attacked had been taken place. The 

most important penetrations were organized by Kalapahar in 1553 A.D. and Suleman Karnani 

in 1568 A.D., during the times of Naranarayana. Other important invasions were conducted 

by Isha Khan in 1584 A.D. and by Raja Man Singh in 1596 A.D.11 During the times of 

Aurangazeb, Meerjumla Khan, the Subadar of Begal attacked Koach kingdom and occupied 

in in 1661 A.D. After this incident Meerjumla proceeded towards Assam. In this situation due 

to the absence of Meerjumla, Prannarayan the Koach king re-established his power.12 All 

these invasions and occupations had left a deep impact upon the socio-political ground of the 

kingdom. 

 In the context of spread of Islam in Kamta-Koach kingdom more important role were 

played by the Islamic preachers than the Islamic invasions in the region. The most important 

preachers who had come to koach-behar were Torsapeer, Peer Shah Garid Kamal, Peer Ismail 

Ghazi, Pagla Peer, Peer Giasuddin, Peer Shah Sultan, Satya Peer, Peer Ekdil Shah, Ghaji 

Peer, Panch Peer, Shah Mother Peer etc.13 Torsa Peer founded his Dargah very near of the 

Koach Behar city on the bank of river Torsa. It is said that the king Harendranarayan donated 

a tract of land as ‘Peer pal land’ to this for foundaded his Dargah, and the king himself 

become his disciple.14 Sha Garib Kamal was another prominent peer had established his 

‘Khankah’ near Bagduar, outside of the Kamtafort.15 Their honesty and unearthly activities 

established a good faith upon the local people. In this way the people of local sects become 

disciple of the peers and gradually they were also rendered into Islam. According to H.N. 

Chawdhury, “The majority of the Musalmans are shekhs or as they are popularly called 

Nasyas, they are like the greater portion of Madamedans of India descended from the Hindu 

converts to the religion of Mahammad”.16    

 The nation of Koach Kingdom consist of the sects-Koach Mej, Tharu, Rava, Dhimal and 

Rajbansis.17 Before the emergence of Koach rule in the political scernario of the state, the 

people followed the religion called ‘Lokayata’. Trace of Islam and Hinduism were not largely 

noticed in the region. It is said that in the 16th century king Bishwa-Singh adopted 

brahmanical religion with is followers.18 The rest of the nation remained in their old faith.  

 Though the majority of the people of the adopted Hinduism, yet the upper class Hindu 

did not make any relation with them; treated them as lower class and untouchable.19 This 

social discrimination created a barrier to spread Hinduism among the people those who 

remained in their old faith. Nevertheless this social discrimination made the pavement for the 

spread of Islam in Koach kingdom. In this time the people of local sects converted to the 
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region of Muhammad and gradually Islam occupied more than 30% population of the 

Kingdom.20 

 Before independence one-third of the population of Koach kingdom were muslims. 

Though very few muslim families of the state migrated to East Pakistan, yet their percentage 

were gradually reduced.21 The cause of it, large number of Hindus migrated from Pakistan to 

Koach kingdom after 1947. One chart is given below: 

    

          Year      Muslim         Hindu 

          1891       30.10 %         69.53% 

          1951            29%         70.90% 

          1971            21%         78.40% 

 The Muslim peoples of Koach-Behar are significantly segmented into certain Social 

groups of varied back ground. Those who originated from local sects and also converted, they 

are called nashya Musalman or Deshi Musalman.22 The Muslim groups settled in various 

parts of Koach-Behar during Mahajans’ rule and their forefathers time to time migrated to 

Koach kingdom from various places of neighboring districts; they are known as Bhatia 

Musalman.23 Except these two groups a large number of non-Bengali Musalmans settled in 

different parts of Koach-Behar during the Maharajas’ rule for the purpose of state activities. 

They had taken part in the state machinery only in the wish of supreme authority. 

 It is estimated that more than 90 percent of the Muslims converted into Islam from the 

local sects. According to the population report of 1891, total number of Muslims in Koach-

Behar state was 170786. Among them outsiders were only 1195, when total number of 

Mughals was 48 and Pathans including Syads were 1146. A report of population account of 

1891 is given below24: 

  

Sub-

division 

Total 

population 

Hindu Percentage Muslim Percentage 

Cooch 

Behar 

129243   97034      75  31654   24.5 

Matha 

Bhanga 

143934 109753      76.25  34178   23.72 

Dinhata 146824   97008      66.06  49727   33.88 

Mekhiganj   85761   49862      58.03  35863   41.92 

Tufanganga   73106   52875      69.53          19364     26.5 

 Total 578828 406528      69.53 170786   30.10 

 

 Before independence of India and the Merger Agreement of Koach Behar, the Muslims 

of the Kingdom largely participated in the socio-economic and in the political activities of the 

state. In the educational ground the muslims were gradually proceeded forwards like the 

Hindus. In upper primary scholarship examination of 1937, total number of successful 
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candidates was 302; among them the Muslims were 98. In the same year in ‘Madhya Bangla’ 

scholarship examination, total number of successful candidates was 40, when Muslims were 

10. In 1938-39, in Middle scholar scholarship examination total number of successful 

candidates was 10, when Muslims was 5(five).25 

  In political ground the Muslims had a successful participation. Khan Chawdhury 

Amanatullah Ahmed was a prominent personality of the state. He was able to become a 

prominent minister of Jagaddipendra Narayan, the last king of the kingdom. He composed 

Koach Beharer Itihas(History of Koach Behar); which is regarded as an authentic primary 

source of the History of Koach Behar. Ansar Uddin Ahmed and Majiruddin Ahmed (B.L.) 

were the another bright starts in the political sky of the kingdom.26 

 In the ground of culture Muslims was more progressive. Bhawaiya is the most popular 

song of the state. Abbas Uddin Ahmedm the legend king Bhawaiya was born in 1901 at 

Balarampur in Koach Behar state. By his tireless effort Bhawaiya was able to reach it top 

most sphere of progress. His daughter Ferdausi Rehman achieved Ph.D. from London in this 

song. Another prominent Bhawaiya researcher Naybe Ali(Tepu) also was born in Balarampur, 

in Koach Behar. Apart from Bhawaiya, Nayebali was also very expert in story music. 

 After independence the progress and creativity of the Muslims of Koach-Behar become 

setback. Most of the people of Koach Behar are son of the soil, irrespective of Hindu and 

Muslim. Rest is the outsiders; most of the outsiders are Pakistani. Outsiders are more 

laborious than the native people. They were also enjoying the British rule; so the outsiders are 

more cleaver than the native people. The Hindu native people are regarded as schedule caste 

and enjoying advantages and opportunities. Though the native Muslims converted from the 

same origin of native Hindu yet they are deprived. 

 Before and after independence religious harmony among the native Hindus and Muslims 

are intact. Sometimes, the outsiders tried to create problems but they failed. In Koach-Behar 

there is no trace of establishing breaking down the temple. Both the communities extended 

their hands for making composite culture in the state. So in the ground of communal harmony 

Koach-Behar is unprecedented example in India. 
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Santal and their festivals 
Boro Murmu 

 Research Scholar Department of History  

 Visva-Bharati University West Bengal 

           

 The history of the Santali’s religion and festivals in Radha region is possibly reflected in 

history of human civilization. The religious nature of the Santal is traccable through their 

festival performance as wel as oral tradition. The Santals are considered to be the largest 

homogeneous scheduled Tribe in India or according to some scholars the second largest tribe 

of India after the Gonds and Bhils. 

 While dealing with the religion of the Santals it is to be noted that the Santal are non-idol 

worshippers. They have no temple, no images to stoop to, no holy books, and no official 

founder of their religion and no regular worship services. Yet they hold a strong religious 

faith which is traceable through their festivals, cleansing ceremonies that are performed at the 

time of their birth and at death and through the tradition of their creative narrative. 

 Since they have no temples, no images, no holy books or official founder of religion they 

practice, they are often classed as ‘primitive’ even though in everyday life they have a fully 

developed culture. The religion of the Santals has been considered as that of ‘animism’ to 

which another name has been given as ‘spritism’ and finally ‘Bongaism’ although they do not 

simply sprits but also a ‘supreme God’. The classification of this religion as ‘animism’ itself 

shows the sandals are holding one of the most ancient religious beliefs that evolved in the 

history of mankind at an earlier traceable period. 

 Among the tribal people the santal were the most conservative in India. Although, the 

sandals have regarded themselves meticulously against Hinduism, their forefather’s were 

contact with Hinduism ever in the past has certainly influenced them in many ways including 

their religion. They borrowed of some Hindu religious rites by the sandals have been only 

peripheral imitation. It has not altered religion and religious outlook. 

 The sandals hold all the basic elements which are regarded to be the characteristic 

features of a religion. They believe in a creator, God, who I consultation with other 

supernatural beings has created this World and the mankind. The sandals call the creator God 

by many appellations, such as Thakur jiu, Chando Bonga, Sin Bonga and Dhorom as its full 

form; where as Thakur and Chando is shortened form for the creator God. These appellations 

are to be understood as epithets for the creator God. Under the creator God there are 

supernatural eternal beings, which are associated with him. They are Maran Buru, Jaher era 

and Gosae era and more ko turui ko respectively. These Bongas along with the creator God, 

Thakur Jiu(and as known in other names) are the Santals national Bongas(deities) the 

supernatural eternal beings. Besides, these national Bongas, there are different categories of 

Bongas, the pargana Bonga, Manjhi Haram Bonga and Abge Bonga, who are worshipped for 

the fulfillment of different types of materials objects. In this context, it should be made clear 

that when Bonga is used in connection with a material object, it does not stand there as a word 

of identification but as a word of association. So when a santal says Orak Bonga(household 

deity) he/she does not mean that the house is a Bonga, rather he/she means the mysterious 

power which is behind the house, or associated with the house. So also when one says, when 
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one says Chando Bonga(Chando =the sun/the moon) he/she does not mean that the sun or the 

moon is Bonga, rather he/she means the power which is being or associated with sun or the 

moon. Likewise, sin Bonga,(sin=day light or spurt) does not mean that the day light is Bonga, 

rather it means the power which is behind or associated with the day light. 

Festivals  

 As with all other people, so it is with the sandals, that the festivals are an expression of 

their faith. They have a series of festivals which mark the different stages of their agricultural 

year. The festivals are performed at the beginning of their main agricultural activates as mark 

of dedication and supplication to the benevolent Bongas for their help and blessing upon their 

agricultural activates, and at the beginning of the harvesting season of each crop as mark of 

thanks and praise to the benevolent Bongas for their help and guidance to and protection of 

their crops. The following are the festivals of the sandals and are celebrated in the santal 

villages regularly.- 

Baho Porob  

 In the beginning of the spring (Feb-March) when after shedding old leaves most of the 

trees begin to put on new leaves and bring forth blossoms, indicating the renewal of life in 

nature this Baha festival is celebrated. At a deeper Philosophical level one may think or the 

renewal of creation connected with this festival, though the santal tradition has not done it so. 

This festival marks the end of an agricultural year and the beginning of a new agricultural 

year, ushering in a new hope and new life as manifested in the natural phenomena. 

 During this feast Naeke the village priest, offers to the benevolent Bongas at the Jaher 

than(the village sacred grove) Sal and Mahua flowers and sacrifices fowls as thank offerings, 

and offers supplications, to them to protect the village, on behalf of all the village community. 

People express their joy for the arrival of new life with new hope with dancing and singing. 

They throw fresh clean water at each other, except at those who are prohibited by special 

degrees of relationship, symbolizing washing away of old malice, hatred and enmity from 

among themselves, if any. With this symbolic act of reconciliation the community enters into 

a new life of peace friendship and solidarity. Since the festival is associated with forgiveness 

and reconciliation, it is their most sacred festival. Only after this festival they are permitted to 

gather matkom baha(Basia Latifolia blossom) a cash crop used both for food and drink, and 

eat other fruits of the trees. Nor will their women wear flower in their hair or suck the honey 

of the flower until this festival is celebrated. 

Erok’ Sim(Offerings on account of seed to be sown)  

 All the beginning of the monsoon toward the middle of June, when the main cultivation 

begins with the sowing of maize, ire, gundli and paddy all winter crops, the sandals come to 

their benevolent Bongas with paryer and supplications to get help from them. The village 

priests the Naeke on behalf of the village community sacrifices fowls (sim) to the benevolent 

Bongas at the Jaher Than and invokes to let the soil be fertile and to give rain in regular 

intervals to give them a bumper crop. 

Hariar Sim(Offering for sprouting of seedlings)  

 It is a thank offering festival in gratitude of the sprouting and growth of seedlings of 

paddy, maize, ire and gundli and supplication for the health of seeding. The Naeke offers 
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flowls on behalf of the whole village community as thank of offering to the benevolent 

Bongas at the Jaher Than.  

Ire Gundli Nawai(Offering of the first fruits)  

 The first crop of their cultivation to harvest is ire and Gundli(millets) a light crop which 

ripens during August-September. When the millet is ready for harvest, the Naeke takes some 

of millet and offers them on behalf of the village community to the benevolent Bongas at the 

Jaher than with libation milk.  

Sohrae 

 In Santal paraganas this festival represents a thank offering for their main crop paddy 

and the festival is associated with great rejoincing. Mukherjea informs that the Mayrabhanj 

Santals generally call it Bandhna of Kali Puja and celebrate it along with the Hindu festival 

associated with the worship of goddess Kali, Santals of Bankura(West Bengal) celebrate this 

festival during Oct-Nov. close to the Kali Puja and in Santal parganas during the last two 

weeks of January after harvesting their main paddy crop. 

 

The Rites of Passage 

 Every Santal individual in his/her life undergoes through certain rites of passage which 

unties him/her to the bond of the community. The following are the rites of passage. 

Janam Chatiar 

 It is a rite of cleansing and invidualization of a new born baby. This ceremony is done on 

the 5th day after the birth of a boy and on the third day after the birth of a girl child. Through 

this ceremony the child is individualized by giving to it a name and is incorporated in the 

community of visible and invisible. 

Chacho Chatiar 

 This is the second rite of passage of a Santal individual. The meaning of Chacho is to 

toddle and is used for child just learning to walk. This ceremony is performed when a child 

has reached the adolescent stage. Through this ceremony and individual is admitted as a 

fullfledged member in the community. 

Marriage 

 The third rite of passage in the Santal community is marriage. Within the community 

rule the Santal youth must be married ceremonially to get social recognition to be a 

husband/wife. The general rule of marriage is tribe endogamy and clan exogamy and, 

avoidance of all close relatives from marriage alliance. 

Death 

 Finally the last of the passage of rites in the community is done to the dead. When one 

dies, the whole community of the village gets involved. The Bhandan a post funeral ceremony 

is the final farewell to the dead from the World of the mortals. With this ceremony performed 

the dead is fully granted his/her abode in the next World, in the company of the benevolent 

Bongas and becomes one with them, and continues his communion with the mortals in their 

worship. The cow is the holiest sacrifice in this ceremony. 

 Considering the basic Philosophy of the faith of the Santal, that the Bongas(Supernatural 

beings) are essentially spiritual beings, and that they cannot be reduced to any form of 

images, and thus cannot be confined within the four walls of a building, the suggestion of the 
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so-called people of the mainstream in our country that temples be built in this tribals Jaher 

Than, and their deities be represented through statues and images, would be an abomination to 

the Santal ancestral religious philosophy. 

 The rites and practices of the existing Santal society is sometime reflected an 

amalgamation of various religious customs of different dharma which is considered as an 

important binding force of human integration. It is the principle of dharma which ‘holds 

together’ synthesis, balance, harmonious relationship between various forces and factors, 

between various individuals civilization. The purpose of the present research is to show that 

India has the privilege of being the World’s largest composite society, and home of many 

great and ancient faiths leading to formation of Indian culture. The traditional methodology 

for reconstructing an effort is to be made for collecting materials through survey, study for 

projecting an idea of the present nature and activities of the major Saltal religious facets. 
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 Rabhas are one of the scheduled tribes of India. One of the part of them live 

usually in Jalpaiguri and cooch-Bihar district of West Bengal. Ninety percent (90%) 

of the total population of the Rabha tribe live in these two districts. Some of them live 

in the reserved forest area the rest live in the village area with other kinds of people. 

 There are many opinions about the origin and the primitive dwelling places of 

the rabhas. Some opine that they originate from Siberia, thereafter they go to China, 

Tibet, Burma and then they come to India1.1 they have a good similarities with Garo , 

Kachhari tribes. They are included into Austro – Mongoloid species i.e. they are white 

–yellowish skinned.Most of the Rabhas of the Duars present themselves as the Rabha 

but some of them often declare themselves as the Kocha.2 The Rabhas think that their 

forefathers started cultivation by clearing the jungles and brought fruits, honey, 

animals, birds, woods etc.from the jungles for the purpose of  livelihood and lodging. 

They caught fishes from the rivers. They had the uncontrolled right over the forest. 

The Rabhas speak in Cochacro or Rabha language. They usually sing folk songs to 

teach their children how to collect food or lead the community life. Thus they keep 

their folk – culture unchanged from one generation to another.3 The Rabha society is a 

matriarchal one. Women are the guardians of the family. But male members are not 

neglected in the family. Maternal uncle has some special rights in some areas. 

Generally women take the familial decisions but the male members take the vital 

decisions about many social problems in the hamlets. “PARE” or the Head of the 

hamlet becomes a son-in – law instead of a son. The Home deity “Runtuk” and 

‘Basek are worshipped only by the female members of the family. Women enjoy 

special rights regarding the occasion of birth, marriage or death. The ancestor’s and 

dead men’s souls are worshipped by their daughters, sisters or mothers in the burning 

ghat. After the marriage the youngest son – in – law usually live in his in – law’s 

house. The next generation bears the title and clan of the mother.4 

 “PARE” – the term now becomes out of practice in the Rabha society. 

“PARE” is substituted by “MONDAL”. The Forest Department chooses one 

“MONDAL” from the adjacent hamlet of the forest to carry out their schemes easily. 

The “MONDAL” keeps connection between the labours and the Forest Department. 

The “MONDAL” carries out the order of the Forest Department. Side by side he often 

takes decision about the familial problems and problems regarding the marital 

relationships in the hamlet. Now the Ravas also comes under the Panchayati system. 

The post “MONDAL” is usually hereditary. He takes the decisions according to the 
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advice of the “MORABASAN” or the “committee of the aged”.“Dhami “is the 

religious ‘head’ of the Rabha society. He worships various deities for the betterment 

of the society. He also detects the causes of various diseases.5 Many Rabha 

families become converted to Christianity, nowadays. They do not believe on the 

deities and witches. But the traditional Rabhas call themselves “Hindus”. They 

worship Rishibai or Mahakal , Buraburi , Bishhari , Kali , Runtuk , Basek etc. Each 

hamlet has a “Dhami” who performs the role of a priest. He also performs much 

witchcraft to keep the peer men free from the evil spirits. The Rabhas believe that 

they can perform black magic. Usually the Rabhas do not go outside their houses at 

night – such is their belief on the evil spirit.  If they have to go outside their houses at 

night , they perform some religious ceremonies to get rid of the ills of the spirits. They 

believe that only traditional Rabhas can be attacked by various evil spirits like Partani 

, Moitani , Michikbai or Dhekal . They also believe Dhekal is the main spirit behind 

diarrhoea. The Ravas sometimes act collectively for the welfare of their society.  They 

often take the liquor  Chakat  whenever they take any decision collectively.  This 

liquor can be brought from the houses of the every member of the society.6The 

Rabhas are mainly engaged in agricultural works, fishing and collecting fuels from 

the jungles. Those who live in the jungles are often casual workers of the Forest 

Department .very few are the permanent employees of the Forest Department. 

Traditionally they are the weavers or bamboo- artisans or fishermen by profession. 

The Rabhas take rice as their main food. They cook vegetables with chheka instead of 

oil. Sometimes they cook pork with oil. They are very fond of eating pork.  

 Regarding education the Rabhas are very much backward like the other tribes 

of India. The Forest Department starts primary schools at each Rabha hamlet ( bustee 

). But this venture is not always fruitful. There is dearth of teachers. The medium of 

education is Bengali whether the students speak in Rabha language at their home. 

Regarding education many Rabha families take care of their sons but the girl – 

children become neglected.7 The forest – dweller Rabhas now spend their lives in a 

cultural turmoil. They are being slowly converted from a matriarchal society to a 

patriarchal one. One reason is that the Forest Department makes contracts mainly with 

the male members (“sons”) of the Rabha families. The Department gives them lands 

on a contractual basis. The youngest son –in-law though lives in the mother in law‘s 

home do not get or inherit this type of land. This situation leads into break up of 

relationship between the sons and sons –in –law of a family. Though matriarchal 

society has been collapsing slowly, the women still get a much respected position in 

the Rabha families.” Naksa’’ system (the traditional pre –marital relationship between 

a girl and a boy) has been abolishing also.8 

 The Rabhas think that bamboo is the sacred symbol of the god Rishiraja. So, 

each family maintains a bamboo grove near their house.9 But as the elephants are fond 

of soft bamboo shoots and they come to eat it while make hindrances to its owners, 
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the owners now think that the groves of the bamboo should be at a safe distance from 

their houses. This kind of decision makes the Rabhas neglect their traditional belief. 

Once they thought that they were the owners of the forest – lands.  But now they are 

the contractual labors of the Forest Department .Psychologically, it is very painful for 

them to cope up with this present situation. 
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Development of Education under Princely State 

     Of  Jamkantdi 
Prof. N.V. Aski  

Dept of History , Govt. First Grade College For women, 

Karnataka  

 

Introduction  

 Jamkhandi is a town in Bagalkot district in Karnataka. It was the capital of the 

former princely state of Jamkhandi. It was ruled by the Patawardhan family’. The 

Brahamin Har Bhat Patawardhan was the ancestor Patawardhans. Raja Gopal Rao 

Ramachandra Rao Patawardhan was the first king.Jamakhandi state was a small 

native state in north Karannatak and its rulers were progressive and enlightened. 

Initially The patawardhan’s of Jamakhandi were one of the noble families of the 

deccan. The famous rulers of Jamakhandi State were Ramachandra panth 

Appasheb(1811-13),Gopalrao Patwardhan (1813-40), Radhabai(Raisaheb,1840-53), 

Ramchandra Rao Appasheb(1853-97), Captain Sir 2nd Prashuram Bhahu(1903-24) 

and Shanka Rao Appasheb Patawadhan(1924-47). Among the rulers Of Jamakhandi 

State Ramachandra Appasheb gave more Importance in establishing educational 

institutions all over the state. He started ‘Prashuram Bhahu High School’ ‘Shakuntal 

Girls High School’, free boarding and Sir Captain Prashuram Bhahu patawardhan 

started S.P. College in Pune. 

            Education was the panacea against all social evils in society in the traditional 

Indian society of Patwardhan time more than 90 percent of the population was 

illiterate and ignorant. Patwardhans of Jamakhandi under stood that knowledge was 

the source of power and progress and hence education was one basic need of men. 

Patwardhans  agreed that free and compulsory primary Education was the only 

invigorating tonic that would enable the lower classes to throw off the inequality of 

the past ( the caste system). Therefore Patwardhans had commenced free and 

compulsory education in their state with a hope that at least the next generation will 

be a literate generation. They were also anxious to give Self Government as early as 
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possible to their subjects. But all depended upon the progress of education in the 

State. It was with this great and inspiring ideal before them that they embarked on the 

movement of educating the people.  

The rule of Ramchandrapanthappa and his son Gopal Raon Patwardhan  

           Before the establishment of department of public instruction in the Jamkhandi 

State, the education was confined among high caste Hindus and especially Brahmins. 

The subject matters of their education were mainly related to learning of some 

religious scriptures and keeping accounts and basic correspondence. The other 

subjects such as Geography, Science, Geometry etc, were virtually unknown. The 

basic object of learning was to get working knowledge in maintenance of revenue 

accounts and records and correspondence between the King and his officers. So 

during the rule of Ramchandra Panth Appa and Gopal Rao Patwardhan (1811-1853), 

the education of Jamkhandi State was not so in advance position. The old system of 

education was in practice. Only few education institutions were working in the state 

and these were run by Brahmins in Sanskrit language. But when Ramchandrarao 

Appasaheb came to power in the year 1853, he adopted the Western system of 

education. Afterwards education was growing year by year in the Jamkhandi State.  

 The rule of Ramchandra Rao Appasaheb(1853-1897)  

Ramchandra Appasaheb who himself  was highly trained under British tutors 

had realised the importance of the study of history, geography, geometry and science, 

which made the British superior than the native rulers, decided to train his subjects in 

the western system of education . Accordingly in the year 1856, he established the 

department of public instruction headed by a superintendent of schools. In the same 

year Marathi, Kannada, Urdu and English schools were established in Jamkhandi. 

However the people in the Jamkhandi state did not take keen interest in taking the 

benefits offered by the state. This apathy by the people towards education continued 

for about a decade and therefore on Ist February 1865 Ramachandrarao Appasaheb 

made a promulgation for education.  
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Growth of Education in Jamkhandi Princely  

            The employment in the state services served as an Incentive for the people to 

send their children to schools established in Jamkhandi state. In this manner the 

number of students which was less than 20 in the year 1868 grew to 120 in the year 

1887.Thus the seed of education which was sown by Ramachandrarao Appasaheb 

in the year 1885 grew as a tree in the year 1887. Therefore in the year 1888 Anglo 

Vernacular School which consisted of I to VI standard converted into a High School 

by adding the VII to the matriculation standard at Jamkhandi. In the meanwhile 

Ramchandrarao Appasaheb had established schools at Savalgi and Kundagol in the 

year 1874. In the year 1876 he established school for manual workers which held the 

classes in the night. In this manner Ramachandrarao Appasaheb had long back 

perceived the idea of literacy campaign. Further the primary schools were established 

in several villages and in the period when the idea of women education was not at all 

known, Ramachandrarao Appasaheb established “Girls Schools” at Jamkhnadi and 

Kundagol. In the year 1888 there were 160 students in the High School at Jamkhandi 

from V to X standard and 4 students sent to appear for matriculation examination and 

all the 4 students were successful in matriculation examination. This was spectacular 

achievement in the field of education in Jamkhandi state 

Free boarding facility for the students 

       Ramachandrarao Appasaheb established a free-boarding to provide adequate 

quantity of meals to 50 students depending upon their merits such as regular 

attendance in schools, good in studies, and good in character. On account of all these 

facilities hundreds of students from all over India flocked towards Jamkhandi and got 

education and became eminent persons in their later years. On account of such 

magnanimous contribution in the field of education, the Bombay Government was so 

pleased that they conferred upon Ramachandrarao Appasaheb the Fellowship of 

Bombay University and membership of Royal Asiatic society 
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Rule of Sir Captain Parashuram Bhau Patwardhan  

       In the year 1902 P.B.High School Jamkhandi suddenly became famous 

throughout India as one of the students Ramachandra Dattatraya Ranade secured the 

First rank the Bombay University and also bagged the famous “Jagannath Shankar 

Seth” scholarship of Sanskrit.  The said student R.D. Ranade subsequently became 

Vice-Chancellor of Allahabad University and subsequently became a great 

philosopher and saint. On 4th June 1903 Parashuram Bhau attained majority and hence 

he was given full powers and Mukhtyari. In the said year in Jamkhandi state there 

were 40 primary schools with 2100 students and there was one second grade Anglo-

Vernacular school at Kundagol and one high school at Jamkhandi with 201 students. 

Sir Capt Parashuram Bhau Patwardhan not only continued the progressive schemes 

started by his adopted father but also added additional schemes for the spread of 

education in Jamlhandi state. As a result in the year 1916 the number of primary 

schools 276 with 4086 students out of which the girl students were 617. For the 

benefit of downtrodden and backward classes a separate school was also established 

at Jamkhandi. The second grade Anglo-Vernacular school at Kundagol was upgraded 

to first grade Anglo-Vernacular school. In order to create an awakening about 

education and also to bring about certain reforms, a conference of past students of 

Jamkhandi was held at Jamkhandi. In the said conference various matters regarding 

were discussed and several resolutions were passed in the said conference and the 

resolutions were submitted to Sir Capt. Parashuram Bhau Patwardhan. Setting up of 

Education committee by captain Sir Parashuram Patwardhan 

         In response to suggestion made in those resolutions, Sir Capt. Parashuram Bhau 

Patwardan appointed an education committee on 19th October 1917 consisting of 7 

members and the committee was asked to submit its report and recommendations for 

improvement in education.  

        After the report was printed and published in state Gazette,the then state 

Karbhari Rao Bahadur Spre immediately approached Shrimant sir Capt, Parashuram 

Bhau Parwardhan to discuss about implementation of said report in its letter of spirit. 
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Accordingly a post of Vidyadhikari was created and appointment was made as 

recommended in the report. The health department was given instructions to conduct 

medical inspection of the students twice a year. In all primary schools in the villages 

Knnada language was introduced as the medium of instruction. A separate building 

was constructed in the premises of Umamaheshwar temple for conducting home 

classes for women. The playground in the P.B. High School was not sufficient to 

accommodate the students, therefore a stretch  of open land extending  towards west 

of P.B. High School and towards east of Jogimardi hill was allotted to P.B. High 

School.  In addition to the Shrimant Sir Capt. Parashuram Bhau Patwardhan also 

declared scholarships for students desirous to take higher education after 

matriculation. In this manner the report was implemented in letter and spirit and 

advisory committee was recommended in the report was also established to supervise 

and guide the functioning of the education department in Jamkhandi state. 

 The rule of Shrimant Shankar Rao Appasaheb Patwardhan(1924-147) S.P. 

College Pune  

       For establishment of second grade college at Jamkhandi Shrimant Shankarrao 

Appasaheb Patwardhan prepared a plan where in all the relevant aspects such as 

appointment of staff, income and expenses, lodging and boarding facilities for the 

students were taken into consideration. Thereafter the plan and profile of the proposed 

college were submitted to Bombay University. The said plan and profile were put 

before the members of syndicate and the same were discussed by the syndicate 

members. However unfortunately there was no provision in University to sanction 

second grade colleges and therefore the porposed plan and profile were returned by 

Bombay University. In the meantime while the plan was pending before the syndicate 

of the Bombay University, Sir Capt. Parashuram Bhau memorial fund was established 

at Jamkhandi and a substantial amount was collected and kept aside for the proposed 

second grade Arts College at Jamkhandi. Since Bombay University did not give 

sanction for the second grade Arts College at Jamkhandi, Shrimant Appasaheb 

decided to utilise the said funds for the desired purpose only. During the said period 
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Shrimant Shankarrao Appasaheb was elected as the president of “New Poona 

College” at pune and the said college was facing financial hardship. Therefore the 

management of the new Poona College requested Sri Shankarrao Appasaheb to 

donate the sir Capt. Parashuram Bahu Patwardhan memorial fund to New Poona 

College to overcome the financial hardships. This was the God sent opportunity to 

fulfill the desire of Sir Capt Parashuram Bhau Patwardhan. Therefore Shrimant 

Shankarrao Appasaheb gave his consent to donate the funds of about two lakh rupees 

with a condition to change the name of “New Poona College to Sir, Parashuram Bhau 

College”. He also put condition free admission and education to 50 students from 

Jamkhandi state since, the existing name that is New Poona College did not 

commemorate any particular person or community, so the management readily agreed 

to change the name from “New Poona College ‘to’ Sir Parashuram Bhau College”. 

Establishment of Shri Harbhat High School Kundgol(1927) 

        Kundgol was a taluka headquarters in the Jamkhandi state. This taluk was 

situated about 192 Kms away from the Jamkhandi town. It consisted of 16 villages 

and 4 hamlets. Even though Kundgol was a remote place from geographical point of 

view, yet the rulers of Jamkhandi state never neglected the welfare of the subjects 

residing in Kundgol taluka. Shrimant Shankarrao Appasaheb established ‘an Anglo-

vernacular school at Kundgol’ in the year 1927 and the named the school as ‘Shri 

Karabhat High School’ to commemoratethe memory of the founder of the ruling 

Patwardhan families. The said Harabhat High School was affiliated to the University 

of Bombay. This school catered for the secondary education of students in Kundgol 

town and the village in Kundgol taluka. Now it is one important education institute in 

Dharwad Distirict. 

Srimanta Ramchandra Rao Appasaheb High School Banhatti(1936, S.R.A. 

Banhatti) 

         Banhatti is one of the very important villages in Jamkhandi state. Banhatti and 

the adjacent village Rabkavi formed a twin locality. Where weaver community is 
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settled from centuries and they have developed the twin villages into a beautiful 

township famous for weaving, darning and dyeing of cloths. Therefore the children 

from the villages rarely ventured to leave their families and the villages for the 

purpose of the education. They normally prepared to stick to their home Industries. 

Therefore the benevolent rulers of Jamkhandi state took interest to take the education 

to the doorsteps of the villages. In keeping with this policy ‘Shrimant Ramchandrarao 

Appasaheb High school’ was established at Banhatti in 1936. It was I grade Anglo-

vernacular school run by the state and it was the 3rd educational institution in the state. 

The people education society of Banhatti undertook to take over the management of 

said Anglo-Vernacular school and made it a high school with the help of state grant 

Shrimant Shankarrao Appasaheb in keeping with his liberal  policy of education, 

acceded to their request in the year 1936 and allotted an annual grant of rupees two 

thousand.  

Other institutions  

       The Patwardhan of Jamkkhandi were highly educated in British style. Even then 

they had a high sense of secularism and respect for all other religions caste and 

creeds. Therefore a separate Urdu School was established at Jamkhandi in 1930 for 

Mohammadan boys and girls. Steps were also taken with the co-operation of the local 

Mahomedons to make Urdu School more popular In addition to the Urdu school 

established by the state. The private Urdu schools at Jamkhandi and Banhatti were 

granted state aid which was enhanced from to time to time. Sanskrti Patashal 

established at kudhagol vedantik patashal was also established at Jamajkhandi town 

This institution imparting knowledge of sanskrti language and philosophy. They had 

given annual grants which were enhanced from time to time.Even though the 

Jamkhandi rulers were not orthodox in their outlook,therefore school were established 

specially for girls at Kundgol and Jamkhandi. Distinguished personalities produced by 

the P.B. High School Jamkhandi.  
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Distinguished personalities produced by the P.B. High School, Jamkhandi 

          Ramchandra Appasaheb of Jamkhandi state who rulers from 1853 to 1897 

realized the importance of education and therefore established the department of the 

public instruction in Jamkhandi state.On account of sincere effort by the 

administration and by the teaching staff of P.B. High School, the standard of 

education became very high and as the result P.B.High School produced many 

eminent personalities who brought laurels and fame to Jamkhandi state were 

Karmveer Vithal Ramaji Shide, Shriyut S.B. Vaidya, and Dr. V.B. Athavale, Shri 

Ramchandra Dattatraya Ranade, Shri Sadashiv Bhaskar Mahabal, Shri Vishnu 

Dattatray Gokhale, Prof. T.K. Patil, Prof. V.B. Athavale, Prof. S.B. Hudalikar, Prof. 

Ganesh Hari Rande and a host of distinguished personalities.  

Conclusion 

      The Patwardhan rulers were well educated and wanted to educate their subjects 

also. In this background, after 1857 when the administration of India passed on the 

crown of England, the rulers of Jamkhandi fully realized that, it was highly 

impossible to raise the standard of revolt against the British power. Therefore they 

decided to adopt administrative and education system of the British. All the rulers 

from Ramachandrarao Appasaheb to Shankarrao Appasaheb devoted themselves for 

propagation of education.They also realised that it was very difficult for the poor 

people to educate their children.  Therefore, the rulers of Jamkhandi not only made 

the education free but also made arrangement for scholarships and free boarding 

facilities for deserving students. As a result Jamkhandi became the centre of 

education, which produced several eminent personalities and brought laurels to the 

state. This state propagated education not only for Marathi students but also Kannada 

and Urdu Medium students. So Jamkhandi became one of great education centers of 

South India during the rule of Patwardhans. 
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Prelude  

 Every society, whether archaic or medieval or modern is known for its specific 

individual qualities and tradition oriented and customary nature. At the time of Jesus 

Christ the Palestinian society was a theocracy oriented one and the social, political 

and economic powers were all revolving around religious precepts.   The spiritual 

minded people were all religious minded. Jesus, the man of God, due to his personal 

pursuits and better undertaking of religion had unshakable impact and influence over 

the society. He endeavored to make the people to have a proper understanding of the 

religious oriented ideas and philosophies1. 

 

Social Cohesion  

 It had a clear social dimension comprised of a bond between one another as a 

fraternal society. Though it had its own short comings like other communities in 

reality and practice it was a single community having social, political, economic and 

religious cohesions2. The social order was a dynamic one with the use of justice and 

brotherhood. By various ways and means they were endeavoring to achieve peace and 

justice. They were always facing challenges of different religious and philosophical 

faiths. But due to their effective responses they were able to be a state or a community 

of common understanding3. 

 

Economics  

 It was mostly a confederation of having autonomous family units, clans and 

tribes. They were co-operative with each other by mutual aid and consent. Every 

aspect of the society was properly regulated and had an affluent nature4. There was an 

unbridgeable gap between the haves and have nots. While the rich were maintaining 

their higher standard the condition of the poor was pathetic. While the priests, 

officials merchants formed the first group at the top in the middle there were small 

landlords, artisans, and smaller officials of the State. The slaves, laborers, 

unemployed wanderers and beggars formed the group in the lower strata of the 

society5. As the production was very low those who were engaged in small and minor 

activities were in the state of laborers. The small farmers had to forego their lands to 

the rich landlords. So it had its own echo over the agrarian pursuits which were in the 

fallen state. The small number of rich people served as dominant minorities and had 

their hold over the judicial, legislative and administrative authorities. The economy 

was the predominant and superimposed order of the society. Such a marginalization 

too had its own religious sanctions and sanctities6. 
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Society and Women  

 The natives were illiterates and due to their ignorance they were unaware of 

the laws of the state. Hence they were treated as sinners and cursed people. They were 

called as people of impurities7. It was mainly because of their functions as labourers. 

The priests enjoyed the right of fixing their purities or impurities or sins. The 

Israelites alone were bestowed with honors, state responsibilities and public offices. 

In the same way the women and children also did not command a higher status of 

respect in the society8. They were rather condemned as downtrodden. They were 

forbidden from attending to public duties. Their intellectual weaknesses prevented 

them from learning. In general in the religious affairs they were secluded from men 

without rights. She could not even stand witness to anybody in any case and it was 

mainly due to her lack of judicial knowledge. She was not offered any opportunity to 

participate in any social gatherings. To be more precise they were even forbidden 

from entertaining the guests. As polygamy was approved the question of marriage did 

not arise commonly. The condition of widow was pathetic and deplorable. In that 

sense they were placed on par with the Indian widows. In the same way even the child 

was not a common property and it was father’s property because the child is entitled 

to inherit the property of the father9.  

 

Religious Communities  

 So many religious groups formed the part and parcel of the society. Since 

religion played a significant role in the society next to economics the role of religious 

groups too enjoyed a rememberable position in the society. There were priests who 

occupied a highest pedestal in the society. But they were conservative in their ideas. 

They hindered progressivism in the field of religion. They never approved and 

acknowledged the immortality of the soul. Those groups of people met with their end 

even during the last quarter of the first century A.D10.  

 

 The Pharisees, belonging to the communities such as artisans, small 

merchants, minor land lords etc., gained popularity during the last quarter of the first 

century A.D. The scribes concentrated on the introduction of new texts by interpreting 

the old ideas. The Essences were radicals in their religious ideas and secluded 

themselves from public life. During the early part of the first century A.D. emerged 

the zealots. They opposed colonialism. Jesus condemned their activities11. The 

Meridians, who were associated with the court of king Harod formed a separate 

group. They were also despised by Jesus. The Baptists were the most of radical group. 

They gained greater reputation by their act of offering salvation. So it cannot be 

denied that the contemporary Society of Jesus was also a one of religious movements. 

The people of that region also believed that God exposed himself in the history of any 

reign. The society was treated as a gift of union produced for liberating people 

belonging to different approaches12. 
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Abstract  

 Dalit is the word most commonly used for India’s untouchables in the early 

twenty-first century. It means ‘broken, down-trodden or oppressed’. Tamil Nadu has a 

long history of brutal violence against Dalits. Especially the condition of Dalit women 

is more vulnerable. It is easy for the historically dominating caste and gender to 

violate human rights of Dalit women who are at the lowest rung of the hierarchical 

ladder. Violence against Dalit women causes social, physical and mental trauma to 

women, much of which is long term suffering. The life and dignity of Dalit women 

depends on the realization of the human rights. However they are breached 

systematically.  

Introduction 

 The Dalit women in India constitute 80 million of the total Dalit population, 

81.5% of Dalit women reside in rural areas. They along with their male counterparts 

constitute a sizeable group that continues to suffer work and decent based 

discrimination and untouchability arising out of the caste system. The Dalit women 

are particularly discriminated on the basis of their caste, poverty and gender. The 

Dalit women have to grapple with the discrimination due to the caste hierarchy and 

untouchability on the one hand and extreme economic deprivation and poverty on the 

other coupled with political, legal and religio – cultural discrimination1.  

 The Dalit women continue to be illiterate, malnourished, in poor health, 

overworked, oppressed and victimized by a number of factors, including their own 

family and community. They make up the substance of the body of research 

knowledge and information in the country displaying the protest of social indicators, 

and dismal of social and economic achievement. They lack access to resources 

including the natural resources they work with every day, although their labour 

enriches their masters. Post globalization period raised hope and created 

opportunities. Thus this paper shed light on the Dalit women rights in historical 

perspective and tries to propose some of the policy measures which can be helpful for 

policy makers. 

 In India and other countries in South Asia, people have been systematically 

discriminated against on the basis of their work and descent for centuries. Over 200 

million people are Dalits, also known as untouchables or outcasts. They experience 

violence, discrimination, and social exclusion on a daily basis. Economic growth in 

India has been strong over the past decade. However, the caste disparities are 

increasing. In the midst of these focusing on Dalit women will be a difficult job2. 

There are various measures taken by Government to enhance the condition of Dalits 

through Dalit women who will fetch the goal set by our Constitutional makers. 
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Dalit Women  

 The situation of Dalit women in India needs special attention. They are one of 

the largest socially segregated groups anywhere in the world, and make up 2% of the 

world’s total population. Dalit women are discriminated because they are poor, they 

are women, and they are Dalits. Dalit women constitute 16.3% of the total Indian 

female population. The traditional taboos are the same for Dalit men and Dalit 

women. However, Dalit women have to deal with them more often. Dalit women are 

discriminated against not only by people of higher castes, but also within their own 

communities. Men are dominant in Dalit communities. Dalit women also have less 

power within the Dalit movement itself. Women are active in large number in the 

movement but most leadership position in the organizations, local bodies and 

association have until now been held by men3. 

Human Rights of Dalit Women 

 India is a democracy and is a Party to most of the major human rights treaties. 

These treaties provide the same rights for men and for women. Because India is also a 

party to the Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against 

Women (CEDAW), the Government has an extra obligation to make sure that women 

can realize their rights. It is generally accepted in international law that government 

have to do more than just pass legislation to protect human rights. The Government of 

India has an obligation to take all measures, including policy and budgetary measures, 

to make sure that women can fulfill their rights. It also has an obligation to punish 

those who engage in caste-based violence and discrimination. The Government of 

India, as a modern country with a growing economy, has the means to fulfill its 

obligations4. 

Civil and Political Rights 

India is a party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Based on 

this treaty, the Government of India has an obligation to make sure that Dalit women 

can enjoy a whole range of human rights, such as the right to life, freedom from 

torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, freedom from 

slavery, the right to be equal before the court, the right to recognition as a person 

before the law, the right to privacy, the right to marry only with free and full consent, 

and the right to take part in public affairs. The life and dignity of Dalit women 

depends on the realization of these human rights. However, they are breached 

systematically. 

 An essential precondition for the realization of civil and political rights of 

Dalit women is registration. Article 24(2) of the covenant provides that every child 

shall be registered immediately after birth. In India, 46% of all children are not 

registered. There is also no system of registration of marriages5. This is not only 

barrier for the realization of civil and political rights; it also prevents the protection of 

Dalit girls from sexual exploitation and trafficking, child labour and forced early 

marriages. 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

 India is also a party to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights (ICE-SCR). This treaty not only identifies a range of economic, social 

and cultural rights, but it also requires that all people have these rights, without 
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discrimination. The treaty also discusses the ways in which states must work to realize 

the rights. The rights outlined in the ICESCR include the right to work and to just and 

favorable conditions of work, and to form trade unions, the right to social security, 

protection of the family, the right to an adequate standard of living, including food, 

housing and clothing, and the right to health. Dalit women hardly enjoy any of these 

human rights6. 

Millennium Development goals and Dalit Women  

 In 2000,189 countries accepted the Millennium Declaration and agreed to take 

the necessary action in order to attain eight specific goals: the Millennium 

Development Goals (MDGs). The realization of human rights of Dalit women will 

have a major positive effect on the realization of the MDGs. Dalit women are 

extremely poor, and make up 2% of the world’s population. In India, 60 million 

children do not attend primary school; the majority of these children are Dalit girls. 

India’s child mortality rate is one of the highest in the world and with its cast 

population and a rate of 540 maternal deaths per 100,000 live births, India accounts 

for more than 20% of all global maternal deaths. A greater availability and 

accessibility of healthcare for women, including Dalit women, is needed. 

Violence against Dalit Women 

 Certain kinds of violence are traditionally reserved for Dalit women : extreme 

filthy verbal abuse and sexual epithets, naked parading, dismemberment, being forced 

to drink urine and eat faeces, branding, pulling out of teeth, tongue and nails, and 

violence including murder after proclaiming witchcraft, are only experienced by Dalit 

women. They are threatened by rape as part of collective violence by the higher 

castes. However, sexual assault and rape of Dalit women and girls also occur within 

their own communities. For Dalit men, the suppression and rape of women could be a 

way to compensate for their own lack of power in society. The Devadasi system of 

temple prostitution is the most extreme form of exploitation of Dalit women. The 

majority of cases of violence against Dalit women are not registered. The lack of law 

enforcement leaves many Dalit women unable to approach the legal system to seek 

redress. Women are often also unaware of the laws and their ignorance is exploited by 

their opponents, by the police, and by the judiciary system. Even when cases are 

registered, the lack of appropriate investigation, or the judge’s own caste and gender 

biases, can lead to acquittal. 

Action by Dalit Women 

 Dalit women have been active throughout history, though often this has not 

been recorded. They were actively involved in the anti-caste and anti-untouchability 

movements in the 1920s. Today they are the strongholds of the Dalit movements in 

thousands of Indian villages. They continue to play a critical role in the movements 

for land rights. They are making their mark as independent thinkers and writers in the 

literary world and visionary leaders in the Panchayati Raj institutions. However, they 

are unable to put an end to the structural discrimination and exclusion. Violence and 

impunity are used to keep them in their place. 

Getting organized as Dalit Women 

 Since the late 1980s, therefore, Dalit women have increasingly felt and 

articulated the need for a separate platform- created, developed and controlled by 
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themselves- through which they could forge their own identity, fight for their rights 

and find solutions to their particular problems as Dalits and as women. Conscious that 

the call for a separate platform could be interpreted as divisive move by both Dalit 

men and non-Dalit women, the proponents of such a special forum emphasize that 

their initiative must not be mistaken for a separatist movement. Rather they assert that 

there is need for strong alliances between the Dalit movement, the women’s 

movement and Dalit women’s movement if their common vision of social, economic 

and political equality and justice for all is to be realized. 

 The National Federation of Dalit Women (NFDW) was launched by Dalit 

women themselves and committed itself to undertake several tasks to bring about 

positive changes in the lives of Dalit women, such as legal action against caste based 

atrocities, political empowerment of Dalit women, and economic empowerment in the 

globalized world.Historical aspect of Dalit women rights has reminded us how far we 

are success full to achieve the goals. Since Independence six decades passed, till now 

we have achieved very less, yet to walk long distance to realize the dreams of making 

independent every Dalit women in India. 

Conclusion 

Discrimination against Dalit women is most extreme in rural areas and small 

towns, where majority of the population live, while not all Indians are anti – Dalit, 

prejudice infects all social classes and castes. Education has not helped us to 

recognize human beings as persons. Law has abolished untouchability and recognized 

the equality of Scheduled Caste in theory, invidious distinctions, however is still made 

as subtle forms of discrimination. There is necessity to give political education to the 

people about the need and genesis of welfare policies for the weaker sections 

especially the Dalit women. Despite of having achieved success in women rights 

particularly India’s Dalit women there are many shortcomings in coming into 

consensus with regard to protection and development. But as far as India’s concern, it 

has started immediate action after the independence, even in the Fundamental rights, 

the women rights was enshrined in our constitution. This shows how far we are 

lacking in the implementation part. It is very necessary to know the obstacle and all 

the necessary steps should be taken to correct the mistakes. For this political will 

among the political parties can fetch the goal.  
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I 

 

The caste system, which has been dominated Indian society since ancient 

period, was developed by the Brahmanical society to maintain their superiority over 

the less privileged and marginalized people.  According to Brahmanical tradition, 

society was organized into four principal Varnas, which assigned individuals a certain 

hierarchical status.  The first literary traces of the caste system are to be found in the 

Rig-Veda, the earliest text of Aryans, where three groups are mentioned: Brahma 

(priests), ksatra (kings or rulers) and vis (common people). The purusasukta, the tenth 

book of Rig-Veda however, speaks of four classes originating from the parts of the 

body of the creator. These classes, Brahmana, Rajanya, Vaisya and Sudra, are 

referred to in later literature as chaturvarna.1 The term ‘varna’ does not seem to have 

been applied to these classes in the earliest literature, except to contrast the fair Arya 

with the dark Dasa. The initial distinction of people into two Varnas later developed 

into three (Brahma, Ksatra, and vis) and finally into four. The occupations of the first 

two Varnas are clearly stated to be priesthood, and administration and military duties, 

respectively. But the duties of the Vaisya and Sudras are not very clear. The village 

headman was usually a Vaisya and Sudra was servants. The post-Vedic period saw 

the growth and consolidation of the power of the Brahmins. The Brahmins writers 

continually discussed and defined the duties and rights of each caste and its place in 

the social hierarchy.2  

 The Varnas are then divided into specialized sub-castes called jatis. 

The Varna was fixed by birth but jati by occupation. Each jati is composed of a group 
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deriving its livelihood primarily from a specific occupation. People are born into a 

certain caste and become members of the same caste for life time. They then acquire 

the appropriate occupation according to their jati. If they born in a particular caste, 

their social identity became the same caste, it continues from generations to 

generations. Maintaining this hereditary occupational specialization and hierarchical 

ranking of occupations is said to be done through an elaborate ritual system regulating 

the nature of social interactions between the jatis. Vedic texts of the early India, 

which have been compiled, legitimized, and interpreted by the Brahmins, provide the 

rationale for the hierarchical classification and the rituals governing social behavior.3 

There were, and still are, rules that are laid down concerning appropriate occupational 

pursuit, appropriate behavior within and between castes, as well as rules related to 

marriage. 

 Defining the word “caste” itself is harder than thought to be. H.H. Risley 

defines it as “a collection of families or groups of families bearing a common name; 

claiming a common descentfrom a mythical ancestor, human or divine; professing to 

follow the same hereditary calling; and regarded by those who are competent to give 

an opinion as forming a single homogeneous community”.4 M.N. Srinivas, an eminent 

sociologist writes. “A caste meanwhile can be considered a regionally defined 

homogeneous group, with a common occupation or occupations, practicing endogamy 

and commonality”.  It can also be defined as an endogamous and hereditary 

subdivision of an ethnic unit occupying a position of superior or inferior rank of social 

esteem in comparison with other such subdivisions.5 The caste name is generally 

associated with a specific occupation and, as mentioned before, is a closed 

stratification, which makes it endogamous.6 The Indian caste system is a classification 

of people into four hierarchically ranked castes called varnas. They are classified 

according to occupation and determine access to wealth, power, and privilege. 

Leadership positions in society are monopolized by a few dominant castes.7 The two 

upper castes are ritually considered as superior to the lower castes.8 They were also 

considered as the twice born. The Brahmins, usually considered as priests and 
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scholars, are at the top in the Hindu social hierarchy.  K. Brian Smith,9 explains his 

definition of the Brahmin caste: 

“The Brahmin class is essentially defined by its supposed priority (as the class 

created first by the creator god), by knowledge of the Veda, and by the monopoly this 

class holds on the operation of sacrifice. These traits justify the social position of the 

class vis-à-vis others: they are predominant because they are prior, and they claim to 

stand outside of the power relations that govern social life for others because of their 

superior knowledge and sole possession of the ultimate “weapons,” sacrificial 

techniques”.  

II 

 The Indian caste system is an institution, which is based on Varna 

(varnashrama - dharma) was created by Aryan and that it was introduced 

by them into the Tamil country also.  The Aryan influence had penetrated 

into Tamilnadu as early as the Sangam Age (from third century B.C. to 

Third century A.D.)  itself; for we find references to the four -fold caste 

system in the Sangam literature.10 The Tolkappiyam, oldest Tamil grammar 

work of Sangam age in a section speaks of a four - fold division of society 

namely antanar, arasar, vanikar and velalar.11 Tolkappiyar, the author of 

Tolkappiyam, considers the first three antanar (Brahmins), arasar (kings), 

vanikar (Vaisyas or traders) as irupirappalar (dvijas  or twice born) and 

they were alone entitle to wear the sacred thread (punul). These four fold 

division of Tolkappiyam seems to have been an occupational division or 

an attempt to fit into the four fold Varna framework, the major 

occupational groups. It was influenced by the northern Brahmanical ideas 

regarding the four-fold division and tried to apply the concept to 

Tamilakam (which is mentioned in the early Tamil texts) though with a 

difference. In Tamilakam there is no one to correspondence with Vedic-

Brahmanic concept of Varna.12  

 In the four-fold division the antanar  (Brahmins) as a group are 

described in the early Tamil literature as an educated class reciting the 
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Vedas (marai), those who expert in marai (Veda) called as maraiyon and 

occasionally performing velvi or sacrifices. Tolkappiyar says that the 

antanar  wear punul, the sacred thread carry the karaham (the vessel 

containing holy water for ceremonial ablution), the mukkol. The antanar,  

were considered the community of seers,  ascetics, priests.13 

  In early Tamil society the Brahmins were referred to in different 

names. In Tamil there are equivalent words to denote the Brahmin such as 

antanar , parppar, parppanar, vediyar, vedantar, bhattar , muppurinulor, 

etc.14 During the Pallava period learned Brahmins were called 

bappabhattarakas  and nalkurnarparpar.15 They are frequently referred to 

in the early Tamil literature. They are mentioned in the various capacities, 

viz as scholars well versed in the Vedas, performing six duties such as 

reciting (Veda), sacrificing, making others recite and perform sacrifice, 

giving and accepting gifts.16 Generally they are portrayed in the early 

texts as people learned in the Vedas (marai) due to which they are also 

known as nonmarai mutalvan, nanmaraiyor  (who learned the four Vedas)17 

mamaraiyalan ,  maraiyon and parppan. Their involvement in various 

kinds of rites and sacrifices is clearly explained in the early texts. A 

notable feature of the early Tamil society is that Brahmins do n ot figure as 

temple priests. References to Brahmins functioning as priests occur only 

in the post-Sangam period by which time the temple emerged as an 

important institution of society probably from the Pallava period (sixth 

century onwards).18 

 Well known traditional historian C.Minakshi in his work 

“Administration and Social Life under the Pallavas” states that with the 

establishment of the Brahmanical Pallava dynasty at Kanchi in the north 

east corner of the Tamil country in 6 th century A.D., there were greater 

waves of immigration and settlement, the Brahamin sections of which took 

the shape of agrahara.19 Eventually they became temple-centered and 

propagated the ideology of bhakti which was congenial to the developing 

feudal social structure. The Brahmin priests during the Pallava period was 

elevated to the position of the confident, courtier and political advisor. 20  
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In medieval Tamil society (from 6 th century A.D. to roughly 13 th 

century A.D.), the Brahmins were occupied a prestigious position among 

the Hindus.  They were very learned and claimed their descent from god.  

They seem to have enjoyed special privileges on account of their services 

to religion and learning. They were also expected to be very proficient in 

the knowledge of Vedas, Vedangas, Dharmasastras , Itihasa , and Puranas, 

besides a good knowledge to the other religious and secular literature of 

the Hindus. In medieval period there are many references to the Brahmin 

priests in the Hindu temples.21 As priests of the temple, they performed 

the worship in the temple, recited the Puranas and Itihasa in the temple,  22 

received grants given to the temple by the devotees for various types of 

uses,  23 sometimes taxes were also collected by the Brahmins for the 

maintenance of the temples.24 Besides being temple priests in the medieval 

Tamil society, the Brahmins were in the secular professions as well.  Some 

of them served as ministers and Senapatis of the government. The 

Brahmins also served as the madhyasthas (judges) of the sabha of the 

villages.25 Sometimes the madhyasthas of sabha were appointed by the 

king himself 26 and most of the times they were elected or selected by the 

people of the village.27 As members of the sabha the Brahmins had an 

important role to play in the daily life of the society. The term 

perumakkal,  28 perhaps denotes the Brahmin elder citizens who served as 

the members of the sabha.  They commanded respect for their learning and 

religious authority.29 

The Brahmins during the Pallava and the post -Pallava period 

devoted their life to the study of Vedas for which the ruling kings 

provided liberal land grants in the form of various brahmadeya and 

devadana villages. These Brahmins found employment in the numerous 

temples of early south India for reciting Vedas during different services 

and during the various royal sacrifices. They were also employed as 

officials in the Pallava court and government departments. 30 They were 

employed as vayilketpar and tirumandira olai nayagar as well as village 

accountants. They also served the different committees ( variyam) for 

maintain tank, field, gardens, etc., were called as variyaperumakkal  
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(committee member of the variyam). They were not involved in any 

cultivation process like ploughing, sowing, reaping and similar duties 

involving physical labour. During the early period the Brahmin community 

produced distinguished poets and writers and some of the Brahmins were 

employed as court poets and prasasti writers of copper-plates.31 

They enjoyed rent-free land (irai ili) called brahmadeyam and 

settled in separate villages, which were known as agragaram, mangalam  

and chaturvedimangalam.32 The agraharam is a small brahmanical 

settlement and mangalam is a bigger settlement of the Brahmins. The 

chaturvedimangalam as the name itself indicates was a settlement of 

Brahmins who were well versed in four Vedas. The lands donated to the 

Brahmins were also known by various names such as brahmapuri,33 

brahmamangalam,34 agaram,35 agarabrahmadesam  and 

agarabrahmadeyam .36 Small settlement of Brahmins is also called in 

inscriptions as parpanacheri.37 Various inscriptions of the Pandya and 

Vijayanagar kings record the allotment of such Brahmin settlements.   One 

record of Jattavarman Tribhuvana Chakravarti, records that 

Seyyamangalam having been constituted into a Brahmin settlement came 

to be called Ambalattedi Chaturvedimangalam  and was given as 

brahmadeya  to twenty Brahmins.38 Another record of Vikrama Pandya 

also records the allotment of another brahmadeya village called 

Kulasekara Chaturvedimangalam .39 Every Brahmin settlement enjoyed 

sarvamanya tenure, i.e. they were freed from the payment of taxes and 

dues. The land grant settlements created by the kings and royal officials 

for the purpose of attaining the religious merit of long life, dharma, 

victory, strength, wealth and greatness. These brahmadeya settlements 

were mainly the centre of learning.   

III 

 The Brahmins were classified into various sub-sects.  Inscriptions 

make mention of Kannada, Tamil, Telugu, and Lata Brahmins. 40 During 

the early period they were divided into a number of divisions namely 

Vaishnava Brahmins, Saiva Brahmins and Vedic Brahmins, etc. from the 
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seventh century A.D onwards. The Mayavadi sect also existed among 

Brahmins.  The Tamil Brahmins were mostly Smarthas and Vaishnavas.  

The division was made on occupational, territorial, ritualistic and other 

differences.  Among the Smartha sub divisions may be mentioned the 

Vadama (the northerners), the Brahacharnam , the Astasahasram, the 

Attima, the Kaniyala, the Cholia, the  Viliya, the Kesiha, the  

Prathamasaki  and the Gurukkal.   In regard to Vaishnavas or 

Srivaishnavas, there were two distinct groups-the Vadakalais (northerners) 

and the Tenkalais (southerners).  The Vadagalais put on a ‘U’ shaped 

mark and Tenkalais a “Y” shaped mark on their forehead of these sects. 41 

The Saiva Brahmins who were mostly Tamil, were called by the title 

Ayyar and the principal sect of Vaishnava Brahmins who were mostly 

Telugu were called by title Ayyangar.42   

 The Brahmins were generally identified by gotras. The gotra 

defined as “an exogamous patriarchal clans from an eponymous ancestor 

who is a rishi  primeval seer or more strictly a hearer of part of the eternal 

Veda which transmits to mankind of its inestimable benefit”. 43 It has been 

pointed out that the gotra was an exogamous clan where exogamy was 

emphasized in the prohibition on marrying sagotras and marrying those 

related up to seven generations on the father’s side and five on the 

mother’s.44 They belonged to different gotras. It is well known that even 

during the Sangam age Brahmins belonging to kasyapa, atreya, vadula, 

kanudinya and kausika gotras. A copper plate inscription of medieval 

Tamil country belonging to the eighth and ninth century A.D. record the 

names of numerous gotras among the donees receiving land gifts from the 

kings.45  

 Marriage customs among the Brahmins were rigid and the Brahmins 

did not marry from any other castes. Even the Ayyar groups of Brahmins 

do not marry the girls or boys of the Ayyangar groups. However, there 

were some notable exceptions. Muthupattan, a Brahmin, married low caste 

women from Chakkiliyas.  He married more than one girl, which shows 

that Brahmins were sometimes polygamous. 46 At non-Brahmins Hindu 
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marriages and funerals, the rich Hindus wished to distinguish themselves 

by making large donations to Brahmins such as clothes, cows, rice, gold 

and whatever was esteemed most valuable.47  

We have seen that the Brahmins of the early Tamil society occupied 

the highest position in the social hierarchy. 48 They were not only top in 

social life but also the most powerful in terms of economic resources. 

They were as custodians of religious ideas and institutions centering on 

the temples which were themselves huge landed master. The others were 

either merchants or those who lived on the proceeds of their own property 

and from cultivation of their inherited lands. 49 

IV 

The Brahmins of Tamil society was numerically a minority ethnic 

group.  Though numerically was a minority group they were at the top of 

the Hindu social hierarchy. They dominated in the whole of Hindu society. 

They were very expert in Vedic studies and wel l-versed in all sastras . 

They enjoyed the sole privilege of performing sacrifices and spiritual 

services in temples. They claimed great respect and they demanded 

precedence, honour and worship. In the society and religious field, they 

involved in multi-dimensional functions. They were mostly engaged in the 

Vedic studies and teaching. The usual duties of the Brahmins were 

learning and teaching the Vedas, performing sacrifices for their benefit 

and for the benefit of their patrons and receiving gifts. They co nducted all 

the royal functions in the state and the palace. They had manifold 

functions to the state, society and religion.  
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In India, much of her history derives to the Brahmanical tradition whose 

begins have been traced to the Indus-Ganga plains of Northern India. Popularly this 

tradition is known as ‘greater’ tradition that has a strong grip and relationship with the 

‘regional traditions’, most of which are branches of the former .Interestingly , the 

regional traditions are generally based on local popular beliefs and non – Brahmanical 

ideas .Besides , the local tradition always try to enter into the Pan-Indian Brahmanical 

terms. Various regional traditions have scattered in India in two ways, i.e.  Oral and 

literary .Oral is predominant in the hills as well the tribal of the plains. Likewise, 

literary tradition, much ‘refined’ than the former contains a portion of Brahmanical 

thought acculturates the population of the plains. 

This paper deals with such a literary tradition of Ancient Assam that happened 

to be Sanskritized the land of the Kiratas (a race of man with flattened noses, very 

savage) 1 as well as sketches the contemporary conditions of Pragjyotisha.2 The 

partinent focus of discussion is based on Kalika Purana*, one of the earliest works of 

the Lauhitya region. Basically, it is a narration of Kamakhya and its related gods. But 

we can presume that the author of this work was not a Brahmin on the basis that this 

Purana refers us about a goddess, named Kamakhya or Kha-Mai –Kha (in Bodo- 

burhi) which has a non-Aryan origin. 

Kalika Purana is also known as Kalipurana means the story of the black 

Goddess .There are a number of manuscripts discovered from many parts of India 

.Only there, 14 were found in Assam. Though it is called Purana, but it is not included 

in the list of 18 Maha - puranas and simply referred as Upa-purana.The book is 

writing verse in Sanskrit .It refers the origin of Kamakhya that narrates the story of 

Naraka* - his entire life. Moreover, it contains a few chapters on the political situation 

of Pragjyotishpura, economy and geography – the rivers, the mountains etc that is 

how it gives ample evidence to study the history of ancient Assam. Simply to say, to 

shape a village goddess into the Aryan forum the anonymous writer of Kalika Purana 

makes the legend of the greatest king Naraka. 

The Kalika Purana contains more than 90 chapters, ranging contents from 90-

93 with 9000 stanzas. Of course despite variation in number of chapters the same 

contents are found in all the manuscripts scattered in India. There is a divergent 
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opinion regarding the date and origin of Kalika Purana. But the opinions are so 

interdependent that neither can be judged in isolation. The date varied from 6th-12th c 

A.D. But on the basis of certain linguistic and historical evidences, Bishnu Narayan 

Sastri argues that it was composed in the later part of 9th c A.D.The oldest manuscript 

is preserved in Calcutta Sanskrit College library ,that is a ‘norway’manuscript  copied 

in the Nepali  era 202 ,equal to 1080A.D.    

The Purana begins with an account of primary creation (sristi) and secondary 

creation (prativarga) and also with that of the destruction of the world (proloya) .This 

account of the creation follows the sankhya theory and gives in the typical Puranic 

style .The work also gives a long list of names of sacrifices (yanja) and the 

equipments required for a sacrifice. The vivid description of the geography and 

topography of Kamarupa is clearly mentioned in this work. “On Vishnu’s order 

Naraka fought against their ruler, Ghataka, and killed him. He brought the bulk of the 

Kiratas  to submissiohn and drove out the rest(who refused him to acknowledge as 

ruler) to the eastern seashore .Therefore, Vishnu  crowned Naraka king of 

Pragjyotisha ,which land was so called  because Brahma created the eastern star by 

residing in it ” 3The kingdom scattered  from the eastern side of the river Karatoya to 

the  Lalitakanta  on the west .The eastern boundary of Kamarupa as Dikkaravasini 

(Tamreshwari temple, at Sadiya) . It scattered over the land length of 100 yajanas and 

in breath 30 yajanas with its triangle shape.4From this descriptions the scholars have 

identified the western part of the Brahmaputra valley as the source form which the 

Trantic version of Puranic religion preceded to other places. The elaborate ritual 

procedures, bolidana for worshipping goddess Kamakhya ,description of local 

customs ,food ,flowers of locality ,ornaments and garments, the Naraka myth, the 

dynasty found in Kamarupa - the Bhauma  dynasty which is  invariably mentioned by 

the kings of Kamarupa in their land grant inscriptions, from 7th -12th c A.D. The 

legend of causing Lohitya to flow through the valley by legendary Parasurama(an 

incarnation of God Vishnu) and making the land thousand times holier than other 

places including Varanashi unmistakably proved that it was composed in Kamarupa. 

The works deals with the matter sexual desire. “The goddess itself was 

worshipped in the Kamarupa – tirtha as kamakshi or wanton – eyed, called by the 

name of kama - desire”4.The description of conjugal love of Sati and Mahadeva in the 

rainy season is one of the excellent poetic pieces in Sanskrit literature. This desire has 

been presented in a Trantic ritual procedure. The marriage of Mahadeva and Sati, 

Sati’s immolation in her father Daksha’s sacrificial fire in deep grief over her father’s 

insult to her and Mahadeva, the devastated Mahadeva carrying his wife’s corpse about 

the eastern part of the world until Brahma and Vishnu entered it and dismembered it 

into fragments; and the origin of the pithasthanas where different parts of Sati’s body 
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were scattered. Sati’s yoni mandala felt on the Kama- giri (i.e the Nilakuta / Nilachala 

hill), giving birth centre of her worship .Here, the story of burning Kamadeva and his 

restoration has also been described. Further it is stated there that Kamarupa is kept 

exclusively for the meeting place of Hara and Parvati .Besides, the work narrates in 

detail the sabarautshava of Kamakhya.The Kalika Purana contains the legend of 

Bosistha, of Naraka and the creation of the goddess Kamakhya .As it was composed 

to popularize the cult of sakti it is regarded as a very highly authentic work on the 

subject which had been profusely drawn upon by the digest writers on smriti. 

The Kalika Purana (ch 36-40) speaks of the earliest Aryan settlements that 

were made by Naraka in this land .For his coronation ceremony he invited Brahmans 

from Mithila that was the first foot hold of Aryanism in Kamarupa, had played a vital 

role in social change through Sanskritization among the local people. It legitimized 

the monarchical system of government for a particular ruling dynasty within a varna 

based order, the ksatriyas.The king was at the top of the political order .The polity and 

administration was similar to that of the age old tradition system of north-Indian states 

.All the seven (sapta) limbs or parts (anga) of the state (k.p ch 60-61) as mentioned in 

the Arthasastra were present here. Under the three dynasties ruled from the 4th – 12th c 

A.D.It is quite clear that the king was at the apex of the saptanga system. All these 

reflect how the work tries to propagate ‘pan-Indian’ Brahmanical theory in Kamarupa. 

The Kalika Purana implies the state formation emerged from the Bhauma –

Naraka legend where Vishnu through his son Naraka had established a divine social 

order for the welfare of the subjects of this Valley .The king donated lands to the 

Brahmans for spiritual merit as well to spread the kingdom in the peripheral areas, 

collected taxes etc. The occupational groups were the productive force of the state 

economy. Due to the patronage of the king they produced surplus products that led to 

the development of trade and commerce .They formed urban centers (konchi) that 

produced more. Moreover, it describes the agrarian life of early Assam, the products 

used in the worship of Kamakhya is clearly mentioned. The food habit of the people 

reflects the production of the state. 

Thus, Kalika Purana is an authentic work of Kamarupa that focuses the 

Lauhitya region from a Brahmanical perspective .It not only popularized the Sakta 

cult but also implied the Aryan rituals upon a village / non-Aryan goddess. Though in 

the list of Upa-puranas it enjoys respect,  in spite of it, a distinct  place of pride and 

honour, enjoys only the Maha Purana.  

Notes and References 

       *Periplus of the Erythraean Sea 

 *Purana stands for ancient legend or tales of olden times. It focuses on the   powers 
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   and works of gods and goddesses that made or unmade the legendary figures. 

 *Naraka - a son of God Vishnu  

• Pragjyotisha is differently analyzed by the scholars. Popularly it means ‘the eastern 

•  light’. B.K.Kakoti  explains it ‘a region of extensive hills’ in his work-The Mother 

•  Goddess Kamakhya,p-6 

• R.C Hazara,  Studies in the Upapurana  vols I-II p.208    

• Kalika Purana (xvii.51) 

• H.H Wilson in Asiatic Researches, vol :- V 
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 Ranajit Guha and Subaltern Historiography  

Dr. Anjan Saikia 

Principal 

Cinnamara College 

  

 Man’s interest in history goes back to the period when he became conscious of 

time and began to realize in terms of his experience. As regards the meaning of the 

term ‘history’, all thinkers from ancient to modern times have viewed it as the 

knowledge of the past. For Herodotus, the pioneer of history and other Greek thinkers, 

history is just the past memory. But more recently, it has been defined as the science 

of the past, as the intellectual form in which a civilization renders account to itself of 

its past, as actions of human beings that have been done in the past. Believing every 

man is his own historian, Garl Becker describes history as ‘what we know it to be’. 

But history is more than merely something about the past because, as David Thomson 

points out, the past is dead but not done with. Our past cannot be changed. It survives 

in the form of its remains, both physically and ideologically. It serves as a catalyst in 

the formation of human mind, institutions and communities. Similarly, E.H. Carr is 

the opinion that history is an unending dialogue between the present and the past. Let 

us talk about Ranajit Guha in this context. 

 Born in 1922, Ranajit Guha graduated from Presidency College, Calcutta 

(Now Kolkata) and was impressed by Marxist ideas that led him to join the 

Communist Part of India. Subsequently, he obtained his post graduation in History 

from Calcutta University in 1946. Then, being a devoted worker of the Communist 

Party, he wrote numerous articles in the party’s newspaper in Swadinata. But in 1947, 

he left Paris as a representative to the World Federation of Democratic Youth. There 

Guha travelled far and wide from his base in Paris. However, on his return to Calcutta 

in 1953, Ranajit Guha worked for a short time among the workers of Keshoram 

Cotton Mills and with dock-laborers of Matioburuz and Khidirpur. After six years as a 

full time activist in the Communist movement, he returned to academics in the last 

part of 1953. He taught for brief periods in several undergraduate Colleges in and 

around Calcutta that provided him as intense intellectual base. Later, in 1958-59, 

Guha joined the history department at Jadavpur University. But in 1959, he again left 

for England and spent more than 21 years there. Subsequently, he joined as a lecturer 

in the school of African and Asian studies at Sussex University in 1970-71. Here he 

was able to complete his famous scholarly work ‘Elementary aspects of Peasant 

Insurgency in Colonial India’. After that, he engaged himself to focus a new idea on 

history and presented a number of articles and books. Later on, during 1979-80, Guha 

and a group of young historians based in England had a series of intensive meetings 
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and discussions on colonial Indian history. This was the beginning of the idea of 

Subaltern Studies, a new concept mooted by Ranajjit Guha. The first volume of this 

series edited by Guha, appeared in 1982.  

 The term ‘Subaltern’ has been taken from a Latin word that claims to be an 

improvement on the elitist mode (both the Marxist and non-Marxist type) of exploring 

and explaining history. This mode of explaining history, also known as ‘history from 

below’, aims at construction the paradigm of Subaltern consciousness manifesting 

itself in different forms, at different times. Guha, in his edited volume on Subaltern 

studies, wants to interpret that subaltern classes or subaltern means the masses of the 

laboring population and intermediate strata in towns and the countries of people. In 

the Indian context, the people are horizontally and vertically situated in the class-caste 

categories. It said that the term ‘Subaltern’ encompasses all the non-elite segments of 

a society with their elements such as beliefs, morals, laws, customs, habits and so 

forth. It may be pointed out that Guha has made a slight distinction on subaltern 

history from Marxist historiography in studying the colonial India. The Marxists view 

the actions of the Indian masses in terms of the basic socio-economic structure of 

peasant proletariat class consciousness and in terms of party vanguards, but the 

subaltern school not only studies Mark’s socio-economic structure of peasant 

proletariat, but also studies the common sense of the masses or their specific folk 

consciousness, wisdom and action. 

 Ranajit Guha and his followers want to reveal several elements of subaltern 

insurgency in colonial India. The first elementary aspect of subaltern insurgent 

consciousness is reflected in their refusal to be dominated by their superiors or 

dominators. The violent crimes, both individual and gang-wise, are the other aspect of 

subaltern insurgency. Likewise, the insurgent subaltern consciousness assumes 

modalities or forms first in the destruction of the signs of authority like police station 

or landlord’s rent collection office or money lender’s house. The other aspect of the 

subalterns is their solidarity expressed more in ethnic, kinship and community 

relationship than in a class affinity. Similarly, ethnic space and physical space are 

other elements of this subaltern insurgency. As the subaltern studies are concerned 

with colonial India, they explain how the Indian masses ran upon their clocks, so far 

as their movement was concerned. However, the theoretical root of subaltern studies 

was planted by Ranajit Guha and subsequently it was enlarged by D.N. Dhanagare, 

Shahmid Amin, Gyan Pandey, Partha Chatterjee, Dipak Ckakraborty, Sumit Sarkar 

and a host of other historians. 

 So far as this new historical study in Assam is concerned, it is quite limited. 

Even so, the limited social scientists have thrown new light indirectly into subaltern 

historiography. The writings of Bishnu Rabha and Jyoti Prasad Agarwalla have 
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influenced subaltern history. To sum up, history is not merely a story-telling narration 

connected with ironic, romantic qualities, heroic kings and glamorous queens as 

generally believed by people all around. It is rather a very serious academic and social 

discipline with multi-dimensional approaches, from the historical past to the 

historiographical present from the elite to the masses and silent sufferers. Therefore, 

subaltern history, as a branch of critical history is a comparatively new arrival. This 

radical approach brings forth the historical facts into the forefront in a rather creative 

manner. 

Notes and References:   

1Ranajit Guha, Elementary aspects of Peasant Insurgency in Colonial India, Oxford     

   University   Press, New Delhi, 1983. 
2Ranajit Guha, Subaltern Studies, Vol-I, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 1994. 
3Han Xiaorong (Complied and ed), Chinese Discourses on the Peasant 1900-49, 

    State University of New York Press, Albany, 2005. 
4Eric, R, Wolf, Peasant Wars of the 20th Century, Faber and Faber, London, 1971. 
5Sumit Sarkar, Popular Movements and Middle Class leadership in late colonial India :   

  Perspective and Problems of a History from Below, K.P. Bagchi and Company, Calcutta, 

  Reprint, 1985. 
6D.N. Dhanagare, Peasant Movements in India: 1920-50, Oxford University Press, New 

Delhi,  

  1983. 
7 D.N. Dhanagare, Themes and Perspectives in Indian Sociology, Rawat Publications,  

   NewDelhi, 1993. 
8M.N. Karna(ed), Peasant and Peasant Protests in India, Intellectual Publishing House,  

  New Delhi, 1998. 
9T.J. et. Al(eds0, The Journal of Peasant Studies, Vol-16, No. 2, January, England, 1989. 
10Teodor Shanin(ed), Peasants and Peasant Societies, Penguin Books Ltd., England, 1976. 
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 Folk medicinal practice with easily available natural products is still a 

common feature of significant portion of the people of the world where modern 

medical facility is comparatively costlier and beyond reach. So ‘traditional healing 

practices’ with century-old ‘belief system’ are still in existence in different parts of 

the world. In this context, Sub-Himalayan Bengal (Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar 

districts of West Bengal) is no exception where the indigenous caste and tribal 

communities had developed their traditional medical system with locally available 

medicinal herbs. However, modern medical facilities and spread of modern education 

have generated a question among the backward people of this region regarding the 

utility of the folk medicine. So their traditional medicinal practices are facing 

challenges from the modern age.   Inspite of it, traditional healing method for curing 

certain diseases and correcting certain deficiencies are still in practice among a large 

section of people of the region. 

 

        Among different caste and tribal communities of the Sub-Himalayan Bengal, the 

Rajbanshis have developed a particular medicinal practice and food habits since the 

time immemorial. Natural environment, locally available herbs, food products, etc; 

have a significant role in their health seeking behaviour and healing system. So inspite 

of adoption of modern medical facilities, the backward Rajbanshis of remote villages 
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of Sub-Himlayan Bengal are continuing their indigenous medical behavior and belief 

system. In this paper I’ll thus discuss about the folk medicinal practices of the 

Rajbanhsis of colonial Sub-Himalayan Bengal and their continuity in the post colonial 

period. 

      I 

The Rajbanshis of Sub-Himalayan Bengal. 

Sub-Himalayan Bengal in the pre-colonial period was an integral part of the kingdoms 

flourished in Kamarupa-Kamta i.e., Western Assam and North Bengal. It was 

bounded by Bhutan in the north and the confluence of the Brahmaputra and Tista 

River in the south. It was/is extended from the Tista and Karotoya rivers in the west to 

the Sankosh and the Brahmaputra rivers in the west. From the sixteenth century to 

1773 it was under the control of the kingdom. However, northern part of the Sub-

Himalayan Bengal was brought under the control of Bhutan. Due to the conclusion of 

the Anglo-Cooch Behar Treaty in 17731, indirect colonial rule was established in 

Cooch Behar while Bhutan lost the Duars to the British in 1866. 2 Western Duars was 

reorganized as a district called Jalapaiguri in 1869. So ‘colonial Sub-Himalayan 

Bengal’ was consisted with Jalpaiguri district and Cooch Behar State. After the 

partition of Bengal (in 1947), five Police Stations areas (thana circles) of Jalpaiguri 

district were transferred to East Bengal 3 and Cooch Behar State was merged with 

India. 4 So post-colonial Sub-Himalayan Bengal is basically comprises of Cooch 

Behar and Jalpaiguri districts of present West Bengal. 

 

      In the pre-colonial period, the sub-Himalyan Bengal region was not densely 

populated. Northern part of Jalpaiguri was full with jungles and wild animals. 

However, southern part of Cooch Behar was much populated. Isolated villages of 

Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar were basically inhabited by local tribal and Semi-tribal 

communities like the Rajbanshis , Koches, Meches, Tharus, Lepchas , Rais, Limbus, 

Totos and the Rabhas amomg whom the Rajbanhis were/are the majority. Early 

colonial records and the census statistics prove that the Rajbanshis were the majority 

of population in the Sub-Himalayan Bengal. 
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Table 1. Population of Jalpaiguri district 1872 

Sl. 

No. 

NAME OF NATIONALITY, TRIBE, OR CASTE NUMBER 

I NON-ASIATICS (English, Irish) 25 

II MIXED RACES 7 

III ASIATICS  

A Other than Natives of India and British Burmah 152 

B Natives of India and British Burmah  

1 Aboriginal Tribes(Kachari, Mech, Murmi, Pahariya, Uraon) 533 

2 Semi-HinduisedAboriginals  

2a Rajbansi 137135 

2b Other than Rajbansi 10908 

3 Hindus  

I Superior Castes (Brahman, Rajput) 1798 

Ii Intermediate Castes (Baidya, Kayasth) 669 

Iii Trading Castes (Agarwala, Behad, Gandhabanik, Oswal etc.) 630 

Iv Pastoral Castes (Goala) 950 

V Castes Engaged in Preparing Cooked Food (Kundu, Madak) 910 

Vi Agricultural Castes (Aguri, Barui, Kaibartta, Kurmi, Mali etc.) 4360 

Vii Castes Engaged Chiefly in Personal Service 4373 

Viii Artisan castes (Kamar, Kansari, Kumar, Sonar, Sunrietc) 7713 

Ix Weaver Castes (Jugi, Kapali, Tanti) 5685 

X Labouring Castes (Belder, Chunari, Nuniya) 306 

Xi Castes Engaged in Selling Fish and Vegetables  

Xii Boating and Fishing Castes (Jaliya, Mala, Manjhi, Patni) 1656 

Xiii Dancer, Musician, Begger and Vagabond Castes (Baiti, Kuali) 280 

Xiv Persons Enumerated By Nationality Only (Assami, Madrasi) 19 

Xv Persons of Unknown or Unspecified Castes 2806 

4 Persons of Hindu Origin not recognising Caste 2070 

5 Mahummadans (Julaha, Pathan, Shaikh, Unspecified) 144980 

Grand Total 327965 

Source: W.W. Hunter: Statistical account of Bengal, Vol. X, (London, Trubner & Cong, 

1876), pp.253-43     

 

Table 2. Population of Cooch Behar 1872 

Sl. 

No. 

NAME OF NATIONALITY, TRIBE, OR CASTE NUMBER OF 

ADULT 

MALES 

I NON-ASIATICS 5 

II ASIATICS  

A Other than Natives of India and British Burmah (Chinese,Nepalis) 13 

B Natives of India and British Burmah  

1 Aboriginal 

Tribes(Dhangar,Garo,Kachari,Mech,Mornag,Nat,Telenga) 

865 

2 Semi Hinduized Aboriginals  

A Rajbansi 111125 

B Other than rajbansi (Bagdi, Bediya, Chamar, Chandal, Dom, Hari, 5970 
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Khyen etc.) 

3 Hindus  

I Superior Castes (Brahman,Chhettri or Rajput) 1,463 

Ii Intermediate Castes(Baidya,Kayasth) 848 

Iii Trading Castes (Marwari,Banik,Khatri,Oswal) 264 

Iv Pastoral Castes (Goala,Gareri) 382 

V Agricultural Castes (Barui, Koeri, Kaibartta, Kurmi, Kolita, Mali) 2657 

Vi Castes Engaged Chiefly in Personal Service 1343 

Vii Artisan Castes (Kamar, Kumar, Swarnakar, Sutradhar, Sunri, Teli) 816 

Viii Weaver Castes (Jugi, Tanti) 1691 

Ix Labouring Castes (Nuniya) 7 

X Boating and Fishing Castes (Manjhi, Nalua) 101 

Xi Persons of Unknown or Unspecified Castes 52 

4 Persons of hindu Origin not recognizing Caste (Vaishnav) 708 

5 Muhummadans Unspecified 48086 

Grand Total 176396 

Source: W.W. Hunter: Statistical account of Bengal , Vol. X, (London, Trubner & Cong, 

1876), pp.341-42.     

  Table 3.Distribution of the Rajbanshis in 1931 

State/ Division/ District  Male  Female  

Bengal  939396 864975 

British Territory  773651 711622 

Burdwan Division 24561 24625 

Burdwan 1929 1833 

Birbhum 2112 2240 

Bankura 3465 3833 

Midnapore 4221 4696 

Hooghly 3303 4159 

Howrah 9421 8164 

Presidency Division  55771 53433 

24 Parganas 21274 188773 

Calcutta  1173 841 

Nadia  7665 6986 

Murshidabad 11347 13007 

Jessore 1878 1910 

Khulna 12434 11916 

Rajshahi Division 665572 598833 

Rajshahi 13198 13331 

Dinajpur 187487 172881 

Jalpaiguri 177919 153249 

Darjeeling 14640 12329 

Rangpur 229670 215304 

Bogra 4926 4487 

Pabna 6577 6398 

Maldah 21155 20854 

Dacca Division 36747 34104 

Dacca 13826 13093 

Mymensingh 15449 14286 
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Faridpur 8689 6330 

Bakharganj 755 395 

Chittagong Division 1000 827 

Tippera 708 494 

Noakhali 87 32 

Chittagong  205 241 

Chittagong Hill Tract --- --- 

Bengal States  165745 153153 

Cooch Behar 165695 153151 

Tripura 50 2 

Source: Census of India, 1931 Volume V: Bengal and Sikkim Part I (Calcutta: Central 

Publication Branch, 1933) 

 

       In the first half of the twentieth century, Rajbanshis were mainly distributed in 

northern Bengal particularly in Rangpur, Jalpaiguri, Dinajpur, Maldah and Darjeeling 

districts. They had highest concentration in Cooch Behar State. The Rajbanshis were 

also distributed in Lower Assam. The population composition (as given in the Tables 

1, 2 and 3) was changed considerably with the growth of tea gardens in Jalpaiguri 

district and migration of people to Sub-Himalayan Bengal after the partition of Bengal 

in 1947. However, the Rajbanhis are still very highly concentrated in North Bengal 

with 50% of total population of Cooch Behar, 27% of Jalpaiguri, 15% of Darjeeling 

district. 

               In the present constitutional provision of India the Rajbanshi (also spelled as 

Rajbongshi/ Rajbangshi) is a Scheduled Caste (SC) community of West Bengal. In 

Assam at present they have been classified as ‘Other Backward Castes’ (OBC). 

However, Rajbanshi is also refers to a linguistic community of India, Bangladesh, 

Nepal and Bhutan. At the same time Rajbanshis of southern part of West Bengal and 

southern Bangladesh ethnically, occupationally and genetically are quite different 

than their northern fellows. The Rajabanshis of North Bengal, Assam and other 

Northeast Indian States, northern Bangladesh and Nepal, however, have somewhat 

social cohesiveness bonded by linguistic and cultural features.  
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III 

Diseases of colonial Sub-Himalayan Bengal  

Being the members of the largest indigenous community of Sub-Himalayan Bengal, 

the Rajbanshis were the victims of different diseases which are prominent in the reign. 

Before discussing the healing practice of the Rajbanshis, we should look at the 

diseases of Sub-Himalayan Bengal. In this connection, colonial records are helpful to 

understand the severity of diseases of the reign. Regarding Cooch Behar, W.W. 

Hunter had observed in the 1870s that 

 “the chief diseases that prevail in Kuch Behar are dysentery, malarious 

fevers, spleen, goitre, and venereal disease. The first two may attributed to 

the dampness of the soil and humidity of the climate, together with the 

exclusive heat during the day in the summer months, followed by sudden 

cold after sunset. Goitre is attributed to drinking the water of certain 

streams”5  

The Deputy Commissioner and Superintendent of Cooch Behar State, Mr. T.H. Lewin 

had also recorded a similar description in 1876 about the diseases of Cooch Behar. 

According to him- “intermittent fever or ague in its several verities (chiefly quotidian) 

is very prevalent; remittent fever is not very common; rheumatic and splenic 

affections are often met with; cholera is apparently endemic to the State, and 

occasionally epidemic; goitre, dysentery, diarrhea, dyspensia, Ascaris lumbricoides, 

bronchial complaints, and skin disease are very common; small pox, although not of 

usual occurrence, is occasionally epidemic.” 6Although cholera was not a regular 

feature but it took serious turn in 1869. 7  

           History of diseases was not changed in the early twentieth century Cooch 

Behar too. From the Annual Administrative Reports of Cooch Behar State 8 and the 

monumental report of H.N. Chaudhuri (1903) 9 we do notice that cholera was a 

common epidemic in Cooch Behar. Small pox was not frequent like cholera. The 

people of Cooch Behar used to call cholera and small pox as Garmari and Thakurani 

respectively. 10 Leprosy was another common occurrence in Cooch Behar in the 

colonial days. It used to be found among the Rajbanshis in large scale. 11 Among 
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other common diseases of the early twentieth century Cooch Behar mention may be 

made of   fever, hooping cough, dyspepsia, goiter or Derbyshire-neck, blindness, 

deaf-mutism and insanity.  The rate of insanity was highest in Cooch Behar. It was 

common among the Rajbanshi Muslims due to consanguineous marriage and habit of 

smoking ganja. 12 

         Condition of Jalpaiguri district was not different in regards to common diseases. 

Because of close proximity with Cooch Behar and same geographical and societal set 

up, people of Jalpaiguri used to suffer from the common diseases of Sub-Himalayan. 

So W.W. Hunter recorded in the 1870s that  

“the principal endemic disease of the district of Jalpaiguri are malarious 

fevers, both remittent and intermittent, with all their complications and 

squeal. These fevers are attributed to the malaria generated by the 

decomposition of the rank vegetation which abounds throughout the District. 

They are most prevalent about the beginning and end of the rains, in the 

months of March and April, and in September and October. ….Splenetic 

affections, enlargement of the liver, anemia and anarsarca, all of malarious 

origin, are common throughout Jalpaiguri.” 13 

J.A. Milligan, the settlement officer of Jalpaiguri (1906-1916) had also described that 

“till about ten years ago the intensely malarious climate of the Western Duars was 

accepted with resignation by the inhabitants, European and Indian alike, as an 

inevitable part of their environment. The death rate must have been enormous, and 

few, if any, escaped that weakened of the constitution and the impaired vitality which 

prolonged saturation with malaria inevitably produces.” 14 The Malaria Commission 

of the Royal Society had visited the Duars region of Jalpaiguri in 1901 to understand 

the severity of malaria of the Sub-Himalayan Bengal. The commission (consisted with 

Dr. Stephens, Dr. Christophers and captain S.P.Jones, I.M.S.) found that “the malaria 

endemcity of Duars was extraordinarily high and that black-water fever was common 

in that locality.” 15 

 Diarrhea, dysentery, goiter (called bawa in the Duars), scurvy etc. were also 

common in Jalpaiguri in the late 19th century. However, leprosy and cholera were not 
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common in Jalpaiguri like Cooch Behar. Cholera broke out as an epidemic Jalpaiguri 

in 1869 as a consequence of cholera of Cooch Behar and Rangpur as mentioned 

earlier. Another attack of cholera took place in Jalpaiguri in 1870. 16 Severe attack of 

cholera causing highest death rate in Jalpaiguri was recorded in 1924-25.  17 

        Most common disease of the Sub-Himalayan Bengal, i. e, malarious fever, was 

not a problem for the indigenous tribal communities of this reign like the Meches. But 

the migrants from other parts of India and the Europeans were the worst sufferer by 

malarious fever of the Duars. It is to be noted that the population was increasing in the 

Duars reign of Jalpaiguri with the growth of tea gardens and clearing of jungles since 

the 1870s. The Rajbanshis of Sub-Himalayan Bengal, however, were not the victims 

of the malarial fever. So J.F. Grunning had recorded in 1911 that –“the adult native 

population of Rajbanshis, Muhameddans and Meches are relatively immune to fever.” 

18 

          But other common diseases of Sub-Himalayan Bengal were equally fatal to the 

Rajbanshis. It has been mentioned already that epidemic disease like cholera was 

almost common in the Sub-Himalayan Bengal. But the natives of the region could not 

develop proper preventive method against cholera. So H.N. Chaudhuri has given a 

very pathetic condition of the cholera affected villages. According to him  

“when any member of a household is attacked with cholera, house is shunned 

by the neighbours, and even the friends of the sufferer fear to approach him 

and nurse him. The victim is left in a hut with a pot of water to shift for 

himself, so long as strength lasts, and at last dies a horrible death without 

sympathy and care. It is no wander therefore that cholera sufficiently fatal 

under much better circumstances sufficiently often desolates entire 

households and town or village” 19 

 However, the Rajbanshis did not have adverse outlook towards other diseases. They 

have developed specific folk medicinal practice with their day to day experience what 

was only available method of treatment and heading practice. In the pre-colonial and 

early colonial days there was no modern medical facility in Cooch Beher and 

Jalpaiguri. Even in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century there were very few 
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modern hospitals and dispensaries in the Sub-Himalayan Bengal.. In the early 

twentieth century there were nine hospitals (7 with indoor accommodation) in Cooch 

Beher under the medical service department of Cooch Beher State. On the other hand 

a modern hospital was opened in Jalpaiguri in 1905. And there were dispensaries at 

Alipurduar, Mainaguri, Falakata and Kumargram. But ordinary Rajbanshi people of 

this region were dependent on their folk medicals practices.    

 

IV 

 Folk medicinal practices 

Medicinal practices, both preventive and curative; has been a common phenomenon 

since the very beginning of human civilization. Some of the practices have been 

originated for pacification of certain natural phenomena or natural element. At the 

same time, people have developed their medicinal practices through their day to day 

experience and interaction with the flora of their habitation. So the origin of folk 

medicine is linked with men’s understanding of the nature. Naturally folk medicinal 

practices inherited many magical elements from such background. So in many cases, 

effective healing came out from the magical elements are appeared as non-rational.20 

Men’s belief in miraculous success through worshiping nature and imaginary deities 

gradually developed into kind of belief system in the land of their habitation. As a 

whole, we do notice broad categories in folk medicine----- (i) herbal or traditional 

medicinal practices with available natural elements, and (ii) magical means for 

healing. These features of folk medicine are equally applicable to the folk medicinal 

practices of the Rajbanshis of Sub-Himalayan Bengal too. 

 The Rajbanshis of Sub-Himalayan Bengal, being indigenous of this reign; 

have been living in the geo-environmental of Sub-Himalayan Bengal since the time 

immemorial. Naturally the geographical features (which are determinants to the floura 

and founa) have immense influence on the pattern of their habitation, belief system, 

folk medicine and magical means for miraculous healing. 
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IV. I. Herbal Treatment 

Herbal treatment in folk medicine is common all across the world through the ages. 

Available medicinal plants and their different elements including root, fruit, flower, 

leaves, etc; and available natural elements including rock, rock salt, soil, sand etc; are 

being used in folk medicine. At the same time food habits and life style as 

precautionary measures are closely attached to the folk medicinal practices. So we 

have classified the herbal treatment of the Rajbanshis into two group- (i) use of herbs 

for healing, (ii) consumption of herbs and vegetable as preventive food habits. 

 

 Use of herbs for healing  

It has been already mentioned that the folk medicine of the Rajbanshis was developed 

through their interaction with the nature, natural phenomena and natural elements of 

Sub-Himalayan Bengal. Till the early twentieth century, the Rajbanshis of the isolated 

villages (except the educated sections) were dependent on their folk medicine. So 

H.N. Chaudhuri wrote in 1903 that the “people very seldom use either Western or 

Ayurvedic medicines. They are ordinarily treated by the Ojhas or villages Quaks, who 

in addition to offering pujas to offended deo or spirit, administer some native drugs. 21  

Locally available herbs , plants, and their sub-products have their use in the folk-

medicinal practices of the Rajbanshis of Cooch Behar and Jalpaiguri as given in the 

tables 4 and 5.   

Table 4: Native drugs of Cooch Behar 
Name  Scientific Name Used For 

Bel Aeglemarmelos Diarrhoea and Dysentery 

Ishanmul AristolochiaIndica Fever and Snake bita 

Satamuli Asparagus Sarmentosus For various disease  

Kotilu Asparagus Vinus Diarrhoea 

Nim AzadirachtaIndica Bitter Tonic 

Palas Papri Butea Frondosa Diarrhea 

Sidhi Cannbis Indica Sedative 

Sosha CucumisSativus The seed is a diuretic 

Dhatura DaturaStramonium Sedative 

Anantamul HemidesmusIndica An Alterative 

Golancha TinosporaCordifolia Tonic 

Madhu or Honey   For various diseases  

Pudina Mentha Sativa Carminative 

Rai Sinapis Alba For various diseases 

Hatisura TiaridiumIndica Applied to ulcers 
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Table 5 : Native drugs of Jalpaiguri 

Name Scientific Name 

Kunch Abrusprecatorius 

Upang Achyaranthesaspera 

Bach Acoruscalamus 

Bel Aeglemarmelos 

Chireta Agathoteschirayta 

Ghrita Kumari  Aloe Indica 

Kulinjan Alpiniagalanga 

Chatin AlstoniaScholaris 

Kalap-nath Andrographispaniculata 

Khas Khas Andropogonmuricatum 

Sial Kanta Argemone Mexicana 

Neem AzadirachataIndica 

Dhak or Palas Buteafrondosa 

Katkaranja Caesalpiniabonducella 

Bakam Caesalpiniasappan 

Akhund Calatropisgigantea 

Ganja Cannabis Indica 

Lanka marich Capsicum annuum 

Son-alu Cassia fistula 

Mom or Wax Ceraflava 

Bhant Clerodendronviscosum 

Dhaniya Coriandumsativum 

Jaipal Croton tiglium 

Indrawin Cucumis pseudo-colocynthis 

Katki Cucumisutilissimus 

Bagh Bharenda Jatrophacurcas 

Haldi Curcuma longa 

Ban-haldi Curcuma zedoaria 

Mutha Cyperushexastachylus 

Dhutura Datura Alba 

Amla Emblicaofficinailis 

Munsasij Euphorbia ligularia 

Jaishtha Madhu Glycyrrhizaglabra 

Nil Indigoferatinctoria 

Ajawan Lingustrumajowan 

Am MangiferaIndica 

Pudina Mentha sativa 

Karcla Momordicacharantia 

Sujina Moringapterygosperma 

Tamak Nicotianatabacum 

Saluk Nymphoea lotus 

Amrul Oxalis corniculata 

Bara ghakru Pedalium murex 

Pipul Piper longum 

Raktachandan Pterocarpussantalinus 

Anar Punicagranatum 

Erendi Ricinuscommunis 
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Jangli piyaj UrgineaIndica 

Til Sesamumorientale 

Sadasarisha Sinapis alba 

Kala sarisha Sinapisnigra 

Tentul TamarindusIndica 

Haritaki Terminaliachebula 

Methi Trigonellafoenumgraecum 

Adrakh Zinziberofficinale 

Buch Zinziber Zerumbet 

 

We have already observed that small pox or chicken pox and measles were/are very 

much common in the Sub-Himalayan Bengal. The Rajbanshis call them 

Thakurani/Guti puskura and haam respectively. Since these effect the people in the 

spring time (Basanta kal), it is also call Basanta in colloquial Bengali. In the pre-

colonial and colonial days, pox was very much dangerous. The Rajbanshis used to 

treat this disease by using certain plants and their sub-products. Consumption of blend 

of neem juice and honey in specific dose in early morning in empty stomach was the 

medicine of pox. To cure the ulcer or would generated from the pox, they use the 

blend of neem juice and mustard oil (extracted by traditional method). At the same 

time water with leaves of chepti kaalai and neem is to be used for bathing of the 

patient. 

           Most common disease in the Sub-Himalayan Bengal is fever of different kinds. 

Thus treatment of fever with available herbs has developed among the Rajbanshis. 

Adult Rajbanshis were immune to the malarial fever. But other forms of fever were 

quiet common in Cooch Behar and Jalpaiguri. For cold fever, the Rajbnashis 

generally use the blend of tulsi leaves and honey. Juice extracted from the leaves of 

basak used to be considered as medicine for cold fever. The blend of kalo jeera, garlic 

and mustard oil was/is also used in cold fever. Leaves of seuli are very much useful in 

black fever. 

 Diarrhea and dysentery were/are very much common in the Sub-Himalayan 

Bengal. In case of bowl complaint due to diarrhea, the Rajbanshis use the juice of 

patharkuchi leaves and gandhabhadal leaves. In dysentery, they use the thankuni 

leaves, boalida leaves, blend of golmorich, ginger and leaves of sangibhar, etc. 
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       To stop bleeding the injuuri, the Rajbanshis generally use the serum of kalokachu 

and leaves of marigold. The juice of bisallakarani is also very much helpful in case of 

bledding fro injury. 

         For jaundice patient, the Rajbanshi generally use batabi lebu. In sever case, 

blend of the juice of skin of sajna tree, swarnalata, neem, patal leaves and tauri kelai 

etc, used as medicine.  In case of ulcer and wound, the mixture of neem, oil extracted 

from endi tree, kelai khesary and mustard oil blend are the traditional medicine. 

         It has been already mentioned that hooping cough was a common disease in 

Cooch Behar. The Rajbanshis generally use the blend of juice of basak, labanga, 

elachi and kalojera as the dose medicine in hooping cough. More detail about the folk 

medicine of the Rajbanhis has been in the table 6.  

 

Table 6: Folk medicine of the Rajbanhis 22 

Disease/Problem Composition of medicine Dose 

Fracture Turmeric, garlic ginger paste, 

dust of resin 

To be fried with mustard oil 

and the oily blend to be 

used. 

Acidity Water of lime or chun (Calcium 

carbonate) 

To be consumen 

Arthritis Leaf of bat barun, leaf of 

Dapidhupi 

Bath with the water boil 

with the leaves. 

Dropsy Seezo or leaf of Fanimanasha Leaf brunt with salt to 

consumed 

Pain in Stomach Juice of ginger, gandhabhadali, 

golmarich and chinimithai leaf 

and salt or Sukanipata water 

Dose in early morning 

Warm/ round warm/ tape 

warm/ hook warm 

Juice extracted from white 

portion of pineapple plant or 

bnatpala 

Dose in the morning 

Asthma Tobacco with sugar To be chewed as khainey 

Headache/ Pain in 

Forehead 

Green banana, chun and honey 

paste 

To be pasted at forehead 

Sexual Disease Rest of ullotkambal paste with 

sugar 

A dose in the morning 

Scurvey Serum of papaya To be pasted at the root of 

teeth 

Animia Kulekhara juice To be consumed in the  

morning 

Hypertension Patharkuchi leaf To be consumed 

Black Fever Chatim tree leaf/ Siuli tree leaf 

with honey 
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Snake bite Dhulpi (Dandakalas) leave Juice To be poured into the nostril  

Burm injury Potato or Hemkastha Applied at burnt place 

    

Table 7. Natural drug sold in the market  

Drugs Scientific name  

Rasun BerberisLycium 

Gandhaberosa Boswelliathurifera 

Jita Carum album 

Lang Carophyllusaromaticus 

Tezpat Cinnamomumalbiflorum 

Dal chini Cinnamomumzeylanicum 

Nebu Citrus, numerous varieties 

Golancha Cocculuscordifolius 

Narikel Cocosnucifera 

Bihidana Cydonia vulgaris 

Garjentel Dipterocarpuslaevis 

Takhmbalanga Dracocephalumroyleanum 

Chhotailachi Elettariacardamomum 

Panmuri Foeniculumpanmorium 

Chaulmugra Gynocardiaodorata 

Kala kutki Helleborusnigra 

Khorassaniajawan Hyoscyamusniger 

Kapur Lauruscamphora 

Halim Lapidiumsativum 

Tisi Linumusitatissimum 

Jaiphal Myristicaofficinalis 

Jatamansi Nardostachysjatamansi 

Hing Narthex asafetida 

Kala-jira Nigella sativa 

Khetpapra Oldenlandiabiflora 

Salepmisri Orchismascula 

Aphin Papaversomniferum 

Kala-dana Pharbitis nil 

Gandhaberoza Pinuslongifolia 

Kababchini Piper cubeba 

Kala-marich Piper nigrum 

Pucha pat Pogostemon patchouli 

Alubokhara PrunusBokhariensis 

Majuphul Quercusinfecoria 

Riwanchini Rheum emod 

Manjit Rubiamunjista 

Rita Sapindusemarginatus 

Bhalatak Semecarpusanacardium 

Chualnadi Sphaeranthushirtus 

Kuchila Strychnosnox-vomica 

Beheyra Terminaliabelerica 

Palwal Trichosanthesdioica 

Indrajab Awrightia anti-dysenterica 
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Table 8.Mineral drugs used by the Rajbanshis   

Phutkuri Allum 

Rasanjan Sulphuret of mercury 

Sankha Arsenic 

Kharimati Chalik 

Tuta Sulphet of copper 

Hira-khas Sulphet of iron 

Raskapur Calomel 

Murdan Shankar  Oxide of lead 

Sorali Nitrate of Potash 

Tabasir Silicate of potash 

Sajimati Carbonate of soda 

Sohaga Biborate of soda 

Gandhak Sulpher 

 

Food habits and prevention of disease. 

Food habit is an important part of folk medicine. The Rajbanshis are no exception. 

Table 9 indicates the use of herbs and vegetables and their sub products in food habits 

of the Rajbanashis a preventive measure of certain disease of Sub-Himalayan Bengal. 

 

Tale 9: Food habits of the Rajbanshis as medicinal practice   

Name of Disease or 

Complaint 

Process of cooking Consumption 

Dysentery Aistani pata (Leaves of 

Aaistani) 

Consumption as curry 

Jaundice Skin of Sajina with egg of 

duck 

Consumption as fry 

After the birth of baby Allium sativam, ginger, 

garlic onion, root of pipli 

(piper legume), and papaya. 

Mother consumption as curry 

to regain energy of the 

mother . 

Constipation Chheka made of ash of tuber 

of plantain or ash of skin of 

mustard. 

Consumption as curry of 

aram, and vegetables.  

Malaria/pox, and measles Rice with galeya curd To eat as lunch 

Dysentery Siddal (Dry fish with 

vegetable paste) 

Consumption as curry 

Jaundice/ and blindness Small snails available in the 

rivers of Duars 

Consumption as curry 

Hypertension to control blood 

pressure 

Leaves of Sajina as pelka/ 

chheka 

Drinking as light juice or 

eating with rice 

Hipper tension to control 

blood pressure 

Chheka of Nisinda leaves Drinking as light juice or 

eating with rice 
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     Food habits of the Rajbanshis in certain cases prevent the disease or contribute for 

healing. Making of chheka (or calcium carbonate) from the plantain tuber or skin of 

mustard seed was a common tradition among the Rajbanshis of North Bengal and 

Assam. Siddle (dried ball of dry fish with vegetable substance) pelka (light juice made 

with different leaves and vegetables) and chheka were closely associated with the 

food culture of the Rajbanshis. 

IV.II. Magical means of healing 

Magical means for healing was a common tradition among the people of 

Bengal since the very beginning of human civilization. The Rajbanshis were not 

beyond this tradition. They used to believe in the existence of different evil spirits 

(Deo) causing harm to the people. In case of a suffering of patient for long time, the 

Rajbanshis used to propitiate certain deos (spirits) for healing. At the same time water 

and oil sanctified by village ojha/ gunin (exorcist) were also used for healing. 

Table 10:  Spirits propitiate for healing   

Disease Propitiation of Spirit / deity 

Cold and cough of the children Bura Thakur 

Complex disease of the children Dhumbaba 

Fever Mahadev/Tulsi Thakurani 

Birth of baby without trouble of the mother Bisua Masan 

Disentery/weakness Masan 

Involuntary emission of semen during sleep 

(Swapnadosh) 

Masan/Zaire pairi 

Misles Bahena Thakur 

Cholera Garam Thakur 

Pox Tistaburi 

Nigh blindness Masan/ Gohili 

Insanity/ Madness Khiyalipairi 

 

V 

Observation 

Folk medicine has been a very common phenomenon of human society. 

Nature of folk medicine depends on the geo-environmental surrounds of settlement of 

the people. Together with flora and fauna, available mineral drugs and natural 

phenomena are closely associated with the life style, food habits, folk culture and folk 

medicines. In case of our present study, natural environment, climate, flora, fauna and 

diseases have a correlation. At the same time for healing of diseases, the Rajbanshis 
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have developed a specific type of folk medicine along with their food culture, belief 

system and folk culture. Medicinal value of herbs and roots and leaves of plants for 

treatment of diseases are still in existence among the Rajbanshi. However, the magical 

form of folk medicine has lost its ground with the growth of modern education and 

modern medical system including hospitals, nursing homes and allopathic medicine. 

So the propitiation of evil spirits (called deo such as masan) at present practically is 

not associated with for healing of diseases. Worship of deities and propitiation of 

spirits, use of sanctified water are at present are nothing but a phenomenon of mental 

satisfaction. This trend can be compared with the trust of educated people (including 

scientists, doctors, and professors) on the astrology. 
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